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1.0 Issues and options response on behalf of 
Peterhouse. 

1.1 The following sites have been identified within the Strategic Housing and Economic Land 
Availability Assessment (SHELAA). These have passed the initial tests of being suitable, 
available and achievable, with the exception of WS330. 

● WS573 – Included  

● WS543 – Included  

● WS570 – Included  

● WS330 – Deferred (not adjacent to settlement boundary)  

1.2 The above sites with the exception of WS570 all form part of separate representations made in 
respect of site WS327 which was identified in the SHEELA as a potential large mixed-use 
development of a standalone settlement. The benefits of a large-scale self-contained settlement 
are set out fully in those representations. We also acknowledge the need to test a series of 
options and it is a likely outcome that a hybrid approach will be taken by the planning authority to 
the delivery of homes and jobs. Having regard to this, additional representations are being 
submitted in respect of four additional standalone parcels that can be viewed in the context of the 
larger standalone settlement or individual parcels in their own right; these representations are 
made in respect of the second option.  

1.3 A red- line plan is included to show these individual parcels (Appendix 1).  
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2.0 Deliverability 
2.1 The proposals for all four sites meet the definition of deliverable as set out within the NPPF: 

● Available – the sites are under the single ownership of Peterhouse and are considered 
available for development. There are no legal or ownership impediments to development; 

● Suitable – the sites offer a suitable highly sustainable location for development located close 
to Bury St Edmunds and are not subject to any constraints which would prevent them from 
coming forward; and 

● Achievable – the proposals are considered to be achievable and economically viable. Whilst 
a detailed viability assessment has not yet been undertaken, the technical work to date has 
not identified any constraints or infrastructure requirement which would render the sites 
unviable. Furthermore, it is considered that development on could come forward within the 
first five years of the plan period as there are no legal or ownership issues or constraints to 
development which would result in a delay to development coming forward within this 
timescale.  
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3.0 About Peterhouse 
3.1 Peterhouse owns and controls the whole site and they are committed to working in partnership to 

deliver a truly sustainable settlement – socially, environmentally and commercially  

3.2 Peterhouse is the oldest of the Cambridge colleges, founded by Hugo de Balsham, Bishop of Ely 
in 1284 and granted its charter by King Edward I. The College is a Registered Charity and as a 
charitable institution dedicated to education and research, the College has made its own 
distinctive contribution to society for over 700 years, surviving the Reformation, Civil War and the 
upheavals of every century since.  

3.3 As a charitable trust Peterhouse does not face pressures to satisfy short-term return for 
shareholders or investors like many developers, and we seek to create successful, healthy 
places which are governed by the people who live and work within them. 

3.4 Peterhouse is particularly committed to making a positive contribution through its activities to 
meeting the challenges posed by climate change.  As a long-term investor, it is mindful of the 
Government’s stated commitment to net zero carbon emissions and has already sought to reflect 
this ambition in its own property investment activities over recent years. 

3.5 Peterhouse is committed to collaborative engagement with the local community and stakeholders 
throughout the planning process.  
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4.0 Natural and Historic Environment and Social 
Infrastructure. 

 

Natural Environment 

4.1 Peterhouse supports the key issues identified in relation to the natural environment. The local 
plan should continue to protect designated sites, maximise opportunities for biodiversity net gain, 
minimise impacts on landscape character and the identities of settlements and enhance green 
infrastructure networks. In relation to net gain, policy in this matter should be sufficiently flexible 
to accommodate the required biodiversity net gain in the most effective and efficient way for each 
development, with both on-site and off-site solutions possible. 

4.2 An Ecology Review (Appendix 2) and Ecological Appraisal (Appendix 3) have been carried out to 
understand the ecological value of the four sites identified in section 1.1 and the measures that 
can be incorporated to protect and enhance existing ecological features and to also deliver a 
biodiversity net gain. 

4.3 A Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage Appraisal (Appendix 4) has been prepared to 
understand the risk of flooding on these sites and to develop the emerging surface water 
drainage strategy for the proposals. It finds that the majority of the sites are within Flood Zone 1, 
which is appropriate for all types of development.  

4.4 A Landscape Visual Appraisal (Appendix 5) has been prepared which shows the development of 
the sites has no significant adverse landscape impacts. 

4.5 A Review of Archaeology (Appendix 6) has been carried out for the sites and concludes that they 
are considered to have a moderate-high archaeological potential. Archaeology is likely to be 
within defined areas, rather than widespread, and could readily be accommodated within the 
layout of the proposed schemes on each site if its significance required this. On the basis of 
currently available information there are no constraints to the allocation of housing for 
development on all sites and should development come forward on any of them, it would, on 
current knowledge, satisfy both local and national planning policy. 

Social infrastructure  

4.6 The community infrastructure capacity report submitted with site WS327 directly shows the 
access to a wide range of good quality social infrastructure to support development on all four 
sites.  
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5.0 Settlement Specifics 
 

 

WS570 

5.1 This was an included site within the SHEELA. It lies immediately adjacent to the settlement 
boundary of Fornham St Martin, a Class A village and as identified in the earlier sections of this 
report is unconstrained by archaeology , flooding, ecologically and contains no sensitive 
landscapes or visual receptors. The sites proximity to the existing settlement and the degree of 
self-containment ensures that there will be no coalescence and it is a logical southern extension 
to the village with a road frontage. 

WS543  

5.2 This was an included site within the SHEELA. It is a natural extension to the small enclave of 
houses on Barton Road and is on unconstrained land with no sensitive landscapes or visual 
receptors. The A134 is a hard boundary to the east and this can be dealt with sensitively in 
landscape and noise terms in the delivery of the site for housing. 

WS330 

5.3 This was a deferred site from the SHEELA because it does not lie immediately adjacent to the 
settlement boundary. It shares the same characteristics as WS570 and is equally unconstrained, 
ecologically, archaeologically, flooding, landscape and visually. It lies adjacent to WS570 and 
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crucially, it is in the same ownership as WS570 and could easily be co joined with this site to form 
a larger more coherent parcel that would then as a single entity lie adjacent to the settlement 
boundary. 

Relationship with WS532 (not in Peterhouse ownership) 

5.4 Following positive dialogue with the other site promoters and landowners, Peterhouse consider 
that collectively the sites identified in the West Suffolk SHELAA as WS552, WS543, and WS035 
present a unique opportunity to provide a range of planning and community benefits and facilities 
across a comprehensively planned and logical extension to Bury St Edmunds that would create a 
strong sense of place and increase the sustainability of the area to support existing local 
communities.  

 

 

WS573 

5.5 This was as included site within the SHEELA. The sites lies immediately adjacent to the west of 
Great Barton, a local service centre whose facilities are identified in the consultation documents. 
The site is self-contained but the Peterhouse land ownership to the West includes the entirety of 
Hall Farm so the issue of potential coalescence can be dealt with meaningfully through 
landscaping. The location to the west of the villages preserves the sylvan setting of “The Park”. 
The Neighbourhood Plan recognises the changes and challenges that the new WSLP will bring 
and commits to review the Plan to accommodate any changes in major allocations planned for 
Great Barton  
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6.0 Summary and Conclusion  
6.1 These planning representations have been prepared by Bidwells LLP on behalf of Peterhouse in 

response to the West Suffolk Local Plan (“WSLP”) Issues and Options consultation (Regulation 
18). 

6.2 The representations seek to support the identification of the four sites as standalone sites 
capable of taking additional development. This is in addition to and separate from the 
representations on WS327 for a major mixed-use development. 

6.3 All sites present a sustainable opportunity to re-develop largely unconstrained sites either 
immediately adjoining the existing built up area of the village (or are able to be co-joined with 
them)  and are individually capable of delivering up a significant number of new homes within the 
plan period. 

6.4 Our client therefore requests that all four sites are considered as a potential housing allocation 
within the West Suffolk Local Plan (WSLP). 

6.5 Peterhouse look forward to working with West Suffolk Council and stakeholders to inform the 
best most sustainable spatial strategy to inform development over the life of the new Plan and 
beyond. 
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Job Name: Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds 

Job No: 43948 

Note No: 43948/Hydro/SK/ET/001 

Date: December 2020 

Prepared By: S Knowles 

Subject: Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage Appraisal – Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds 

 

1. Executive Summary  

 This appraisal has been prepared by Stantec UK, on behalf of our client Peterhouse, to support the 
promotion of a site for up to 3,5000 residential units, employment, education and community uses in 
the West Suffolk Emerging Local Plan.  

 The site is located to the north of the settlement boundary of the town of Bury St Edmunds and top 
the east of the settlements of Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve, Suffolk. 

 The site is located predominately in Flood Zone 1 (low probability from fluvial (river) flooding), with 
areas bordering the River Lark located within Flood Zones 2 and 3 (medium and high probability 
from fluvial flooding).  

 Most of the site is shown to be at very low risk from Surface Water flooding, with areas of localised 
high to medium risk in the western and eastern parts of the site. These areas relate to the River Lark, 
and existing ordinary watercourses/ reservoir within the site boundary.  

 Several flood mitigation measures stated in this appraisal will be promoted for implementation to 
minimise the flood risk to the development. This includes the application of the sequential approach 
on site where development is allocated in low risk areas, but also floodplain enhancement in low 
lying areas with Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) on site, so flood risk does not increase 
elsewhere. This will be informed at the planning stage through hydraulic modelling to help inform the 
future masterplan. 

 The surface water flood risk is manageable on site and the surface water drainage strategy gives 
opportunity to provide some betterment to control runoff which is likely to be present in the local 
catchment and to also provide betterment to water quality and provide ecological enhancement.  

 The proposal is to deliver a sustainable community, of which the surface water drainage strategy will 
form a key part of. This will be achieved by introducing integrated wetlands, attenuation basins and/ 
or pond areas. These will be developed as part of a boarder habitat creation in proximity to the River 
Lark. Blue and/or Green corridors with integrated SuDS features will also be explored throughout the 
site. The presence of existing reservoirs also offers an opportunity to explore rainwater harvesting 
techniques for the future community.  

 Overall, by embracing the opportunities and ensuring principles of this appraisal are incorporated 
within a future masterplan and surface water drainage strategy, the site is well positioned to deliver 
the housing needs without increasing flood risk to offsite areas. It offers the prospect for a 
sustainable development with multi-functional environmental enhancement through the introduction 
of a variety of SuDS and natural flood management measures. Meeting the requirements of both 
national and regional policy. 
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2. Introduction and Background 

 This appraisal sets out the high-level flood risk and surface water drainage strategy review for the 
proposed development. 

 The information used to inform this document is a desk-based review of publicly available 
information, documents, and reports. A site visit and review of existing private records has also 
helped inform this document. This review considers existing site conditions and the nature of existing 
flood risk constraints associated with fluvial, groundwater, reservoirs/impounded water features, 
surface water and sewer sources. The potential surface water drainage requirements are also 
reviewed on a broad scale. 

 The purpose of this report is to explore how the strengths of a development in this location can be 
harnessed and developed to enable local flood risk and surface water drainage policy objectives to 
be met. A brief overview of the impacts associated with development in this location, both in terms of 
opportunities for sustainable surface water drainage and in terms of flood risk have also been 
provided. 

 This document has been prepared as a template for the sustainable surface water drainage strategy 
for the site at planning but also to help inform the next stage of the call for sites of the West Suffolk 
Local Plan process.   

 The Site comprises three parcels of land. The largest parcel of land (referred to henceforth as the 
‘Main Site’) is bound to the north by the B1106, to the east by Livermere Road and the village of 
Great Barton, to the south by Fornham Road and agricultural land, and to the west by the A134. The 
Main Site consists of agricultural land and an existing employment area called ‘Fornham Business 
Court’. The additional two parcels of land (referred to henceforth as the ‘Western Sites’) are located 
to the west of the A134. The Western Sites consist of agricultural land. The total site area comprises 
circa 425 hectares.  

 Refer to Figure 1 below which shows the site location.  

 
Figure 1: Site Location 
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3. Note Structure  

 The remainder of this note is structured as follows:   

 Section 4 sets out in more detail the existing site details and hydrological context of the site, from 
existing data sources and studies. 

 Section 5 summarises the existing flood risk and surface water drainage policies which have 
been and are to be considered in the future development of the site. 

 Section 6 provides details on the existing flood risk conditions effecting the site both from existing 
data sources and studies. 

 Section 7 gives an early indication of a future surface water drainage strategy which could be 
used at the site based on preliminary calculations and assumptions. 

 Section 8 considers how well the site meets local flood risk and surface water drainage 

4. Existing Site Setting and Hydrological Content 

 OS maps indicate that ground levels across the site are variable. Ground levels are highest along the 
southern and eastern boundaries of the site at approximately 64 mAOD. Ground levels decrease 
north-westerly towards low points of approximately 31 mAOD at the centre of the northern boundary 
and approximately 26 mAOD at the western boundary of the site on the River Lark. 

 An overview of the current topography at the site is provided in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 – Site Topography  
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Waterbodies 

 A review of Ordnance Survey (OS) mapping and attendance on site shows that there are two 
existing features identified as a ‘reservoir’ located within the site. One is located towards the centre 
of the Main Site and east of Fornham Business Court (Reservoir A); while the other is located west 
of Fornham Business Court (Reservoir B) within the Main Site. A map showing the location of the 
two reservoirs is shown in Figure 3 and photographs 1 and 2 provided below. 

 

Figure 3 Reservoir Location Plan 

Photos 1 - Impounded embankments       Photo 2 - From top of bank of Reservoir B  

  

Reservoir A 

Reservoir B 
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 Reservoir A is located next to a watercourse which broadly flows from east to west across the Main 
Site. Moreover, a series of drains and ditches are located along field boundaries towards the centre 
of the Main Site and Reservoir B. All watercourses are likely to exit the Main Site via a single drain 
which flows north across the Main Site’s northern boundary. 

 These reservoirs are impounded and therefore raised above existing ground levels. The drainage 
records obtained from the landowner shows the reservoirs are currently used for crop irrigation and 
they do not form part of the sites existing land drainage regime.  

 A small pumping station was observed within the southwest corner of the Main Site. This pumping 
station is used for irrigation purposes, using water retained within the reservoirs.    

 A drain is also located in the far west of the site. This is a tributary of the River Lark which flows 
along the site’s western boundary of the Western Sites. 

 A site walkover and the landowners existing drainage records have informed our understanding of 
the current drainage catchments and potential opportunities to inform a future masterplan. The 
drainage records show there are a series of below ground land drains located throughout the Main 
Site.  

 A compilation of the land drainage records and watercourses, with indicative existing catchment 
extents using the information from OS information is illustrated in Figure 4 below. 

  

Figure 4: Existing Watercourses and land drainage with associated catchments 
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 The watercourses within the red line boundary, excluding the River Lark, are classified as Ordinary 
Watercourses by SCC. The River Lark is an EA Main River.  

 The River Lark, along the western boundary of the Western Sites, is a chalk stream, which flows 
from the south of Bury St Edmunds and to the north west through Mildenhall, to the South Level. The 
catchment area is mainly rural, except for some small villages and the market towns of Bury St 
Edmunds and Mildenhall. Land use is diverse although mainly agricultural with some tree belts and 
woodlands. The watercourse has failed to meet Good Ecological status in accordance with the Water 
Framework Directive (WFD).   

Ground conditions 

 Most of the site is underlain by the superficial geology of the ‘Lowestoft Diamicton’. There are also 
areas located towards the southern and western boundary of the site, which are underlain by the 
superficial geology of the ‘Croxton Sand and Gravel Member’ comprising of Sand and Gravel. Areas 
associated with the Ordinary Watercourse corridor are underlain by superficial geology of ‘Head’ 
comprising of Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel; with some small areas which are absent of superficial 
geology. Towards the most western boundary of the site, adjacent to the River Lark, the site is 
underlain by ‘Alluvium’ comprising of Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel.  

 The ‘Lowestoft Diamicton’, ‘Head’ and ‘Alluvium’ deposits are classified as Secondary 
(undifferentiated) Aquifer by the EA, whilst the ‘Croxton Sand and Gravel Member’ is classified as a 
Secondary A Aquifer by the EA. Areas of the site absent of superficial deposits is classified as an 
unproductive stratum. Further details are provided on the proposed mitigation measures to prevent 
any impact to the underlying aquifers.  

 Bedrock geology on the site comprises various types of chalk. The bedrock geology is classified as a 
Principal Aquifer by the EA.  

 A review of British Geological Survey (BGS) boreholes indicates that there is potentially 16 metres of 
clay below ground level. As such, good infiltration is unlikely despite the National Soil Resources 
Institute (NSRI) Soilscape viewer indicating that the site is situated on ‘Freely draining slightly acid 
but base rich soils. A review of neighbouring catchments on the same ground conditions indicate that 
the soils are more likely to be ‘Slowly permeable seasonally wet slightly acid but base-rich loamy and 
clayey soils.  

 The site is located within EA Groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 2 (outer protection zone). 
This is defined as having a 400-day travel time from a point below the water table. A small area of 
the Western Site, adjacent to the River Lark is located in SPZ 1, An extract is illustrated in Figure 5 
below.  
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Figure 5 Source Protection Zone 

5. Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage Policy 

National Planning Policy Framework  

 This section provides an overview of national and local flood risk and surface water drainage policy 
objectives relevant to the area of study. These are the foundation to inform the emerging design of 
the site. 

 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) details the current national planning policy for flood 
risk in England. The NPPF has strict tests to protect people and property from flooding which all local 
planning authorities are expected to follow. The accompanying Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) to 
the NPPF advises on how planning can take account of the risk associated with flooding and coastal 
change. 

 The online Flood Maps are used to assign a flood risk classification to all land throughout England 
with PPG defining the vulnerability of development and land use.  

 The PPG contains Table 3 (Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification and Flood Zone Compatibility), 
detailing appropriate development within each of the flood zones based on the vulnerability 
classification in addition to further planning requirements (e.g. the Sequential and Exception Test) to 
assess if the development is at an acceptable risk of flooding. 

 In accordance with the NPPF and PPG, a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) will be required as the site 
is greater than 1 hectare and located within Flood Zones 1, 2 and 3. 

 The Flood Risk vulnerability classification and Flood Zone Compatibility is discussed further in 
Section 3 of this note.  
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Local Planning Policy  

 The current West Suffolk Local Plan Local Plan sets out the long term planning and land use policies 
within West Suffolk. The Local Plan comprises several documents including the Core Strategy and 
the JDMPD.  

The Core Strategy refers to Policy CS2 Sustainable Development 

 Part J of Policy CS2 states “incorporating the principles of sustainable design and construction in 
accordance with recognised appropriate national standards and codes of practice to cover the 
following themes…... Surface Water Run-off – incorporating flood prevention and risk management 
measures, such as sustainable urban drainage.”  

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) a Local Design Guide 

 This document by the Suffolk Flood Risk and Management Partnership, dated May 2018, sets the 
local standards for Suffolk and, together with National Planning Policy, strongly promotes developers 
to use SuDS to reduce surface water runoff and mitigate flood risk. Relevant (not all) paragraph 
references and extracts from this document are as follows: 

Runoff destination 

 Generally, the aim should be to discharge surface run off as high up the following hierarchy of 
drainage options as reasonably practicable:  

 1. into the ground (infiltration);  

 2. to a surface water body;  

 3. to a surface water sewer, highway drain, or another drainage system;  

 4. to a combined sewer. 

 Soakage rates need to be above about 5-10 mm/ hr for infiltration to be the sole means of drainage. 

 Soakage rates for design will need to be reduced by an appropriate factor as set out in CIRIA Report 
156 –table 4.6, reproduced below: 

CIRIA Report 156 Table 4.6: Consequences of failure 

Area drained (sq m) No damage or 
inconvenience 

Minor 
inconvenience – eg: 
flooding of car park 

Damage to buildings 
structures or major 
inconvenience eg 
roads 

<100 1.5 2 10 

100 -1000 1.5 3 10 

>1000 1.5 5 10 

 Suffolk County Council will not normally permit surface water discharges from developments into 
existing land drains, highway drains or piped watercourses unless they have been constructed to an 
acceptable standard, have proven adequate capacity and clearly defined maintenance 
responsibilities. Owners of such drainage will need to agree to connections. 
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 Land Drainage Act consent should be obtained where any works within to a watercourse are to 
commence.  

 Policy and evidence from the Suffolk County Council Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (June 
2011) which are of relevance to the site are as follows. 

 Suffolk is ranked 3rd of a critical flooding location 

 Bury St Edmunds is identified as a 1‘blue square’ and is identified within a cluster, however, the 
number of people at risk does not exceed the required threshold so is not located within an 
Indicative Flood Risk Area. 

 Bury St Edmunds is not considered at risk from groundwater flooding. 

 The PFRA Addendum, Suffolk County Council Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment Addendum 
(2017) confirms that there are no updates from the original report. 

6. Assessment on Flood Risk  

Online Flood Maps – Flood Zone Map 

 The Environment Agency’s (EA’s) flood risk map below (Figure 6) shows the site as mostly located 
in Flood Zone 1 ‘Low Probability’ of flooding, with an area located along the western boundary of the 
site located within Flood Zone 3, ‘High Probability of Flooding’. This area is adjacent to the River 
Lark and likely to function as floodplain. This will remain fee from development and consideration will 
be given to future climate change projections, which could increase the flood extent currently shown.  

 Fluvial flooding is typically defined as flooding caused by water in rivers rising above bank levels. 
The Flood Map for Planning does not map fluvial flood risk from minor watercourses. A minor 
watercourse crosses the site.  However, the “Risk of Flooding from Surface Water” map is 
considered a reasonable initial indicator of fluvial flood risk from minor watercourses, further details 
of which are provided within this note. The site can be confirmed to be at low risk from fluvial 
flooding. 

 
1 Blue squares are derived from the Flood map for Surface Water. They are 1km grid square where at least one of the 
following flood risk indicators are as follows: 1. Number of people >200, 2: Critical services .1, 3: Number of non-
residential properties >20.  
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 Figure 6: Flood Risk Map for Planning 

Online Flood Maps – Surface Water  

 Surface water flooding is flooding caused by heavy rainfall running off land and ponding in areas of 
low topography as it flows towards a watercourse or land drain.  

 The Site is mostly considered to be at very low risk from surface water flooding, as illustrated within 
the surface water flood map from the Gov.UK website (Figure 7). There are areas of the site which 
do show some localised locations at low, medium and high risk of surface water flooding, these 
relate to the low-lying areas adjacent to the existing watercourses and overland flow route from one 
of the reservoirs located at the site. The surface water flood risk areas are recommended to remain 
free from development.  
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Figure 7: EA Risk of Flooding from Surface Water 

Online Flood Maps – Reservoir  

 Figure 8 below, shows an extract of the Flood Risk from Reservoirs. This shows to the north and 
west of the site are two existing reservoirs, both of which are located within the Main Site boundary 
(details on these features are provided further in this note). These are shown to be at risk in the 
event of a reservoir breach.  

 Flood depths along the breach path could range from 0.3 to 2m and velocities ranging from 0.5m/s to 
2.0m/s. The risk of flooding from reservoir breach is low as these features are required to be 
inspected and supervised by a reservoir panel engineer, annually. If these features are to remain, 
which it is provisionally proposed as part wider sustainable irrigation strategy, the inspection and 
supervision process will continue as part of the ongoing site management.  
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Figure 8: Flood Risk from Reservoirs 

Groundwater Flooding  

 The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) states that Bury St Edmunds is not considered at 
risk of groundwater flooding. However, the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) states that the 
area is geologically susceptible to groundwater flooding. 

 A review of BGS borehole logs taken from within the site boundary indicates no groundwater was 
encountered within the first 5m below ground level.  

 Based on the current information made available it is considered that the site is at a low risk of 
groundwater flooding. However, this will be confirmed as part of any future studies for the site and 
will be reviewed in accordance with stakeholder consultation as part of the planning application for 
the site. 

Sewer Flooding 

 There are public sewers which cross the site. According to the SFRA there are two DG5 records 
(recorded incidents of sewer flooding) within the postcode the site is located within. Anglian Water 
(AW) will be consulted as part of a future Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) for the site, to confirm 
whether they have any sewer records of flooding in the vicinity that can be attributed to capacity 
limitations in the public sewerage system.  

Historical Flooding 

 The historical flood map included within the SFRA suggests a groundwater flood incident was 
recorded near to the southern boundary of Parcel 3. The Environment Agency will be consulted as 
part of any future Flood Risk Assessment at planning stage to obtain further information on the flood 
incident.  
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7. Design considerations and Sustainable Surface Water Drainage Strategy 
Proposals  

 Although flood risk is mainly confined to along the watercourse, especially in proximity to the River 
Lark and existing ordinary watercourses / overland flow from breach of existing reservoirs, the 
emerging masterplan will aim to locate no development within areas that are shown to be at risk of 
fluvial flooding. This conforms to the Sequential approach in accordance with the NPPF.  

 The proposed surface water drainage strategy for the site will be developed and informed by the 
existing site constraints and hydrological catchments. The surface water drainage will be carefully 
developed to address the proposed landscape and visual requirements, identified during the 
baseline analysis for the project. 

 In accordance with guidance from Suffolk County Council (in their role as LLFA) a ground 
investigation and infiltration testing results will be submitted at the outline planning application stage 
to demonstrate that the drainage hierarchy has been followed. 

 Should infiltration not be feasible, surface water should be discharged in accordance with the 
Building Regulations – Approved Document H drainage hierarchy with discharge to watercourse 
being the preferred option. There are watercourses located on site, or the immediate vicinity and as 
such, discharge rates will not exceed pre-development rates. 

 The greenfield runoff rate was estimated using the FEH Statistical method based on catchment 
descriptors for the site. This method resulted in a QBAR (approximately 1 in 2.3 annual probability 
event) greenfield runoff rate of 0.3l/s/ha (See Appendix A).The catchments and watersheds 
applicable to the existing site area are illustrated in Figure 4 in Section 4.  

 From a review of BGS borehole data it seems likely that the site is underlain with clay deposits of 
varying thickness, up to 16 m in places. A low QBAR value of 0.3 l/s/ha suggests that the site should 
be freely draining, but this is not likely to be the case from the borehole evidence and from 
observations made on-site.  

 In the absence of any supporting infiltration tests and intrusive ground investigations we have 
assumed, at this stage, a worst-case estimation is applied using the 0.3 l/s/ha. The proposed 
strategic attenuation volumes per developable area is based on this value. The SCC SuDS Design 
Guidance would suggest a value of 2 l/s/ha could be a more appropriate greenfield runoff rate. This 
is pending any future discussion with the LLFA and the results from future investigations. 

Attenuation Storage Requirements  

 WinDes Quick Storage Estimates  have been undertaken to provide an indication of the volume of 
storage that would likely be required on site to provide the necessary attenuation based upon rainfall 
events up to the 1% (1 in 100) annual probability event plus, an additional allowance of 20% and 
40% on rainfall intensity, which is to account for the potential impacts of climate change. The climate 
change allowance is based on the latest Environment Agency Flood Risk Assessments: Climate 
Change Allowances (February 2016, updated Dec 2019).   

 The proposed final developable area for the future works is not yet known as this is a high-level 
review in support of the local plan promotion stage. Therefore, the amount of storage approximately 
required for every 1ha of impermeable area has been calculated to be approximately 1486m3 per 
hectare (ha) to 1184m3 per ha (see calculations in Appendix B). 

 Storage attenuation volumes have been calculated for the site, based on the assumption infiltration 
will not be, in the most part, feasible. Therefore, the proposed attenuation volumes have been based 
on a calculated Greenfield discharge rate of QBAR runoff rate of 0.3 l/s/ha (see calculations in 
Appendix A) and the higher discharge rate of 2l/s/ha.  
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 The calculations are only approximate estimates which can only be used at this high-level stage. It is 
anticipated this storage will be supported with more dispersed storage once a masterplan is 
progressed in the planning stages. 

 Due to the variable nature of the underlying geology at the site, greenfield runoff rates are very 
restricted, as such attenuation volumes are shown in the report as high. This however shows a 
robustness of the development proposals by using a worst-case scenario to inform the emerging 
design, subject to future investigations.  

 The maximum stored water depth to achieve a gravity outfall will also need to be confirmed at 
planning stage requiring a review of survey data of the local land drainage network. This is typical for 
a site of this scale and necessary as part of a future planning application. 

 The size of any proposed attenuation features will be affected by earthworks that may take place as 
part of the development proposals and further drainage modelling; this is as expected for any 
development. 

Surface Water Drainage Vision 

 It is a requirement of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) that Sustainable Drainage 
Systems (SuDS) are used in all major developments, if feasible. The LLFA also advocates the use of 
appropriate SUDS in new development as detailed in the Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) a 
Local Design Guide 2018 by SCC. As such, the proposed development will include a comprehensive 
Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) and the proposed SuDS will seek to deliver long term 
mitigation by attenuating and treating the development generated surface water runoff and where 
possible provide betterment.  

 The SuDS will be designed so they will integrate within the wider landscape proposals and will 
provide opportunities, where possible, to enhance biodiversity and recreation facilities. 

 At this stage it is anticipated the SuDS features proposed at the site will be widely dispersed 
throughout the development. Moreover, the design and the integration of proposed SuDS features 
within the wider landscape strategy and proposals will be carefully considered as part of the 
masterplanning process and shall themselves, provide an element of Public Open Space use. 

 Where any established landscaping exists this will be retained where needed and enhanced where 
possible.  Therefore, the SuDS proposals shall be designed so that they enhance and support the 
landscape proposals going forward. 

 As well as providing a drainage function, the SuDS will also form an important part of the project’s 
biodiversity strategy. The proposed SuDS features will be designed so that they maximise 
opportunities for habitat creation and wildlife.  

 The prevailing surface water strategy to be adopted is a network of positive drainage, where feasible 
consisting of and not limited to: 

 Open swales / rills, that can be effectively integrated into the landscape / streetscape and be 
wet, dry, or for storage purposes. As shown in Figure 9, these can be combined with residential 
roads to intercept and treat runoff at source, and both provide ecological and amenity benefits 
as well as effective water quality treatment. 
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Figure 9: Open Swale / Rills Examples 

 Attenuation Basins, Figure 10, are designed to hold back stormwater to prolong the event and 
reduce peak flows, then slowly release flows into the system. They are multifunctional features 
that can additionally be used for community spaces and increase amenity and biological value; 
 

 
Figure 10: Attenuation Basin Examples 

 Wetland planting and Ponds, Figure 11, ideally incorporated as part of the green / blue 
corridors within the development. Opportunities will be explored to locate these features within 
the existing watercourse boundaries (River Lark). They can provide multiple uses, such as for 
amenity space, biological enhancement and can be integrated with other SuDS or blue / green 
infrastructure. Water quality treatment can be effectively managed using these features 
through appropriate planting and used as part of a wider SuDS Management Train; 
 

 
Figure 11: Wetland Planting and Ponds Examples 

 Porous Paving, as shown in Figure 12, to allow water to infiltrate into the ground (where 
feasible) to feed into groundwater aquifers or can be lined to aid water quality treatment and 
reduce runoff intensity into the drainage system; 
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Figure 12: Porous Paving Examples 

 Bio-retention areas (Figure 13), included in development areas and strategic landscaping 
areas. Planting effectively provides benefits to the communities through amenity, biodiversity 
and water quality treatment. 
 

 
Figure 13: Bio-retention Areas Example 

 Upstream on plot drainage solutions such as bio-retention planters, rainwater gardens and 
permeable paving could also provide pre-treatment for runoff from hard standing surfaces such a 
parking areas. Roof runoff where feasible will either drop directly into a piped drainage network, on 
plot rills, or rainwater gardens before discharging to the strategic attenuation areas. 

 Discussions will be undertaken with the approving authorities so that the proposed SuDS are 
designed in accordance with best practice and maintenance adoption is conserved as part of the 
design process.  

 Piped networks may still be utilised in areas based on the LLFA, Highways and Sewerage 
undertaker adoption requirements. 

 Opportunities will also be explored at the planning stage for green roofs and the containment of any 
commercial educational and community buildings for surface water re-use, such as rainwater 
harvesting (for either internal or external uses) and water cooling-systems. This is subject to the 
development end use, the effectiveness and viability of such systems and regulatory requirements. 

 Rainwater harvesting provided through the retention of the reservoirs will also be explored within an 
emerging sustainable strategy for the site and the wider water resource proposals. This will likely to 
be separate from the emerging surface water drainage design being promoted, as it would most 
likely require pumping. The Rainwater harvesting initiatives will reduce water demands by storing 
rainwater within the reservoir and SuDS, treating, and reusing this for non-potable water usage 
within households. Through reducing water demand and consumption this way, it relieves pressure 
on water availability which is already highly stressed within the region.  
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 Proposed Wetlands and SuDS will also remove additional nutrients (for example nitrogen) and 
contaminants from runoff via processes of sedimentation, filtration, and denitrification. By routing flow 
through proposed wetland areas, the receiving water quality of the River Lark cannot deteriorate, but 
possibly be improved, this could help deliver some of the goals set out by Natural England on 
nutrient neutrality. Ongoing maintenance of wetland and SuDS features will ensure continued 
nutrient removal for the lifetime of any future development.   

 An easement from the bank of the watercourse within the site will also be incorporated within the 
development proposals in accordance with the Land Drainage Byelaws. This is so continued 
maintenance can be provided to the watercourse. 

Exceedance  

 To demonstrate that in an exceedance event any flooding does not negatively affect the 
development or offsite areas, flows up to the 1 in 100 (1%) annual probability plus climate change 
rainfall event will be managed and contained onsite.  Furthermore, the attenuation will be designed 
to accommodate surface water runoff with no flooding for all events up to and including the 1 in 100 
(1%) annual probability plus 40% climate change event.  

Water Quality and Pollution Control 

 Appropriate pollution control measures must be included in the surface water drainage system to 
minimise the risk of contamination or pollution entering the receiving watercourse and aquifer from 
surface water runoff from the development.  

 The drainage system will be designed to comply with the requirements of the SuDS treatment train 
as laid out in CIRIA C753 ‘The SuDS Manual’, described as the ‘Simple Index’ Approach, in addition 
to the requirements of stakeholders. 

 A SuDS treatment train will be applied for each catchment whereby runoff passes through a variety 
of SuDS techniques to control volumes of runoff and reduce pollution before discharge to the 
watercourse. 

 The treatment of surface water runoff will be designed so that it meets the requirements of the Water 
Framework Directive (WFD) with not detriment to the receiving watercourses.  

Adoption and Maintenance 

 It is assumed that the surface water infrastructure will be designed to adoptable standards and 
adopted either by Anglian Water, ICOSA or private management company. The recent release of 
Sewers for Adoption 8th Edition in April 2020 highlights a change in approach whereby sewerage 
companies including Anglian Water are open to adopting SuDS features provided they meet 
expected design standards. Examples of adoptable assets include detention basins, swales, ponds, 
wetlands, infiltration basins and soakaways. Private drainage features such as permeable paving is 
currently excluded.  

 The SCC local SuDS Design Guide states a common approach for the local authority (West Suffolk 
Council) is to combine public open-space and SuDS maintenance activities. West Suffolk Council 
would require a commuted sum via section 106 agreement and/or CIL usually over the lifetime of the 
development. The SuDS Design Guide provides outline guidance on how SuDS features should be 
designed. 
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8. Conclusions

Land at Hall Farm, Suffolk presents an opportunity to deliver strategic growth without causing a
detriment to flood risk.  The site provides the opportunity to deliver sustainable growth considering
the following:

 The majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 1 of the “Flood Map for Planning”, which is
appropriate for all types of development. Areas are shown in the Western part of the site are 
located Flood Zones 2 and 3, medium and high probability of flooding respectively due to River 
Lark which is located along the western edge of the site.  

 The site is located in an area of low, medium and high risk of surface water flooding but is 
mainly constrained to the on-site ordinary watercourse and reservoir overland flow routes. 

 The sequential approach is to be adopted at the site whereby development is located within 
lowest risk flood areas of the site where possible. Appropriate easements can easily be applied 
to the watercourses at the site so that they remain free from development and future 
maintenance access can be retained.  

 The site has the potential to support a range of sustainable measures to manage and control 
surface water run-off, with the view to deliver an integrated Sustainable Drainage System 
(SuDS). These features will be fully joined up with ecology/habitat areas, green infrastructure, 
and public open space. Rather than creating simple functional ‘drainage features’, this 
integrated approach will contribute to habitat creation and enhance biodiversity, provide multi-
functional amenity space, and preserve water quality.  

 The SuDS will mean there is no increase in discharge rates from the site but also will improve 
water quality discharge, using the principles of the Simple Index Approach from the SuDS 
Manual. These features will be integrated within the wider landscape proposals for the site and 
will therefore provide an opportunity to support net biodiversity gains or re-naturalisation 
initiatives, which will be of benefit for the wider community.   

 It is estimated attenuation storage in the order of 1486m3 to 1184m3 per impermeable hectare 
could be required to attenuate runoff during the 1 in 100 annual probability plus 40% climate 
change prior to discharge. The preliminary masterplan has illustrated this is achievable.  

Overall, the site is well positioned to deliver housing needs without increased flood risk to offsite 
areas but also offers the opportunity for environmental enhancement through the introduction of a 
variety of SuDS.  

The development will meet the requirements of both national and regional planning policy.   

Name Position Date

Prepared by: Various 04/12/2020

Reviewed by: Stephanie Knowles Associate 04/12/2020 

Approved by: Elliot Page Director 04/12/2020 
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document is addressed (‘Client’) in connection with the project described in this document and takes into 
account the Client's particular instructions and requirements. This document was prepared in accordance 
with the professional services appointment under which Stantec was appointed by its Client. This document 
is not intended for and should not be relied on by any third party (i.e. parties other than the Client). Stantec 
accepts no duty or responsibility (including in negligence) to any party other than the Client and disclaims all 
liability of any nature whatsoever to any such party in respect of this document. 
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FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Eastern Area Qbar Rate =  0.4 l/s

Central Western Qbar Rate =  0.2 l/s

Western Area Qbar =  2.3 l/s

Average Area Qbar (based on worst two readings) =  0.3 l/s

Note this is a conservative Estimate and 2l/s is likely to be appropriate following geotechnical

investigations

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Greenfield Runoff Site Rates

Project No



FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Methodology as set out in SuDS Manual 24.3.2 SUDS Manual Chapter 24

1 Retrieve FEH Catchment Information

Export catchment data from FEH CDROM as .csv file and save in FEH data export

Catchment Descriptors BFIHOST 0.90 see note 1

SAAR 590.0 see note 1

FARL 1.0 see note 2

2 Derive  QBAR (mean annual flood)

Define area Site Area 1.0 ha
Applied Area 50.0 ha see note 3

FEH Index Flood (SuDS Manual Equation 24.2) QMED (Q2) 0.3 l/s see note 4

Calculate QBAR by dividing QMED by 2yr growth factor QBAR 0.4 l/s see note 5

3 Select appropriate growth factors

FSR Hydrological Region 5 (refer to FSR Hydrological Region tab)

100yr Growth Curve Factor GQ100 3.56

30yr Growth Curve Factor GQ30 2.55

10yr Growth Curve Factor GQ10 1.65

2yr Growth Curve Factor GQ2 0.89

1yr Growth Curve Factor GQ1 0.87

4 Derive Flood Frequency 

Greenfield Runoff per 1ha

100yr Peak Runoff Rate Q100 1.3 l/s Q100 1.3 l/s/ha

30yr Peak Runoff Rate Q30 0.9 l/s Q30 0.9 l/s/ha

10yr Growth Curve Factor Q10 0.6 l/s Q10 0.6 l/s/ha

QBAR Peak Runoff Rate QBAR 0.4 l/s QBAR 0.4 l/s/ha

2yr Peak Runoff Rate Q2 0.3 l/s Q2 0.3 l/s/ha

1yr Peak Runoff Rate Q1 0.3 l/s Q1 0.3 l/s/ha

Location of FEH Data (as Hyperlink)

DOCUMENT ISSUE RECORD

Rev Prepared Date

05.12.19MH

Comments DateChecked

05.12.19CW

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Eastern Part of the Site

Project No



FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Methodology as set out in SuDS Manual 24.3.2 SUDS Manual Chapter 24

1 Retrieve FEH Catchment Information

Export catchment data from FEH CDROM as .csv file and save in FEH data export

Catchment Descriptors BFIHOST 1.00 see note 1

SAAR 590.0 see note 1

FARL 1.0 see note 2

2 Derive  QBAR (mean annual flood)

Define area Site Area 1.0 ha
Applied Area 50.0 ha see note 3

FEH Index Flood (SuDS Manual Equation 24.2) QMED (Q2) 0.2 l/s see note 4

Calculate QBAR by dividing QMED by 2yr growth factor QBAR 0.2 l/s see note 5

3 Select appropriate growth factors

FSR Hydrological Region 5 (refer to FSR Hydrological Region tab)

100yr Growth Curve Factor GQ100 3.56

30yr Growth Curve Factor GQ30 2.55

10yr Growth Curve Factor GQ10 1.65

2yr Growth Curve Factor GQ2 0.89

1yr Growth Curve Factor GQ1 0.87

4 Derive Flood Frequency 

Greenfield Runoff per 1ha

100yr Peak Runoff Rate Q100 0.7 l/s Q100 0.7 l/s/ha

30yr Peak Runoff Rate Q30 0.5 l/s Q30 0.5 l/s/ha

10yr Growth Curve Factor Q10 0.3 l/s Q10 0.3 l/s/ha

QBAR Peak Runoff Rate QBAR 0.2 l/s QBAR 0.2 l/s/ha

2yr Peak Runoff Rate Q2 0.2 l/s Q2 0.2 l/s/ha

1yr Peak Runoff Rate Q1 0.2 l/s Q1 0.2 l/s/ha

Location of FEH Data (as Hyperlink)

DOCUMENT ISSUE RECORD

Rev Prepared Date

05.12.19

Comments Checked Date

MH CW 05.12.19

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Central-western part of Site

Project No



FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Methodology as set out in SuDS Manual 24.3.2 SUDS Manual Chapter 24

1 Retrieve FEH Catchment Information

Export catchment data from FEH CDROM as .csv file and save in FEH data export

Catchment Descriptors BFIHOST 0.45 see note 1

SAAR 590.0 see note 1

FARL 1.0 see note 2

2 Derive  QBAR (mean annual flood)

Define area Site Area 1.0 ha
Applied Area 50.0 ha see note 3

FEH Index Flood (SuDS Manual Equation 24.2) QMED (Q2) 2.1 l/s see note 4

Calculate QBAR by dividing QMED by 2yr growth factor QBAR 2.3 l/s see note 5

3 Select appropriate growth factors

FSR Hydrological Region 5 (refer to FSR Hydrological Region tab)

100yr Growth Curve Factor GQ100 3.56

30yr Growth Curve Factor GQ30 2.55

10yr Growth Curve Factor GQ10 1.65

2yr Growth Curve Factor GQ2 0.89

1yr Growth Curve Factor GQ1 0.87

4 Derive Flood Frequency 

Greenfield Runoff per 1ha

100yr Peak Runoff Rate Q100 8.3 l/s Q100 8.3 l/s/ha

30yr Peak Runoff Rate Q30 5.9 l/s Q30 5.9 l/s/ha

10yr Growth Curve Factor Q10 3.8 l/s Q10 3.8 l/s/ha

QBAR Peak Runoff Rate QBAR 2.3 l/s QBAR 2.3 l/s/ha

2yr Peak Runoff Rate Q2 2.1 l/s Q2 2.1 l/s/ha

1yr Peak Runoff Rate Q1 2.0 l/s Q1 2.0 l/s/ha

Location of FEH Data (as Hyperlink)

DOCUMENT ISSUE RECORD

Rev Prepared Date

05.12.19

Comments Checked Date

MH CW 05.12.19

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Western Part of Site

Project No



Sheet created by  Alex Bearne 

Last updated 03.01.18 Recommended Review01.07.18

Notes This spreadsheet has been created to allow derivation of greenfield runoff rates using the

FEH statistical method applied in a manner consistent with the recommendations of the SuDS

Manual. If you have recommendations to improve this  spreadsheet please contact the owner.

Note 1 FEH Web version 3 allows extraction of BFIHOST and SAAR values for each square kilometre grid

If you do not think the BFIHOST value is representative of your site then it is possible to derive it 

manually. This should only very occasionally be necessary. BFI can be derived manually using the

the methodology set out in the Flood Estimation Handbook (see Manual Derivation of BFIHOST tab

Note 2 FARL value is a measure of attenuation from reservoirs and lakes for the majority of studies this 

should be set to 1 (representing no attenuation). If your site includes a large water body with an 

attenuating affect on runoff please consult a hydrologist. 

FARL is a measurement of studies water bodies in the catchment so that their attenuation effects so

this term becomes 1.0 and therefore drops out.   (see page 23 of the Preliminary rainfall runoff

 management for developments  EA/Defra 2013)

Rainfall runoff management for developments.pdf

Note 3 If the site area is less than 50 hectare the spreadsheet will calculate QMED for 50ha

and scale the results automatically to the defined Site Area

Note 4 QMED is calculated using the statistical equation as revised by Kjeldsen in 2008 

Rainfall runoff management for developments.pdf

It is reproduced as Equation 24.2 in the SUDS Manual (pg 512)

Note 5 QBAR is calculated by dividing QMED by the growth factor for the 2 year event, as per the 

methodology set out in paragraph 6.2.2 of 'Rainfall runoff management for developments' .

QBAR is then used as the index flood for the basis of applying the growth factors.

Checked by  Natasha Vaughan, Clare Waller, David Collis
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1 Introduction 

Background 

1.1 Applied Ecology Ltd (AEL) was appointed by Bidwells (on behalf of Peterhouse College), in 
May 2018, to undertake a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) of an area of land (431.15 
ha in total extent) located to the north of Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.  The land area is 
referred to hereafter as the “Site” and is shown by Figure 1.1. 

1.2 This report presents a summary of a biological records search completed by Suffolk 
Biodiversity Information Services (SBIS) and RSPB on behalf of AEL, together with the 
results of an extended Phase 1 habitat survey.  The purpose of the appraisal is to provide an 
initial assessment of the key ecology and nature conservation considerations (constraints, 
opportunities and further survey requirements) in relation to potential future development 
within the Site. 

1.3 Detailed botanical target notes were recorded as part of the habitat survey but have not 
been included in the current report which is intended to provide a high-level summary only.  
This information will be retained by AEL to enable more detailed habitat and botanical 
descriptions to be prepared in the future, if required. 

1.4 Further to the PEA, a great crested newt presence / absence survey (using eDNA sampling 
and analysis) of all on-Site waterbodies was completed and is reported here. 

Legislation and Planning 

Legislation 

1.5 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) provides the main legal framework for 
nature conservation and species protection in the UK.  The Site of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI) is the main statutory nature conservation designation in the UK.  Such Sites are 
notable for their plants, or animals, or habitats, their geology or landforms, or a 
combination of these.  Natural England is the key statutory agency in England for advising 
Government, and for acting as the Government’s agent in the delivery of statutory nature 
conservation designations. 

1.6 Designation of a SSSI is a legal process, by which Sites are notified under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981.  The 1981 Act makes provision for the protection of Sites from the 
effects of changes in land management, and owners and occupiers receive formal 
notification specifying why the land is of special scientific interest and listing any operations 
likely to damage the special interest. 

1.7 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, and The Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities (NERC) Act 2006, provide supplementary protected species legislation.  
Specific protection for badgers Meles meles is provided by the Protection of Badgers Act 
1992. 
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Habitats and Species of Principal Importance in England 

1.8 The Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act came into force on 1 October 
2006.  Section 41 (S41) of the Act requires the Secretary of State to publish a list of habitats 
and species which are of principal importance for the conservation of biodiversity in 
England.  The list has been drawn up in consultation with Natural England, as required by 
the Act. 

1.9 The S41 list is used to guide decision-makers such as public bodies, including local and 
regional authorities, in implementing their duty under section 40 of the Natural 
Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, to have regard to the conservation of 
biodiversity in England, when carrying out their normal functions. 

Habitats of Principal Importance 

1.10 Fifty-six habitats of principal importance are included on the S41 list.  These are all the 
habitats in England that were identified as requiring action in the UK Biodiversity Action 
Plan (UK BAP) and continue to be regarded as conservation priorities in the subsequent UK 
Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework.  They include terrestrial habitats such as upland hay 
meadows to lowland mixed deciduous woodland, and freshwater and marine habitats such 
as ponds and sub-tidal sands and gravels. 

Species of Principal Importance 

1.11 There are 943 species of principal importance included on the S41 list.  These are the 
species found in England which were identified as requiring action under the UK 
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and which continue to be regarded as conservation priorities 
under the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework.  In addition, the hen harrier Circus 
cyaneus has also been included on the list because without continued conservation action 
it is unlikely that the hen harrier population will increase from its current very low levels in 
England. 

1.12 In accordance with Section 41(4) the Secretary of State will, in consultation with Natural 
England, keep this list under review and will publish a revised list if necessary.  

National Planning Policy Framework 

1.13 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in March 2012 and replaces 
previous planning policy guidance (PPS 9) on biodiversity.  NPPF states the following in 
relation to biodiversity and planning: 

“When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should aim to conserve 
and enhance biodiversity by applying the following principles: 

• if significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through locating 
on an alternative Site with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last 
resort, compensated for, then planning permission should be refused; 

• proposed development on land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest likely 
to have an adverse effect on a Site of Special Scientific Interest (either individually or in 
combination with other developments) should not normally be permitted.  Where an 
adverse effect on the Site’s notified special interest features is likely, an exception 
should only be made where the benefits of the development, at this Site, clearly 
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outweigh both the impacts that it is likely to have on the features of the Site that make 
it of special scientific interest and any broader impacts on the national network of Sites 
of Special Scientific Interest; 

• development proposals where the primary objective is to conserve or enhance 
biodiversity should be permitted; 

• opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be 
encouraged; 

• planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or 
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged 
or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, 
the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss; and 

• the following wildlife Sites should be given the same protection as European Sites: 

o potential Special Protection Areas and possible Special Areas of Conservation; 

o listed or proposed Ramsar Sites; and 

o Sites identified, or required, as compensatory measures for adverse effects on 
European Sites, potential Special Protection Areas, possible Special Areas of 
Conservation, and listed or proposed Ramsar Sites. 

1.14 The presumption in favour of sustainable development does not apply where development 
requiring appropriate assessment under the Birds or Habitats Directives is being considered, 
planned or determined.” 
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2 Existing Information 

Sources of Information 

2.1 A biological records search for land within a 2 km buffer of the Site’s central point has been 
undertaken by Suffolk Biodiversity Information Service (SBIS).  The SBIS report was received 
by AEL on 23 May 2018 and includes details of statutory and non-statutory wildlife sites 
and protected / notable species.  The location of more distant statutory wildlife sites has 
been confirmed using the MAGIC website (http://magic.defra.gov.uk/magicmap.aspx) 
which is managed by Natural England. 

2.2 Given the large size of the Site and its proximity to the Breckland Farmland Special 
Protection Area (SPA) a specific request for nesting records of stone curlew Burhinus 
oedicnemus (a Schedule 1 bird species) was also made to the RSPB covering a 1.5 km buffer 
around the Site’s boundary. 

Designated Wildlife Sites 

2.3 The location of statutory wildlife sites is shown by Figure 2.1, with ancient woodlands 
shown by Figure 2.2.  Non-statutory wildlife sites are not shown due to copyright 
restrictions, with their locations described in the text below. 

Statutory Wildlife Sites 

2.4 The closest statutory wildlife site is The Glen Chalk Caves, Bury St Edmunds Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI) which is located 1.5 km to the south of the Site and consists of 
chalk caves that are important for hibernating bats.  Horringer Chalk Caves SSSI, which is 
also a chalk cave system important for hibernating bats, is located around 4 km to the 
southwest of the Site on the far side of Bury St Edmunds. 

2.5 Pakenham Meadows SSSI is located around 5 km to the east and forms an area of species-
rich unimproved damp meadow. 

2.6 An extensive area of designated land collectively referred to as ‘Breckland’ extends to the 
west and north of the Site and is characterised by a mosaic of arable land, coniferous 
plantation, grassland and heathland on glacial sands.  Specifically, Breckland Forest SSSI is 
located 5 km to the northwest and Breckland Farmland SSSI 6.5 km to the west, with these 
two SSSIs both forming part of the composite Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA).  
These areas are particularly notable for supporting important populations of breeding 
stone curlew, nightjar and woodlark, together with a range of rare plants and invertebrates. 

2.7 Lackford Lakes SSSI adjoins the southern edge of Breckland Forest SSSI and is located 5.5 
km to the northwest of the Site.  It is particularly important for breeding and overwintering 
birds and dragonflies. 

2.8 A small number of Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) are located within the town of Bury St 
Edmunds. 

http://magic.defra.gov.uk/magicmap.aspx
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Non-Statutory Wildlife Sites and Ancient Woodland 

2.9 A single non-statutory wildlife site known as Farm Covert / Oaks Wood County Wildlife 
Site (CWS number St Edmundsbury 41) is located within the Site.  The CWS comprises three 
small but distinct ancient woodland blocks, namely Farm Convert, Ash Tree Clump and Ash 
Tree Belt, as shown by Figure 2.2.  The CWS citation states the following: 

2.10 “These small ancient woodland sites are listed in English Nature's Ancient Woodland 
Inventory. A large proportion of Farm Covert has been densely planted with conifers, 
although a fringe of sycamore and elm remains around the edge of the wood. The 
understorey consisting of hazel, hawthorn and crab apple is dense in places and provides 
suitable habitat for a wide range of woodland birds. The ground flora which is dominated by 
nettle, cow parsley and ivy has suffered from the heavy shade cast by the tree canopy.” 

2.11 No other non-statutory wildlife sites and/or ancient woodlands are located within 1 km of 
the Site. 

Protected and Notable Species Records 

2.12 A large number of protected and notable species records (728 records in total) were 
provided by SBIC as part of the data search.  Over 600 of these were of birds, with the 
remainder including higher plants, butterflies, moths, water vole Arvicola amphibious, 
hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus, brown hare Lepus europaeus, otter Lutra lutra, badger 
Meles meles and bats, namely Leisler's bat Nyctalus leisleri, common pipistrelle Pipistrellus 
pipistrellus, soprano pipistrelle Pipistrellus pygmaeus and brown long-eared bat Plecotus 
auratus. 

2.13 Based on grid reference locations and/or entry location references, around 40 of the 728 
individual records appear to be from the Site itself, with the majority of these (36 records 
of 35 species) being birds.  A number of the bird species listed are likely to breed and/or 
regularly forage on-Site (e.g. skylark Alauda arvensis, grey partridge Perdix perdix, bullfinch 
Pyrrhula pyrrhula, song thrush Turdus philomelos and barn owl Tyto alba), while others 
such as spotted flycatcher Muscicapa striata and tree sparrow Passer montanus, are 
unlikely to breed on-Site, but cannot be entirely discounted as potential breeding species.  
Some records relate to non-breeding migrant and winter passage species, such as dotterel 
Charadrius morinellus, common redpoll Carduelis flammea and ring ouzel Turdus torquatus. 

2.14 In addition to birds, at least four records of hedgehog were provided for the Site, together 
with three records of the butterfly white letter hairstreak Satyrium w-album (dating from 
2002, 2006 and 2010) and a single record of brown long-eared bat. 

2.15 No records of stone curlew were provided by SBIC or the RSPB for land within the 
respective search areas. 
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3 Field Survey 

Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

Approach 

3.1 A Phase 1 habitat survey of land within the Site was undertaken by an experienced AEL 
ecologist on 24 May and, 1 and 4 June 2018.  All habitats present were classified and 
mapped according to standard Phase 1 habitat survey categories1, with arable land further 
sub-divided in to arable crop types.  Ditches were not mapped in detail and have been 
mapped based on Ordnance Survey mapping, with individual trees mapped using 
interpretation of online aerial photography.  Hall Farm and surrounding commercial and 
residential grounds were also mapped using aerial photography due to land access 
sensitivities. 

3.2 Target notes were used as appropriate to record land areas of typical and unique botanical 
character, and areas or features too small to map accurately in the field, including, where 
appropriate, a list of the plant species present and an estimate of their individual relative 
abundance according to the DAFOR scale.  Target notes have not been reported with 
details retained for future use, if required.  The habitat map has been digitised and 
presented using a Geographical Information System (ArcView GIS). 

3.3 Any incidental evidence of the presence of animal species protected by wildlife law or 
covered by biodiversity planning initiatives that was seen during the Phase 1 habitat survey 
was recorded. 

Habitats and Plants 

3.4 An overview Phase 1 habitat map at a 1:12,500 scale is provided by Figure 3.1, with a 
corresponding series of 1:5,000 scale habitat maps provided by Figures 3.2-3.6. 

3.5 The locations of notable plant species recorded during the habitat survey are shown by 
Figure 3.7, and a breakdown and overview of the habitats present and their coverage is 
provided by Tables 3.1 (habitats) and Table 3.2 (linear features). 

Table 3.1:  Summary of habitat types present within the Site. 

Habitat type Area (ha) Overview of habitat within Site 

Amenity grassland 5.23 Regularly mown short sward grassland which is largely 
restricted to the land around Hall Farm house. 

Arable land, broken down as: 373.79 Intensive arable land used for growing a wide variety of crops 
(dominated by wheat and rape), together with small areas of 
fallow land and game cover maize crops.  
Limited arable weed interest noted overall with only 
infrequent plants of the Nationally Near Threatened species 
common cudweed and dwarf spurge noted during the 
habitat survey. 

 wheat 155.86 

 spinach 7.00 

 rape 91.11 

 onions 35.44 

 barley 30.54 

                                                      
1
 JNCC (1993).  Handbook for Phase 1 Habitat Survey – A technique for Environmental Audit.  JNCC.  Peterborough. 
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Habitat type Area (ha) Overview of habitat within Site 

 potatoes 44.83 

 fallow 2.07 

 maize cover crop 6.94 

Bare ground (including exposed 
reservoir lining) 

1.72 - 

Broad-leaved plantation 
woodland 

0.24 A very small area of planted broadleaved woodland. 

Broad-leaved semi-natural 
woodland 

19.26 Numerous woodland blocks including Ash Tree Clump and 
Ash Tree Belt (both ancient woodland), typically dominated 
by a mix of oak, ash and hornbeam but with a range of other 
tree and shrub species, and some evidence of past 
replanting. 
Overall the ground layer of these woodland lacked intact 
plant assemblages and were largely dominated by nettle and 
mixed ruderals typical of past disturbance and enrichment.  
Only local patches of bluebell, dog mercury and spurge laurel 
were present, mostly notably in areas of ancient woodland 
and in the northern part of Barton Belt. 

Buildings 0.47 - 

Construction site 0.61 - 

Continuous bracken 0.16 - 

Dense scrub 0.47 Mixed woody scrub mainly restricted to the southern section 
of the dismantled rail-line corridor. 

Ephemeral/short perennial 0.02 Very small areas of (non-arable) disturbed ground 
characterised by a range of annual and ephemeral plant 
species. 

Hard standing (including tracks) 5.42 - 

Improved grassland 0.41 Small areas of poor agricultural grassland. 

Marginal vegetation 0.04 Marginal aquatic vegetation. 

Mixed plantation woodland 8.42 Two blocks of mixed woodland, namely Brick Kiln Plantation 
and Farm Covert (with the latter consisting of replanted 
ancient woodland), have been largely replanted with 
Corsican and Scots pine and have retained only a minor 
broadleaved component along the woodland margins and in 
the understorey.  Ground layer species were typically poor 
with nettle, and with locally abundant bracken and climbing 
corydalis. 

Poor semi-improved neutral 
grassland 

5.95 Characteristic of species-poor permanent arable margins and 
neglected grassland along hedgerows, ditch banks, roads and 
tracks. 

Semi-improved neutral 
grassland 

3.25 Restricted to grassland around margins of reservoirs 
(probably sown) and clearing within Brick Kiln Plantation 
where some neutral to slightly acid grassland with bracken 
patches was noted. 

Standing water 2.40 Bodies of standing water and ponds. 

Tall ruderal 2.78 Low value assemblages typically of nettle and thistles. 

Tall ruderal / poor SI 0.51 Small scale habitat mosaics. 

Total 431.15  
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Table 3.2:  Summary of linear habitat types within Site. 

Linear habitat feature Length (m) Overview of habitat within Site 

Flowing water 3,032 Drainage ditches, as shown by the Ordnance Survey map. 

Line of trees 271 Line of trees, mainly Leyland cypress screen plantings. 

Species-poor hedgerow 5,174 Limited range of native woody shrubs. 

Species-rich hedgerow 581 Greater range of native woody shrubs. 

Evidence of Protected Animal Species 

3.6 The following incidental evidence of protected animal species was noted during the habitat 
survey: 

• A range of bird species, including skylark (several suspected nesting pairs), barn owl 
(one bird seen leaving a tree mounted box on the eastern edge of woodland along the 
north part of the dismantled rail-line at TL 85656789), lapwing (at least one pair 
probably nesting on an onion field around Ash Tree Copse) and buzzard (a pair 
displaying over woodland at the southern end of Barton Belt). 

• Numerous brown hare seen widely across the Site. 

• Badger presence in the form of a single five-active hole subsidiary sett (or conceivably a 
small main sett) located towards the northern end of Barton Belt at TL87806775. 

3.7 On the basis of the habitats present, the Site could support a range of other protected 
species that would be of relevance to future development planning and assessment work, 
including wintering birds, water vole (permanently wet ditches), reptiles (infrequently 
managed grassland), great crested newts (standing water bodies), tree and building 
roosting bats, foraging and commuting bats, and invertebrates (woodland and trees). 

3.8 Further survey for these groups and species may be required subject to emerging 
development proposals in order to inform development design and planning going forward. 

3.9 The approach and results of the great crest newt presence / absence eDNA checks are 
provided below. 

Great Crested Newt Presence / Absence Surveys 

Approach 

3.10 A total of six on-Site ponds potentially suitable for great crested newt (GCN) were identified 
during the habitat survey and are labelled 1-6 on Figure 3.8. 

3.11 In summary, Ponds 1 and 2 were large agricultural reservoirs stocked with carp, Ponds 3, 4 
and 6 were permanent waterbodies within areas of woodland, and Pond 5 was a recently 
dug ‘wildlife’ type pond (probably fish stocked) set in a formal grassland setting at Hall 
Farm. 

3.12 Each pond was sampled by two AEL ecologists (both licenced by Natural England to handle 
GCN) using an ADAS GCN eDNA kit on 20 June 2018 in line with the recommended sample 
collection protocol. 
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3.13 The samples were returned to ADAS for analysis and were received by ADAS on 25 June and 
subsequently analysed on 27 June 2018. 

Findings 

3.14 The results of the eDNA are provided in Appendix A and confirm negative results for all six 
ponds (i.e. no evidence of GCN presence detected). 
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4 Evaluation and Conclusions 

Evaluation 

4.1 The Site contains no statutory wildlife sites, with the closest SSSI being The Glen Chalk 
Caves SSSI which is 1.5 km to the south.  A relatively small area in the north-western corner 
of the Site (around 13 ha in extent) falls within a SSSI Impact Risk Zone (IRZs) 2 in respect to 
residential developments of 100 or more houses and presumably relating to potential 
effects on a Breckland SSSI/SPA.  Slightly larger parts of the Site in the northwest and 
northeast corners fall within SSSI IRZs for industrial / agricultural developments in relation 
to air pollution, combustion or waste composting discharges.  Impacts on statutory wildlife 
sites are not considered high risk but may require further consideration subject to 
development scale and type. 

4.2 The Site supports a single non-statutory wildlife site known as Farm Covert / Oaks Wood 
CWS which incorporates three small but distinct ancient woodland blocks, namely Farm 
Convert, Ash Tree Clump and Ash Tree Belt. 

4.3 Overall the Site was of low value in habitat and botanical terms being dominated by 
intensive arable land.  However, aside from the designated woodland areas, the main 
habitat interests relate to non-ancient woodlands, hedgerow boundaries / mature 
boundary trees, occasional wet ditches and ponds. 

4.4 An initial assessment of the value of habitats within the Site has been completed according 
to a standard geographic framework that is used to value ecological receptors as part of an 
Ecological Impact Assessment.  Examples of the geographic framework applied to the 
habitats within the Site is summarised in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1:  An approach to valuing ecological receptors. 

Level of value Examples (not exhaustive) 

International An internationally designated site or candidate site (Special Protection Area (SPA), 
potential Special Protection Area (pSAC), Special Area of Conservation (SAC), candidate 
Special Area of Conservation (cSAC), potential Special Area of Conservation (pSAC), 
Ramsar site, Biogenetic Reserve) or an area which Natural England (NE) has determined 
meets the published selection criteria for such designations, irrespective of whether or 
not it has yet been notified. 

A viable area of a habitat type listed in Annex 1 of the Habitats Directive, or smaller 
areas of such habitat that is essential to maintain the viability of that ecological 
resource. 

Any regularly occurring population of an internationally important species, i.e. those 
listed in Annex 1, 2 or 4 of the Habitats Directive. 

                                                      
2
 SSSI IRZs is a GIS tool developed by Natural England to enable a rapid assessment of the potential risk posed by development 

proposals to SSSIs, SACs, SPAs and Ramsar sites. 
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Level of value Examples (not exhaustive) 

National A nationally designated site (SSSI), National Nature Reserve (NNR), Marine Nature 
Reserve or a discrete area which NE has determined meets the published selection 
criteria for national designation irrespective of whether or not it has yet been notified. 

A regularly occurring population of a nationally important species i.e. a priority species 
listed in the UK BAP and/or Schedules 1, 5 (S9 (1, 4a, 4b)) or 8 of the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act, or a UK Red Data Book species. 

County / Regional Non-statutory designated wildlife sites (e.g. Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs), Sites of Nature 
Conservation Interest (SNCIs) and Site of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs)), 
and areas of semi-natural ancient woodland greater than 0.25 ha. 

Viable areas of key habitats identified in local/county BAPs or smaller areas of such 
habitats that are essential to maintain the viability of that ecological resource. 

Any regularly occurring, locally significant population of a species listed as being 
nationally scarce (occurring in 16-100 10 km squares in the UK) or in a relevant 
local/county BAP on account of its rarity or localisation. 

Local Other sites which the designating authority has determined meet the published 
ecological selection criteria for designation at the local level. 

Sites/features that are scarce within the local area or which appreciably enrich the local 
area’s habitat resource. 

Neighbourhood Commonplace and widespread semi-natural habitats e.g. scrub, poor semi-improved 
grassland, coniferous plantation woodland and intensive arable farmland. 

Less than 
neighbourhood / 
Negligible 

Habitats of little or no ecological value e.g. amenity grassland or hard standing. 

4.5 The results are summarised in Table 4.2 and illustrated in Figure 4.1 (excluding linear 
features).  It should be noted that this initial evaluation is based on habitat survey 
information only and will need to be reviewed as the relative value of individual habitats 
change in light of further habitat and protected species information. 

Table 4.2:  Summary of habitat values. 

Level of value Habitat types present within the Site 

International - 

National - 

County / Regional CWS and Ancient Woodland. 

Local Broadleaved semi-natural woodland, broadleaved plantation woodland, 
mixed plantation woodland, standing water (excluding agricultural 
reservoirs) and semi-improved grassland. 

Neighbourhood Arable land, continuous bracken, dense scrub, ephemeral / short 
perennial, marginal vegetation, poor semi-improved grassland, stand 
water (agricultural reservoirs), tall ruderal and tall ruderal / poor SI. 

Less than neighbourhood / 
Negligible 

Amenity grassland, bare ground, buildings, construction site, hard 
standing and improved grassland. 
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Preliminary Development Guidance 

4.6 Key design principles to guide future development will vary according to the scale of 
development proposed, development type and layout, and associated habitat loss 
compensation requirements.  However, a number of broad principles have been set out 
below that can be used to help guide early stages of development planning within the Site. 

• Retain blocks of ancient woodland and the County Wildlife Site located within the Site 
and provide an appropriate no development buffer of at least 15 m3 around these 
priority woodland areas. 

• Development should focus on habitats of low relative ecological value i.e. arable land 
and previously developed land, in order to ensure that impacts on ecology, and 
associated compensation and mitigation requirements, are minimised. 

• Retain and enhance areas of higher value habitat, including woodlands, ponds, and 
semi-improved grassland, and where possible retain the existing field pattern of 
hedgerows, ditches and mature trees. 

• Opportunities for new habitat creation and enhancement (combined with recreational 
provision) should be considered, in particular the feasibility of expanding and joining up 
on-Site and off-Site woodland blocks, the creation of new complimentary wildlife 
habitats (e.g. wetland, grassland and open water), combined with enhanced 
ecologically-driven management. 

• Substantial new development would inevitably result in the loss of open farmland 
species interests, and adequate compensation for habitat loss, in the form of new 
habitat creation, should be considered as part of a development design in order to 
demonstrate in an overall enhancement in biodiversity post-development. 

• Appropriate mitigation and compensation will need to be provided for any protected 
species affected by development. 

Further Survey Requirements 

4.7 The scope of additional survey work would need to be confirmed when details of the scale 
and location of future development are known, but it is likely that a range of additional 
surveys would be required to inform development design and for planning, including: 

• Badgers (sett survey and bait-marking study, November-March). 

• Great crested newt (off-Site ponds within 250m of the Site with no barriers to GCN 
dispersal between, April-May). 

• Bats - tree and building inspections, emergence / return surveys and general bat 
activity surveys (principally May-September). 

• Wintering birds (November-February). 

• Breeding birds (April-June). 

• Hedgerow Regulations survey and notable plant check (May-September). 

• Water vole (mid-April – September). 

                                                      
3
 Based on current NE standing advice https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-

licences. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences
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• Reptile survey depending on land management (April-September). 

• Invertebrate scoping survey (May-September). 
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 Applied Ecology Ltd, 
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www.adas.uk 

 

 

Sample ID: 2018-1568 Condition on Receipt: Low Sediment Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 1, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1569 Condition on Receipt: Good Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 2, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1565 Condition on Receipt: Low Sediment Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 3, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1571 Condition on Receipt: Good Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 4, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1570 Condition on Receipt: Low Sediment Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 5, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Appendix 1: Interpretation of results 
 

Sample Condition 
 
Upon sample receipt we score your samples according to quality: good, low sediment, medium sediment, high 
sediment, white precipitate, and presence of algae. 
 
There are three reasons as to why sediment should be avoided:  

1. It is possible for DNA to persist within the sediment for longer than it would if it was floating in the water 
which could lead to a false positive result i.e. in this case GCN not recently present but present a long time ago 

2. In some cases sediment can cause inhibition of the PCR analysis used to detect GCN eDNA within samples 
which could lead to an indeterminate result. 

3. In some cases sediment can interfere with the DNA extraction procedure resulting in poor recovery of the 
eDNA which in turn can lead to an indeterminate result. 

 
Algae can make the DNA extraction more difficult to perform so if it can be avoided then this is helpful. 
 
Sometimes samples contain a white precipitate which we have found makes the recovery of eDNA very difficult. This 
precipitate can be present in such high amounts that it interferes with the eDNA extraction process meaning that we 
cannot recover the degradation control (nor most likely the eDNA itself) at sufficient levels for the control to be 
within the acceptable limits for the assay, therefore we have to classify these type of samples as indeterminate. 
 

What do my results mean? 
 
A positive result means that great crested newts are present in the water or have been present in the water in the 
recent past (eDNA degrades over around 7-21 days). 
 
A negative result means that DNA from the great crested newt has not been detected in your sample.  
 
On occasion an inconclusive result will be issued. This occurs where the DNA from the great crested newt has not been 
detected but the controls have indicated that either: the sample has been degraded and/or the eDNA was not fully 
extracted (poor recovery); or the PCR inhibited in some way. This may be due to the water chemistry or may be due 
to the presence of high levels of sediment in samples which can interfere with the DNA extraction process. A re-test 
could be performed but a fresh sample would need to be obtained. We have successfully performed re-tests on 
samples which have had high sediment content on the first collection and low sediment content (through improved 
sample collection) on the re-test. If water chemistry was the cause of the indeterminate then a re-test would most 
likely also return an inconclusive result. 
 
The results will be recorded as indeterminate if the GCN result is negative and the degradation result is recorded as: 

1.  evidence of decay - meaning that the degradation control was outside of accepted limits 
2.  evidence of degradation or residual inhibition - meaning that the degradation control was outside of accepted 

limits but that this could have been due to inhibitors not being removed sufficiently by the dilution of inhibited 
samples (according to the technical advice note)  
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1.0 Introduction 
This Landscape and Visual Appraisal has been prepared on behalf of Peterhouse College to 
inform the development strategy for, and the potential effects of, a mixed-use development at 
Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.  

The aim of the appraisal is to: 

● Assess the landscape and visual baseline conditions, including relevant planning policy, 
designations, key characteristics, important views and potential visual receptors;  

● Assess the landscape and visual sensitivity to inform the capacity of the site to accommodate 
the development;  

● To make a qualitative assessment of the potential landscape and visual effects arising from 
the proposed development (considering each phase of the development individually); and 

● Make recommendations to avoid or mitigate potential adverse landscape or visual effects and 
inform ongoing refinement of the design proposals. 

This appraisal builds upon the ‘Landscape Baseline Study’ prepared by Bidwells, April 2017.  

1.1 The Site 
The site is situated, to the north of Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. (Refer Figure 1). 
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Site 

Figure 1: Site Location 
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The site, which covers approximately 398 ha of farmland is divided into three main areas: 

● Land between the A134 and Great Barton, which includes the Hall Farm farmstead (the main 
site);  

● Land between the B1106 Thetford Road and the A134; and 

● Land between the River Lark and the B1106 Thetford Road. 

The boundaries of these areas are shown on Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.0 Appraisal Methodology 
The appraisal takes into account current best practice guidance, namely: 

● ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal’, (GLVIA3) produced by the 
Landscape Institute with the Institute of Environmental Management and Appraisal (Third 
Edition, 2013); and 

● ‘An Approach to Landscape Character Appraisal’ by Natural England (October 2014). 

It considers two separate but inter-linked topics: ‘Landscape effects’ and ‘Visual effects’. 

Figure 2: Site Boundaries 
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Landscape effects relate to changes in the scale, pattern, character and quality of the landscape. 
These include direct impacts such as loss of vegetation, or less perceptible effects such as 
changes to tranquilly. Landscape effects do not need to be visible.   

Visual effects relate to specific changes in views and the effects on visual receptors (e.g. 
residents, users of public rights of way or recreational facilities). Changes to the visual setting of 
protected cultural heritage features are also considered (e.g. Scheduled Monuments, Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas).  

2.1 Study Area 
The study area for the appraisal is defined by a 1.5 km offset from the site boundary, which 
encompasses the settlements of Fornham St Martin, Fornham St Genevieve, Great Barton and 
the north part of Bury St Edmunds (Refer Drawing 01, Appendix B). 

2.2 Desk-Based Study 
Information for the landscape and visual appraisal was gathered from the following sources: 

● National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), March 2012; 

● National Planning Practice Guidance (2014); 

● St Edmundsbury Borough Council’s Development Framework comprising: 

− Core Strategy (adopted December 2010); 

− Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (adopted September 2013); 

− Joint Development Management Policies Document (adopted February 2014). 

● National Character Area Profiles:  

− NCAP 83: South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands;  

− NCAP 86: South Suffolk and North Essex Claylands. 

● East of England Landscape Framework, Landscape East, January 2009; 

● Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment (interactive online resource); 

● Government Flood risk maps;   

● The Multi-Agency Geographical Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) database;  

● Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 scale site-centred digital raster map; and 

● Aerial photography: Google Maps (http://maps.google.co.uk/). 

2.3 Field Study  
A field survey was undertaken on the 18 May 2018 to assess: 

● The landscape characteristics; 

● Views of the site from the surrounding areas; 

● The location and sensitivity of visual receptors; and 

● The potential landscape and visual effects arising from the proposed development. 

http://maps.google.co.uk/
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The survey was undertaken from roads, bridleways, tracks, footpaths and publicly accessible 
viewpoints within the study area.  

3.0 The Proposed Development  
The appraisal is based on an indicative site layout presented in the ‘Master Plan Vision Study 
Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds’, prepared by Bidwells, June 2017, which sets out the rationale 
behind the site layout and describes the concept of creating a new sustainable village centred on 
Hall Farm between the A134 and Great Burton. 

The proposed village could accommodate up to 4,000 new homes, with a mix of tenures and 
housing types, along with small scale local retail space, low-rise commercial space, a boutique 
hotel, nursery and primary/ secondary schools and shared community space, including new 
public parkland. 

The intension is that Hall Farm would become a distinctive, sustainable community with local 
employment and would be well connected to the adjacent villages of Great Barton and Fornham 
by a network of walking and cycle routes.  

An important concept of the vision study is the creation of a new ‘self-contained’ settlement with 
its own identity, rather than an extension of the adjacent settlements (although the proposals also 
include some peripheral infill development to the west of the A134, south of the Fornham Road 
and along the edge of Great Barton). 

Figure 3 illustrates the indicative masterplan for the ‘Hall Farm Sustainable Village’. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is proposed that the development would be implemented over a number of phases, as shown in 
Figure 4).     

Figure 3: Indicative Masterplan for Hall Farm ‘Sustainable Village’ 
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Figure 4: Indicative Development Phases shown in the ‘Master Plan Vision Study Hall Farm, Bury St 
Edmunds’ (Bidwells, June 2017) 

 

The preliminary development phases briefly comprise: 

● Phase 1A Between 0-10 Years. (56.65 Ha) Creation of a village centre, expanding on the 
existing commercial uses and enhancing this central area for retail and employment. 
Residential plots would be arranged around this central village core;  

● Phase 1B Between 0-10 Years. (8.32 Ha) Residential development adjacent to Great Barton;  

● Phase 1C Between 0-10 Years. (8.77 Ha) Small areas of commercial development south of 
the Fornham Road (adjacent to the waste transfer station/recycling centre, currently under 
construction); 

● Phase 1D Between 0-10 Years. (5 Ha) Residential development to the west of the B1106 
Thetford Road (outside the flood plain);  

● Phase 2A Between 10-20 Years. (53.87 Ha) Residential development around a central area 
of open space/ parkland;  

● Phase 2C Between 10-20 Years. (6.88 Ha) Residential ‘infill’ development between A134 
and Thetford Road;  

● Phase 3A Between 20-30 Years. (61.39 Ha) Expansion of the residential development, 
including public open space, playgrounds and allotments, to the north of the central core, up 
to the B1106; and 

● Phase 3B Between 20-30 Years. (8.3 Ha) Further residential ‘infill’ development between 
A134 and Thetford Road. 

A more detailed description of the development and the preliminary phasing proposals is 
provided in the ‘Master Plan Vision Study’.  
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4.0 Planning Context 
4.1 National Planning Policy Framework 

The NPPF sets out the government's social and economic policy. The main theme of the NPPF is 
a presumption in favour of sustainable development which should be viewed as "a golden thread 
running through both plan-making and decision-taking". Essentially, proposed development that 
accords with the NPPF and local planning policy should be permitted. 

Paragraph 109 seeks to ensure that “in assessing proposals for new development that adequate 
consideration is given to conserving and enhancing the natural environment and that the planning 
system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by protecting and 
enhancing valued landscapes.”  

(No definition of what constitutes a ‘valued landscape’ is provided in the NPPF, although 
following the ‘Stroud DC v Gladman high court judgement (reference CO/4082/2014) it is widely 
accepted that to be valued in terms of the NPPF would require the landscape to show “some 
demonstrable physical attribute rather than just popularity” i.e. it has to be ‘out of the ordinary’). 

4.2 Local Planning Policy 
St Edmundsbury Borough Council is now part of the joint West Suffolk Authority. West Suffolk 
has committed to produce a new, single Development Framework with work commencing in 
2018. Until this framework is adopted the proposed Hall Farm development will be assessed in 
relation to:  

● St Edmundsbury Core Strategy (adopted December 2010); 

● Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (September 2014); and  

● Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury Local Plan. Joint Development Management Policies 
Document (February 2015). 

The following policies are relevant to landscape and visual issues:   

St Edmundsbury Core Strategy (adopted December 2010) 

Policy CS4: Countryside 

“Careful consideration will be given to maintaining the identity, character and historical context of 
settlements, to ensure new development does not detract from the environmental quality, 
townscape, functional vitality and setting of the settlement as a whole. The coalescence of towns 
with surrounding settlements through new development will not be allowed to happen”. 

Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (September 2014) 

Policy BV26: Green Infrastructure In Bury St Edmunds 

“In and around the town of Bury St Edmunds the integrity and connectivity of the strategic green 
infrastructure network will be maintained, protected and enhanced, which includes the creation of 
new habitats, through the implementation of the St Edmundsbury Green Infrastructure Strategy. 

Planning permission for development that would harm the Green Infrastructure network will only 
be granted if it can incorporate measures that avoid the harm arising or sufficiently mitigate its 
effects”. 
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The ‘Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031’ document includes a figure which shows the Green 
Infrastructure opportunities within and connecting to the site (Refer Figure 5 below). These 
include proposals to establish a green corridor along Livermere Drift, Farm Drift and Bury Drift, 
along with semi-natural green space to the north east of Hall Farm and along the River Lark flood 
plain.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Joint Development Management Policies Document (adopted February 2014) 

Policy DM2: Creating Places - Development Principles and Local Distinctiveness 

“Proposals for all development should, as appropriate: 

a. recognise and address the key features, characteristics, landscape/townscape character, local 
distinctiveness and special qualities of the area and/or building and, where necessary, prepare a 
landscape/townscape character appraisal to demonstrate this; 

b. maintain or create a sense of place and/or local character, particularly restoring or enhancing 
localities where strong local characteristics are lacking or have been eroded; 

Figure 5: GI Opportunity Map (Extract from Figure 7.2 of the ‘Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031’) showing Green 
Infrastructure Opportunities in and around the site   
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d. not involve the loss of gardens and important open, green or landscaped areas which make a 
significant contribution to the character and appearance of a settlement; 

g. taking mitigation measures into account, not affect adversely: 

i. the distinctive historic character and architectural or archaeological value of the area 
and/or building; 

iii. important landscape characteristics and prominent topographical features; 

v. the amenities of adjacent areas by reason of noise, smell, vibration, overlooking, 
overshadowing, loss of light, other pollution (including light pollution), or volume or type of 
vehicular activity generated; and/or 

vi. residential amenity; 

j. produce designs that respect the character, scale, density and massing of the locality; 

k. produce designs that provide access for all, and that encourage the use of sustainable forms of 
transport through the provision of pedestrian and cycle links, including access to shops” 

Policy DM3: Masterplans 

“Masterplans will be required for proposals (i) on land allocated in Local Plans and the Sites 
Allocations DPD, where a Concept Statement has been prepared, and (ii) exceptionally any sites 
which by virtue of size, location or proposed mix of uses is justified by the Local Planning 
Authority to require a masterplanning approach. Masterplans will be based upon a Concept 
Statement, where they exist, or content of a Local Plan prepared by the Local Planning Authority. 

Proposals for development of sites subject to Masterplans will be permitted only where proposals 
accord with Policy DM2 and with any relevant design guidance, Concept Statements, and 
Development Briefs approved by the Local Planning Authority or other adopted Supplementary 
Planning Documents. 

Policy DM5: Development in the Countryside 

“Areas designated as countryside will be protected from unsustainable development”……  

“Proposals for economic growth and expansion of all types of business and enterprise that 
recognises the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside will be permitted where: 

● it will not result in the irreversible loss of best and most versatile agricultural land (grades 1, 2 
and 3a); 

● there will be no significant detrimental impact on the historic environment, character and 
visual amenity of the landscape or nature conservation and biodiversity interests; and ….” 

Policy DM13: Landscape Features 

“Development will be permitted where it will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the 
character of the landscape, landscape features, wildlife, or amenity value. 

Areas of particular landscape sensitivity, including Special Landscape Areas (as defined on the 
Policies maps) have been identified. These areas, and other valued landscapes such as The 
Brecks and the Stour Valley (subject of a management and delivery plan through the Dedham 
Vale AONB and Stour Valley Project) have, by reason of their landform, historic landscape 
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importance and/or condition, a very limited capacity to absorb change without a significant 
material effect on their character and/or condition. However, individual proposals within or 
adjacent to these areas will be assessed based on their specific landscape and visual impact. 

All proposals for development should be informed by, and be sympathetic to, the character of the 
landscape. 

Landscape Character Types are identified in the Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment. 
However, the ‘Type’ boundaries are only indicative, being mapped for the whole county at a scale 
of 1:50,000. Therefore, the character of the site and setting of a proposal should be individually 
assessed. 

All development proposals should demonstrate that their location, scale, design and materials will 
protect, and where possible enhance the character of the landscape, including the setting of 
settlements, the significance of gaps between them and the nocturnal character of the landscape. 

Developers/applicants will be required to submit, where appropriate, landscaping schemes with 
applications for planning permission and for the approval of reserved matters. 

Where any harm will not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefit of the proposal, 
development will be permitted subject to other planning considerations. However, it is essential 
that commensurate provision must be made for landscape mitigation and compensation 
measures, so that harm to the locally distinctive character is minimised and there is no net loss of 
characteristic features. 

Where this is not possible development will not be permitted. 

Policy DM14: Protecting and Enhancing Natural Resources, Minimising Pollution and 
Safeguarding from Hazards 

Proposals for all new developments should minimise all emissions and other forms of pollution 
(including light and noise pollution) and ensure no deterioration to either air or water quality. All 
applications for development where the existence of, or potential for creation of, pollution is 
suspected must contain sufficient information to enable the Planning Authority to make a full 
assessment of potential hazards. 

Development will not be permitted where, individually or cumulatively, there are likely to be 
unacceptable impacts arising from the development on: 

● the natural environment, general amenity and the tranquillity of the wider rural area 

Policy DM44: Rights of Way 

“Development which would adversely affect the character of, or result in the loss of existing or 
proposed rights of way, will not be permitted unless alternative provision or diversions can be 
arranged which are at least as attractive, safe and convenient for public use. This will apply to 
rights of way for pedestrian, cyclist, or horse rider use. 

Improvements to such rights of way will be sought in association with new development to enable 
new or improved links to be created within the settlement, between settlements and/or providing 
access to the countryside or green infrastructure sites as appropriate and to achieve the 
objectives of the Suffolk Rights of Way Improvement Plan”. 
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5.0 Landscape Baseline 
5.1 Relevant Planning Designations  

Planning designations and constraints, within 1.5 km of the site relevant to the appraisal of 
landscape and visual effects are set out in Table 1. This should be read in conjunction with 
Drawing 01, Appendix B. 

Table 1 Landscape Designations and Constraints 

DESIGNATION/PROTECTION PRESENT WITHIN THE 
SITE  

PRESENT WITHIN THE 
STUDY AREA (1.5KM) 

National Parks None within the site None within the study area 
Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB) 

None within the site None within the study area 

Special Landscape Area 
(or similar local designation) 

None within the site Northwest of Fornham St Martin 
600 m from the site 

Green Belt None within the site None within the study area 
World Heritage Sites None within the site None within the study area 
Scheduled Monuments None within the site The following Scheduled 

Monuments are located within 
the study area:   
● Babwell Friary (remains of), 

Tollgate Bridge 230 m south 
of the site. 

● Sites NW and SE of 
Fornham All Saints 800 m 
northwest of the site. 

● St Saviour's Hospital, 
A1101 1km south of the 
site.  

Conservation Areas None within the site Fornham All Saints 
Conservation Area lies 550 m 
west of the site. 

Listed Buildings None within the site Those closest Listed Buildings 
to the site are: 

Grade I  None within the site St Saviour's Hospital, A1101 1 
km south of the site. 

Grade II* None within the site There are 5 Grade II* Listed 
Buildings in the study area, the 
closest are: 
● Church Of St Martin, The 

Street Fornham St Martin, 
68 m north of the site. 
 

● Conyers Green Farmhouse, 
Great Barton, 230 m east of 
the site. 

Grade II None within the site  The closest Grade II Listed 
Buildings are located on The 
Street, Fornham St Martin and 
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along the western edge of 
Great Barton. 

Registered Parks and Gardens None within the site None within the study area. 
(Culford Park to the northwest 
lies outside the study area). 

Tree Preservation Orders 
(TPO) 

Details not available Details not available 

Recreational Trail None within the site ● Lark Valley Path and St 
Edmund Way (Combined 
Route) alongside the River 
Lark, west of the site. 
 

● National Cycle Route 13, 
Livermire Road/East Barton 
Road, Great Barton, east of 
the site. 

Public Right-of-Way ● Livermere Drift  
● Farm Drift (to Thetford 

Road) 
● Clay Drift 
● Bury Drift 
● Public footpath From 

Barton Bottom to 
Forham St Martin 

Refer Drawing 02 

 

5.2 Landscape Character  
To help identify the key characteristics and sensitivity of the landscape within which the site is 
located reference is made to the previously published Landscape Character Assessments. Those 
applicable to the study area are set out in Table 2. 

(The published landscape character assessments do not quantify landscape sensitivity, nor do 
they assess the capacity of the landscape to accommodate further development. This is dealt 
with in Section 8.0 of this report). 

Table 2 Landscape Character Areas/Types relevant to the Study Area. 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 
ASSESSMNET  

LANDSCAPE AREA/ TYPE  

National Character Area  

(Natural England) 

 

The site lies mostly within ‘Area 83: South Norfolk and 
High Suffolk Claylands’ “A relatively flat topography, 
incised by stream and river valley corridors, with underlying 
bedrock geology of Late Cretaceous Chalk”.  

East of England Landscape 
Framework. 

(Landscape East, 2010). 

The main part of the site lies within Landscape Character 
Type: ‘Plateau Estate Farmlands’, “A medium to large 
scale, ordered, arable landscape, associated with an open, 
rolling plateau, characterised by estate farms and discrete 
small villages/hamlets”.  
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Part of the site west of the A134 is located within 
‘Forested Estate Sandlands’, with the ‘Valley 
Meadowlands’, along the River Lark Corridor. 
 

Suffolk Landscape Character 
Assessment. 

(Suffolk County Council, 
revised in 2011).  

The site lies mostly within Landscape Character Type 11 
‘Plateau Estate Farmlands’, “A landscape of large 
regular fields with small woodlands on light loamy soils” 

Some proposed development to west of the A134 is 
located within ‘Type 16 Rolling Estate Sandlands’ 
alongside the River Lark corridor. 

 

The boundaries of the Landscape Character Areas/Types are shown on Drawing 02, Appendix B. 
Those most relevant to the site and proposed development are set out below:   

 

National Character Area Profile 83: South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands 
The NCA Profile describes the key characteristics of South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands. 
The following characteristics are relevant to the site and study area:   

● Large plateau area of chalky glacial till that is generally flat or only gently undulating, but can 
be locally concave. 

● Views are frequently open, only sometimes confined by hedges and trees, with some 
woodland present. The small valleys support quite confined landscapes with intimate views. 

● Scattered areas of ancient woodland, game copses, shelterbelts, valley floor plantation and 
carr woodland as well as hedgerow trees provide a treed landscape character, despite much 
boundary loss. 

● The plateau is incised by numerous small-scale wooded river valleys with complex slopes 
that in places are much unexpected for East Anglia. The underlying geology is chalk, which 
forms the principal aquifer, and shallow marine deposits overlain with glacial till, buried river 
gravels, lake sediments and bands of glacial outwash deposits. 

● Large areas of woodland are scarce, with most confined to a narrow band on the edges of 
the plateau. Views are frequently open, only sometimes confined by hedges, hedgerow trees 
and scattered smaller woodlands that are still notable elements of the landscape. 
Occasionally there can even be a feeling of exposure, although within the valleys it is 
possible to find quite confined landscapes with intimate views. 

● A dispersed settlement pattern of small nucleated market towns with architectural variety and 
colour, loosely clustered villages and scattered hamlets. Settlement is often focused around 
large medieval greens. Many of the market towns have modern extensions. 

● ….infrastructure routes are predominantly an extensive network of narrow lanes and byroads. 

● Extensive areas of arable land dominated by cereals with breakcropping of sugar beet and 
oilseed rape, and some pastures along valley floors.  

● Round-towered Saxo-Norman and medieval churches and 19th-century windmills are 
prominent historic landscape features. 
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● The Character Area Profile include ‘Statements of Environmental Opportunities’ (SEOs), 
which provide guidance on landscape management. The relevant SEOs for this NCA include: 

● SEO 2: Encourage measures that conserve and enhance the characteristic historic 
settlement patterns including notable village commons and greens, and historic features such 
as moated farmsteads and windmills, ensuring that access and educational opportunities are 
maximised; and ensure that the design and location of new developments add to the sense of 
place and history across the NCA. 

● SEO 4: Protect and enhance the area’s ancient seminatural woodlands, copses, river valley 
plantations and ancient boundaries including hedgerows and hedgerow trees, through the 
management of existing and the creation of new woods and hedgerows to benefit 
biodiversity, landscape character and habitat connectivity, and for the benefits to soil erosion 
reduction, water infiltration and quality, timber provision and carbon storage. 

East of England Landscape Framework Plateau Estate Farmlands LCT 
The East of England Landscape Framework is a regional Landscape Character Assessment 
covering Norfolk and Suffolk. The site lies within the Plateau Estate Farmlands Landscape 
Character Type, the key characteristics of which are described as:   

“Plateau Estate Farmlands LCT  

A medium to large scale, ordered, arable landscape, for the most part associated with an open, 
rolling plateau on sandy soils, characterised by estate farms and discrete small villages/hamlets. 

Landform:  

Elevated land, with a gently rolling topography, associated with low glacial plateaux. 

Natural / water features:  

Frequent small streams drain this landscape, but these are not visually obvious. 

Ecological character:  

The relatively flat topography and workable sandy soils have resulted in the development of an 
arable landscape with only fragments (<1%) of lowland heath now remaining. Small patches of 
ancient woodland also survive in places. 

Primary land use:  

Predominately arable cultivation. 

Tree cover:  

Discrete tree belts, coverts and occasional larger plantations, often associated with areas of 18th 
and 19th century parkland. 

Historic features:  

There are many small parklands in this landscape, often with associated large country houses. 

Enclosure pattern:  

Rectilinear fields with occasional earlier sinuous elements, giving rise to a regular, large-scale 
field pattern with well-trimmed hedgerows. 

Settlement pattern:  

Low density of settlement comprising primarily discrete small villages/hamlets and estate farms. 
Towns are absent and there has been little 20th century development. 
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Many buildings of brick and clay tile construction. 

Historic development:  

Mainly late enclosure of common fields and rough grazing land, particularly in northwest Norfolk, 
(Agricultural Revolution of the 18th century). Around Colchester & Ipswich, however, this 
landscape is characterised by earlier enclosures. 

Tranquillity:  

This is a tranquil rural landscape, which in places, can feel rather empty and remote. 

Views:  

Estate farms and parkland give rise to a visually well ordered landscape”. 

 
Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment LCT 11 Plateau Estate Farmlands 
The main part of the site lies within Landscape Character Type 11: Plateau Estate Farmlands, 
the Key Characteristics of which are described as: 

 
“A landscape of large regular fields with small woodlands on light loamy soils: 

● Flat landscape of light loams and sandy soils. 
● Large scale rectilinear field pattern. 
● Network of tree belts and coverts. 
● Large areas of enclosed former heathland. 
● 18th- 19th & 20th century landscape parks. 
● Clustered villages with a scattering of farmsteads around them. 
● Former airfields. 
● Vernacular architecture is often 19th century estate type of brick and tile. 

Geology, landform and soils 

The landform is a gently rolling or flat plateau formed from a mixture of glacial deposits. These 
chalky clay tills and sandy drift deposits have given rise to mainly free-draining loam and mineral 
soils. In the north-east of the county the loams have a variable covering of periglacial wind-blown 
material, with occasional patches of more clayey subsoils 

Landholding and enclosure pattern 

Traditionally the area around Bury St Edmunds was one of large, open, common fields and a 
moderate amount of common-field arable was still surviving here in the 18th and early 19th 
centuries, when it was enclosed through Parliamentary Acts. …The late enclosure has resulted in 
a rather open landscape with regularly shaped fields bounded by straight hedge lines. 

The enclosure of heathland and low-value farmland gave opportunities for the creation of some 
areas of parkland in the 18th and 19th centuries, as at Fornham, Great Barton and Rougham  

Today the agriculture is largely arable with grassland confined to parklands and occasional 
paddocks. Arable production is a mixture of combinable crops (with sugar beet around Bury St 
Edmunds) and a strong element of vegetable production and outdoor pigs in both the eastern 
and western parts of this landscape type.  

Trunk roads are a prominent feature of this landscape.  

Settlement 
There are also some substantial villages in all parts of this landscape type: Gazeley, Barrow, 
Risby, Great Barton, Thurston and Ixworth in the west; In addition to these, there are substantial 
numbers of dispersed farmsteads and small hamlets. 

Woodland cover 

http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/landscapes/Plateau-estate-farmlands.aspx
http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/landscapes/Plateau-estate-farmlands.aspx
http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/landscapes/Plateau-estate-farmlands.aspx
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Woodland cover is scattered, mostly in the form of rectangular plantations and coverts except in 
the areas around Barrow, Pakenham and Rougham where the cover is more extensive. Hedges 
are mixed although often dominated by unmanaged elm typical of these light soils, especially on 
the Felixstowe peninsula. 

Visual experience  

The landscape often feels open and even where coverts and hedges are present; the regular 
arrangement of these features can often enhance the feeling of distance rather than reduce it. 
Only in those areas associated with parklands and their surroundings is there a more enclosed 
feel such as at Nacton, Stutton or Pakenham. 

Condition 

In general the picture in the west is more mixed with considerable growth of villages simplifying 
the landscape locally. However, the overall pattern of large fields with hedges and woodland 
coverts remains apparent though some of the detail has been lost through 20th century 
agricultural improvements” 

Guidance Notes for LCT 11 Plateau Estate Farmlands (Suffolk County Council Oct 2010) sets 
out the management objective for this LCT which includes recommendations for settlement form 
and expansion:  

“In respect of visual impact the regular nature of this landscape means that it does have 
more potential capacity, to accept significant settlement expansion than the ancient 
countryside of the claylands. The Plateau Farmland with its simpler and more modern land 
cover pattern and extensive regular pattern of tree cover can be adapted to accept larger 
growth”. (Bidwells Emphasis) 

Unlike the Estate Sandlands “this landscape does have a history of settlement. Therefore 
there is some capacity, in terms of landscape character, for the tightly clustered 
settlements to expand. However, it is important to integrate the settlement edge into the 
surrounding rural and sparsely settled countryside to minimise the impact on the 
character of the wider countryside”. (Bidwells Emphasis) “Furthermore, given the extensive 
European ecological designations (SPA and SAC) adjacent to parts of this landscape, the 
opportunities for significant settlement expansion are further constrained. Parts of this landscape 
type are also included within the Suffolk Coast and Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  

Finally, if developments encroach on landscapes located on river valley sides or coastal slopes 
they will have a profound landscape impact on the character of these adjacent landscape types”.  

“The settlement pattern in the Plateau Farmlands has a strong tendency towards clustered 
villages surrounded by a scattering of individual farmsteads. Wherever possible this clear 
distinction should be maintained”. (Bidwells Emphasis) 

 
Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment LCT 16 Rolling Estate Sandlands 

Proposed development land to the west of the A134 (Phases 3B, 2C and 1D) partly lies within 
LCT 16 Rolling Estate Sandlands, between West Stow and Fornham St Martin. The key features 
are listed as: 

● “Rolling river terraces  
● Sandy and free draining soils with areas of heathland 
● Late enclosure with a pattern of tree belts and straight hedges 
● Landscape parklands 
● A focus of settlement in the Estate Sandlands landscape 
● 19th Century red brick buildings with black glazed pantiles in the east 
● Lark valley buildings are frequently of brick or flint with tiled or slate roofs 
● Tree belts and plantations throughout 
● Occasional and significant semi-natural woodlands and ribbons of wet woodland 
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● Complex and intimate landscape on valley sides 
Being elevated land beside water courses, these landscapes were utilised for settlement from 
an early date”. 

The guidelines include recommendations for ‘settlement form and expansion’, which state: 

“Valley side landscapes have historically been a focus for settlement. However, largescale 
expansion should be confined to the adjacent plateau. In this location the landscape and 
visual impact can be more easily mitigated with effective planting and design”. (Bidwells 
Emphasis) 

“Settlement extension in a valley side landscape is likely to have a significant visual impact and 
adversely affect the character of the landscape, including that of the adjoining valley floor. A 
comprehensive Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment is essential to identify the risks and 
the options for mitigation. These developments tend to create a highly visible new “roofscape” on 
the sides of valleys. The effect of this can be partially mitigated by planting within the 
development as well as on the perimeter and offsite. It is essential to ensure that there is 
sufficient space within the development for effective planting, and that any requirement for 
offsite planting is considered at the earliest stage. The proposals for mitigation planting must 
always be commensurate with the scale of the development and the capacity of the 
landscape to absorb the development without damage to the landscape character”. 
(Bidwells Emphasis) 

“It is important to maintain the existing pattern of settlement clusters on the valley sides and 
minimise visual intrusion on the very sensitive landscapes on the valley floor. 

New building here needs to be carefully located; it must be of appropriate scale and style 
as well as being integrated into the existing pattern of vegetation and settlement”. 
(Bidwells Emphasis) 

“There may also be specific styles related to a particular landed estate, which should be 
considered as a design option. Avoid, wherever possible, ribbon development on valley sides and 
slopes when this will cause settlement clusters to merge”. 

6.0 Site Features 
6.1 Landform 

The land within the study area is gently undulating, and generally falls from east to west.  

Great Barton to the east of the site is located on higher ground, around 60 to 70 m AOD, whereas 
the River Lark Valley to the west is around 25 m AOD.  

The landform is shown on Drawing 03, Appendix B, which identifies the key features: 

● The highest point within the site is the northeast corner, adjacent to Mill Road (69 m AOD);  

● The lowest point within the site is adjacent to the River Lark around (27 m AOD);   

● A ridge of higher ground extends along the southern edge of the main site (north of and 
parallel to the Fornham Road), it acts as a subtle visual barrier between land to the north and 
south; and 

● A localised valley through the central part of the main site, which is relatively secluded 
compared to the surrounding areas. 
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6.2 Vegetation Cover 
The landscape is characterised by large arable fields interspersed with regular shaped broadleaf 
plantations, including: Brick Kiln Planation, Three Corner Planation, Farm Covert, Halfmoon 
Covert Plum Pudding Covert, Partridge Covert, Conyers Planation, Springhall Covert, and Barton 
Belt. These play an important role in restricting/channelling views across the farmland and would 
assist with integration of existing and proposed development.  

The plantations appear well maintained (presumably for game cover) and to be of similar age, 
height and species diversity. They have well defined edges abutting the arable fields.  

There are no other areas of scrub, or ground cover vegetation, other than crops, within the site.  

Some fields are enclosed by long straight hawthorn hedgerows, although most boundaries are 
open, without any vegetation cover or delineation. 

Vegetation immediately adjacent to the River Lark Corridor, is generally more diverse in terms of 
species, distribution and the interface with the adjacent farmland is less well defined.    

According to the National Character Area Profile and the Suffolk Landscape Character 
Assessment the plantations and hedgerows are a defining characteristic of the landscape, which 
is being eroded by modern framing practices (Refer Section 6.5).  The published LCA objectives, 
include recommendations to increase vegetation cover across the landscape typology.     

6.3 Agricultural Land Classification 
According to the 1:250,000 scale Agricultural Land Classification Map Eastern Region (ALC008), 
the farmland within which the application site is located is Grade 3 ‘Good to Moderate’, although 
no sub-division of Grade 3 is provided (Refer Figure 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Flood Risk 
The ‘Flood Risk from Rivers’ map (Figure 7) indicates the majority of the proposed development 
lies within Flood Zone 1 i.e. less than a 1 in 1000 chance of flooding each year. The low-lying 
land to the west of the A134, adjacent the River Lark flows, lies within Flood Zone 3 (Dark Blue). 

Figure 6: Extract from 1:250,000 scale Agricultural Land Classification Map 

Site 
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This has a 1 in 100, or greater, chance of flooding each year. (NB the proposed development are 
lies outside the ‘high-risk’ area). 

Figure 7: Government Flood Risk Map (Rivers) 

 

The ‘Flood Risk from Surface Water’ (Figure 8) indicates the minor watercourse, which flows in a 
north westerly direction from Great Barton to Barton Bottom lies, via Carr Plantation is prone to 
flooding.  

Figure 8: Government Flood Risk Map (Surface Water) 
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6.5 Historic Context  
Figure 9: Extract from OS Six Inch Map, Published 1905 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Landscape Baseline Study’ (Bidwells, April 2017) provides analysis of the historic changes to the 
landscape since the 1850’s. 

The key changes to the landscape over the last century are summarised below:  

● Within the main part of the site, particularly the eastern end many of the field boundaries 
have been removed, creating a larger more open landscape than previously existed.  

● A number of the plantations to the north and west of Hall Farm have been removed, again 
increasing the openness of the landscape. 

● Necton Hall and former moated site at the eastern end of the site have been demolished. No 
evidence of the hall or the grounds remain today.    

● The village of Great Barton was constructed within the grounds of Barton Park many of the 
mature parkland trees have been retained within the modern-day village.  

● The windmill in the north eastern part of the site (Mill Field off Mill Road) no longer exists. 

● The Great Eastern Railway, Bury and Thetford Line, which cut through the site to the west of 
Hall Farm has been removed, and the dense woodland has become established along the 
rail corridor. 

● The A134 trunk road was constructed to the east of Fornham St Martin, separating the main 
part of Hall Farm from the land to the west. 

● The Isolation Hospital and Fornham Farm in the southwest part of the main site have been 
removed, and more recently a waste recycling/transfer station is being constructed off 
Fornham Road (south west of the Hall Farm entrance), and  

● Large scale Industrial development, including the British Sugar Plant has become established 
in the low-lying land to the north and east of Bury St Edmunds.  
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Overall, during the last century the landscape to the east south and west of the site has become 
more built-up and, whereas land within the Hall Farm site estate has general become more open 
with less vegetation cover and larger fields to facilitate mechanised arable production. Land to 
the north of the site (north of Barton Bottom) has remained largely unchanged.    

7.0 Visual Baseline 
7.1 Potential Receptors 

There are very few residential receptors within, or around the main site. The key views are from 
the local road network and footpaths/bridleways within the site boundary.  

There are potentially more residential receptors around the western parts of the site (west of the 
A134), although comparatively few are orientated towards the proposed development areas.          

There are no ‘protected views’ within, or across the site, although the setting of the heritage 
assets to the west, including the Listed Buildings, Conservation Area and Schedule Monuments 
are protected by planning policy.  In particular views from, and the setting of, Fornham St Martin 
Parish Church (Grade II* Listed) and Bleak House (Grade II Listed building) located on the 
Thetford Road immediately adjacent to the site are particularly sensitive to development.   

Generally views within and around the main part of the site are open and expansive. There are 
very few focal points, although the long straight bridleways (Livermere Drift, Clay Drift and Farm 
Drift) and main entrance to the Hall Farm (Bury Drift) tend to focus viewers’ attention along their 
length.   

Notable views, in terms of viewer numbers, are experienced by drivers using the A134. Whilst the 
majority of the site is screened by the cutting faces and dense vegetation alongside the highway, 
close proximity ‘at grade’ views from the highway are possible from:   

● the area to the west of the A134 north of Barton Hill; and  

● the north west corner of the main site close to the junction of Baton Bottom (B1106).    

These areas may be more suited to commercial, rather than residential development.  

The minor ‘at grade’ country roads adjoining the main site boundary, including Fornham Road to 
the south, Livermere Road to the west and the B1106 Barton Bottom to the north are mostly 
unenclosed (i.e. without hedges or fences), allowing open uninterrupted views into and across  
the site from road users.    

Views out from Thetford Road to the south of Fornham St Martin are mainly screened by dense 
vegetation and embankments, preventing views into the development areas at the western end of 
the site.    

The tall silos at the British Sugar Plant on the northern edge of Bury St Edmunds are prominent 
detracting features which are visible from the surrounding area, including the western and south 
western parts of the site.        
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7.2 Representative Viewpoints 
Fourteen viewpoints were selected to represent ‘typical views’ from potential receptor locations, 
at varying distances and orientations from the site. These are used to assess the potential visual 
effects, Section 9.0.  The viewpoint locations are shown on Drawing 06, Appendix B.  

The viewpoints used in the appraisal are:   

● Viewpoint 1:  Hall Farm from Livermere Drift   

● Viewpoint 2:  Bury Drift south of Hall Farm 

● Viewpoint 3:  Fornham Road by the Junction with Bury Drift (Site Entrance) 

● Viewpoint 4:  Fornham Road north of Phase 1C 

● Viewpoint 5:  Livermere Road, Great Barton 

● Viewpoint 6:  Mill Field, B1106 Mill Road 

● Viewpoint 7:  Clay Drift at the Junction with the B1106, Barton Bottom 

● Viewpoint 8:  B1106 Barton Bottom at the Junction with Bury Road 

● Viewpoint 9:  Rifle Range Car Park, off the B1106, Barton Bottom  

● Viewpoint 10:  Bridleway southwest of Fornham St Martin 

● Viewpoint 11:  Farm Drift Bridge over the A134  

● Viewpoint 12:  Bridleway west of the A134 overbridge 

● Viewpoint 13:  B1106 Thetford Road, south of Fornham St Martin 

● Viewpoint 14:  Lark Valley Path, Bury St Edmunds 

More detailed descriptions of the views are provided in the Viewpoint Appraisal, Appendix A.    

8.0 Landscape and Visual Sensitivity and Capacity   
The section assesses the sensitivity of the landscape within the site and its capacity to 
accommodate the development proposed. 

8.1 Landscape Sensitivity     
The appraisal of landscape sensitivity takes into account the baseline constraints including 
planning designations, published landscape character assessments and field observations 
undertaken in May 2018.   

Overall, the landscape, which is dominated by large scale arable production is reasonably 
attractive. It provides a rural backdrop to Great Barton, Fornham St Martin and the local road 
network, although it is not ‘out of the ordinary’ and is not considered to be of national or regional 
importance. The reasons for this are: 

● The site is not subject to statutory protection. I.e. it is not within a National Park or Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty. Neither is it subject to any local protection. It is not within the 
Special Landscape Area defined in the St Edmundbury Local Plan (The SLA is over 500 m 
away from the site at its closest point). 
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● There are no designated heritage assets within the site. I.e. there are no World Heritage 
Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, or Conservation Areas.   

● Neither the site nor the surrounding landscape is within Green Belt.    

● The site is neither a visitor nor tourist destination.   

● The landscape is not rare. The site does not contain any landmarks or notable landscape 
features which are not commonplace elsewhere in the wider region.  

● Loss of hedgerows and woodland in recent years has had adverse effect on diversity and has 
increased the openness and uniformity of the landscape.           

However, it is important to note the positive attributes, which are undoubtedly valued by the local 
population and have been be considered in the design proposals:   

● The site and the higher ground west of Great Barton creates a buffer between the low-lying 
urban areas around Bury St Edmunds and the more attractive rural areas to the north. 

● The landscape is well maintained and the undulating arable land interspersed with woodland, 
has a pleasant parkland type appearance.      

● The site provides an attractive rural backdrop to the local road network, bridleways and the 
adjacent River Lark Path. 

● The bridleways within the site provide some recreational benefit to the local population, who 
use them for dog walking and exercise.   

● The land within the site is mostly productive agricultural land, classed as ‘best and most 
versatile’. 

● Hall Farm already provides commercial space for local business and hosts community 
events, including vintage car gatherings. The large scale landscape has capacity to 
accommodate the existing offices and the commercial property currently under construction 
without effecting the surrounding areas or nearby receptors.  

Considering the landscape in more detail it is apparent that there is considerable variation in 
sensitivity across the site (although this does not increase its importance as a whole). Some parts 
of the site are more sensitive than others. Changes in landform, vegetation cover, land-use, 
openness, the presence of detracting features and the proximity to receptors affect the sensitivity 
and the capacity of the individual areas within the site to accommodate development. The wide 
variation in sensitivity and capacity is increased by the geographical extent of the site, which 
measures approximately 3.5 km by 1.8 km, and encompasses semi-urban areas in addition to 
open rural fields.  

Drawing 05 (Landscape Sensitivity) uses the following ‘traffic light system’ to map the relative 
sensitivity and capacity of the landscape to accommodate the mixed use development proposed, 
without causing significant harm to the character or quality of the baseline conditions:  

● Green indicates the least sensitive areas, which have the greatest capacity to accommodate 
the proposed development; 

● Amber indicates areas which are reasonably sensitive, although they have some capacity to 
accommodate development; and 

● Red indicates the most sensitive areas, which have the highest scenic quality and therefore 
the least capacity to accommodate development of type proposed.          

Variations in local landscape sensitivity are summarised below:  
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Generally the landscape to north and east of the study area is more rural and of higher scenic 
quality than the areas to the south and west, this is due in part to the lack of detracting features 
and relationship to the better preserved landscape north of Barton Bottom (B1106).   

The lack of woodland, open aspect and undulating topography along the B1106 (Barton Bottom) 
in northern part of the main site, reduces the capacity of the landscape to accommodate 
development between Brick Kiln Plantation and Great Barton.  

Land at the eastern end of the main site (towards Great Barton) forms an attractive open 
approach and setting to the village. Despite the expansive arable fields the area is reasonably 
well enclosed by woodland, creating the perception of an enclosed ‘parkland’ which, due to 
screening afforded by the Barton Belt, relates to Great Barton, rather than the land around Hall 
Farm. It is considered that this area is particularly sensitive to change and generally has very little 
capacity to accommodate development (the new houses on the southern edge of the site 
(Fornham Road) are replacement dwellings built on site of existing houses).   

The A134, combined with the large-scale industrial development on the northern edge of Bury St 
Edmunds, including the sugar beet plant (and to a lesser extent overhead powerlines) have an 
adverse effect on the character and quality of the landscape to the west and south of the site. In 
particular the ambient traffic noise from the A134 and the prominent sugar plant have an 
urbanising effect on the character and its tranquillity. These effects increase in proximity to the 
highway/urban areas. Development could be more readily accommodated in fields towards the 
A134 and the Thetford Road than the more tranquil and more rural areas to the north and east of 
the site. 

Land along the southern part of the main site, between the A134 and Partridge Covert, is 
reasonably attractive and it provides a pleasant open setting to the Fornham Road and the main 
site entrance (Bury Drift).  The south facing slope provides an attractive backdrop to Bury St 
Edmunds (Refer Visual sensitivity), although the construction of the waste recycling/waste 
transfer station south of Fornham Road locally reduces the sensitivity of the landscape in the 
immediate locality. 

The central part of the site around Hall Farm is reasonably attractive, although existing 
development around the farmstead including agricultural buildings and the commercial premises 
increases the capacity of the surrounding area to accommodate further development, especially 
where screened from the wider landscape.     

Other areas have also been identified as high sensitivity areas, with little capacity to 
accommodate development are: 

● The low-lying flood plain adjacent to the River Lark west of Thetford Road;  

● The grounds of Hall Farm which create an attractive setting to the primary building at the 
heart of the estate; and   

● A minor unnamed watercourse towards the central part of the main site which is subject to 
surface water flooding would prevent development immediately adjacent to it. 

8.2 Visual Sensitivity  
Drawing 05, Appendix B, maps the visual sensitivity of the site and surrounding areas. It identifies 
areas which would be potentially visible to nearby receptors, including local residents, road users 
and visitors within the study area. The visual sensitivity map is generated using dedicated 3D 
modelling software, which takes into account the landform, vegetative/ man-made barriers over 
4m high. The coloured coded ZTV plot shows:  
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● White areas are the least visible and have the greatest capacity to accommodate the 
proposed mixed use development. 

● Light Blue and Green areas are reasonably visible, although they have some capacity to 
accommodate development of type proposed. 

● Amber and Red areas are the most visible and can be viewed by the greatest number of 
receptors and therefore have the least capacity to accommodate development.          

Drawing 05, Appendix B, indicates: 

● Land along the B1106 (Barton Bottom/Mill Road) towards the northern edge of the main site 
is potentially visible from the surrounding areas and therefore is potentially sensitive to 
development. The most visible parts of the landscape are predicted to be at the northern end 
of Livermere Drift, around the Mill House and along Clay Drift, these coincide areas of higher 
ground.  

● Higher ground to the north of Fornham Road would be visible and therefore more sensitive to 
development.  The gentle south-facing slopes would be visible from Fornham Road and 
areas to the south. Development on the higher ground to the north of Fornham Road would 
‘be prominent on the skyline’ thus reducing its capacity of the higher land to accommodate 
development. 

● Development on lower-lying land towards the centre of the main site (northwest, north and 
northeast of Hall Farm) would, be less visible from the surrounding receptors than the higher 
ground and therefore would be potentially less sensitive to development.  

9.0 Appraisal of Landscape and Visual Effects  
The appraisal of landscape and visual effects has been informed by: 

● The findings of the landscape sensitivity appraisal (Section 8);    

● Field observations undertaken in May 2018; 

● The viewpoint appraisals (Appendix A); and     

● Zone of Theoretical Visibility Analysis (Drawings 06 to 13). 

9.1 Zone of Theoretical Visibility Mapping 
To identify areas from which the proposed development may be visible 3D computer generated 
models were produced for each phase of the development using ‘OS Terrain 5’ digital terrain 
data at 5 m resolution. The proposed development was based on the indicative masterplan 
shown in Figure 3 using uniform grid of ‘target points’, representing 10m high buildings across 
each development area (without proposed mitigation).  

It is important to note that the ZTV plots represent ‘worst case scenarios’; as they take into 
account screening afforded by landform and major visual barriers, such as woodland or large 
buildings. They do not take into account screening afforded by vegetation and structures less 
than 4 m high, which in reality, provide considerable additional eye-level screening.  

The Zone of Theoretical Visibility is shown on Drawings 06 to 013, Appendix B. 
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9.2 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1A  
Landscape Effects  

Hall farm is the geographical and historical centre of the estate and would be the focus of the 
proposed ‘sustainable village’. The presence of the existing agricultural and commercial buildings 
reduces the sensitivity of the landscape to further development in this location.         

The area is perceived as being comparatively secluded and remote, despite frequent movement 
and activity around the farmstead/‘business park’. 

The development would result in a loss of arable land and the potential ‘urbanisation’ of a quiet 
rural area, although the effects would be localised and lessened by the presence of the existing 
agricultural/commercial development associated with the Hall Farm, including the large buildings 
currently under construction (Refer Figure 10). 

It is considered that the large scale landscape does have the ability to accommodate the 
development proposed.   

  

Figure 10 Office Buildings at Fornham Business Court East of Hall Farm. 

 

 

Visual Effects  

The zone of theoretical visibility (ZTV) for Phase 1A is shown on Drawing 06. 

The eastern part of the Phase 1A area is located in a shallow valley. Development in this area 
would be screened from the south, east and northeast by higher ground. (The large industrial 
scale building currently being constructed in the south east corner of the Phase 1A is, despite its 
size, barely visible from the surrounding areas, - Refer Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 Indusrtrial Scale Developmnet off Fram Drift Currently Under Construction 

 

 

Land rises gradually towards Hall Farm and the adjacent estate offices, which would potentially 
increase the prominence of development in this local area, although there are comparatively few 
visual receptors in the locality and generally screening afforded by Farm Covert the plantations 
further afield would provide partial screening of the new development.  

The main visual receptors would be: 

● The users of the bridleways (Farm Drift, Livermere Drift and Clay Drift) which delineate the 
eastern southern and western boundaries of the Phase 1A;  

● Drivers approaching the estate from the south along Bury Drift; 

● Business premises east of Hall Farm (Fornham Business Court) and Isolated residential 
properties on Farm Drift; and  

● Road users on Barton Bottom to the north (where gaps in the plantations allow). 

Recommendations 

The area has capacity to accommodate the proposed development.          

Consideration should be given to the incorporation of sustainable drainage systems along the 
unnamed water course which runs through the Phase 1A area, and is prone to seasonal 
flooding. This could incorporate a series of ‘natural’ retaining ponds/red beds, to replace the 
‘artificial’ above ground reservoir which detracts from the ‘natural landscape’.  

To maintain its focus at the centre of the estate the open setting of Hall Farm no development 
should take place within its curtilage.   

Consideration should be given to maintaining an attractive approach to the development along 
Bury Drift, and creating a ‘sense of arrival’. 

The retention of the bridleways and enhancement of their setting should be considered in the 
detailed design in order to maintain a valued recreational resource and characteristic feature of 
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the Hall Farm estate. This would accord with objectives of the Councils Green Infrastructure 
proposals (Refer Section 4.0).    

Where possible existing woodland and hedgerows should be retained to maintain the historic 
land pattern.    

9.3  Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1B  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 1B is located at the eastern edge of the site adjacent to Livermere Road, Great Barton.  

The farmland towards Great Barton is effectively separated from the central part of the site by a 
mature woodland belt (Barton Belt) which defines the Great Barton parish boundary. 

The landscape comprises expansive arable fields, providing an attractive rural setting to the old 
part of village, which was built within former Barton Park, associated with Barton Hall (Refer 
Figure 9). More recently housing to the west of Livermere Road has extended the settlement 
boundary into agricultural land, locally reducing its sensitivity to further development, although 
apart from a single localised area immediately adjacent to existing dwellings (shown on Drawing 
05, Appendix B) development beyond the settlement boundary would have a notable adverse 
effect on the character and quality of the rural landscape adjacent to Great Barton.          

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 1B is shown on Drawing 07, Appendix B. 

The views across the site from Livermere Road and Fordham Roads are important to the 
approach to and setting of Great Barton. The lack of boundary vegetation alongside these roads 
allows uninterrupted views out across the farmland, creating an open rural setting to the western 
edge of village.    

The proposed development would potentially obstruct the open views across farmland, although 
the majority of the existing residential properties in Great Barton would be screened by mature 
garden vegetation.  

The proposed development would not be visible from the village centre, or the Listed Buildings, 
including the Grade II* Listed church.  

The main visual receptors would be: 

● The road users on Livermere Road and on Fornham Road; and 

● Road users at the Livermere Road/ Fornham Road junction. Particularly those approaching 
from the southeast (Refer Figure 12). 

Barton Belt (plantation) restricts views from the west and views from further afield would not be 
affected by development in this location.    
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Figure 12 Open views from the Fornham Road/ Livermere Road Junction, Great Barton 

 

 

Recommendations 

Overall, the area has very little capacity to accommodate development without adversely 
affecting the rural approach to Great Barton and obstructing views from Livermere Road. It is 
recommended that development in this area should be avoided, although there may be some 
potential to construct a small number of houses on land immediately adjacent to the ‘modern’ 
houses west of Livermere Road, where westerly views are already restricted by woodland close 
to the village. This area is more enclosed and its sensitivity is reduced by its proximity to existing 
houses (Refer to Drawing 05 Landscape Sensitivity, Appendix B).              

9.1  Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1C  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 1C comprises proposed commercial development, located on low-lying land to the south 
of Fornham Road.  

The landscape in this area is reasonably attractive with large arable fields and very little 
enclosure.  Occasional mature trees and the lack of roadside hedges/fences create the 
perception of a ‘remnant parkland avenue’ along Fornham Road (although no parkland is shown 
on the historic maps). However, a large waste transfer station/recycling centre is currently under 
construction at Hollow Road Farm, immediately west of the Phase 1C area. This significantly 
reduces the sensitivity of the landscape. Furthermore, large-scale industrial development, to the 
south including the British Sugar plant has an urbanising effect on the rural character of the area 
and increases the capacity of the site to further development. In particular land closest to the 
waste facility has the greatest capacity to accommodate further commercial development. Refer 
Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Commercial Development South of Fornham Road  

 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 1C is shown on Drawing 08, Appendix B. 

Phase 1C is located on a south facing slope affording long-distance panoramic views across the 
low-lying land to the south, towards Bury St Edmunds.   

The higher part of the site towards Fornham Road is more visible then the low-lying areas to the 
south, and therefore have less capacity to accommodate development. Similarly the areas closer 
to the waste facility have greater capacity to accommodate development than the northern and 
eastern parts of the site, which are further away and less rural.   

A recently constructed earth bund alongside Fornham Road (approximately 3m high), screens 
the site from road users, although the bund does not extend along the full length of the site 
(Refer Figure 14).  

Figure 14 Existing Bund Alongside Fornham Road Screening the adjacnt Commercial Development  
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The main visual receptors would be: 

● The road users on Fornham Road (where not protected by the roadside bund);  

● Road users leaving Hall Farm, heading south along Bury Drift (The higher ground may allow 
views of buildings over the top the bund); 

● Bridleway users to the south and southwest of the Phase 1C area; and  

● Visitors/working at the adjacent waste facility.   

Recommendations 

The Phase 1C area does have capacity to accommodate commercial development, of an 
appropriate height and scale, although development towards Farnham Road could be prominent 
and should be avoided to maintain the rural character of the road.  

It is recommend that the existing screen bund is extended along the top edge of the site to 
provide a more effective visual barrier between the road and the development. This could be 
augmented with woodland planting to provide further long-term screening and to create a 
substantial barrier between the rural areas to the north and the low-lying industrial areas to the 
south.         

9.1 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1D 
Landscape Effects  

Phase 1D comprises residential development to the west of the B1106 Thetford Road, adjacent 
to the River Lark. 

The site encompasses the river flood plain, although the proposed development would be 
restricted to the higher ground in the eastern part of the site, towards Thetford Road.   

The Fornham St Martin Parish Church (Grade II* Listed Building) is an important landmark 
feature on higher ground north of the site (Refer Viewpoint 14, Appendix A). 

‘Modern’ redbrick houses to the northwest of the site and industrial development to the west of 
the River Lark, combined with overhead powerlines and ambient traffic noise have an urbanising 
effect of the Phase 1D site and its surroundings.  

The development would contribute to the urbanisation of the area, although the landscape 
effects would be localised, and largely confined to the site itself.  

Loss of the hedgerow alongside the Thetford Road to facilitate site access may open up views of 
the development from the highway. 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 1D is shown on Drawing 09, Appendix B. 

The site is visually enclosed by housing, vegetation and landform.  

The development would be screened from the Grade II* Listed Fornham St Martin Church by 
intervening vegetation, including a mature hedgerow around the adjacent recreation field. Views 
of the church tower from the River Lark Path would not be obstructed (subject to the 
recommendations below). 

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Recreational walkers following the Lark Valley Path, where gaps in the vegetation allow.  
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● The road users on Thetford Road, although these are currently screened by the mature 
roadside hedgerows; and  

● Grade II Listed ‘Bleak House’ located on the Thetford Road, immediately adjacent to the site 
(Refer Figure 15).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommendations   

It is recommended that no development takes place within the flood plain and the height of the 
proposed dwellings is restricted to a maximum of 1.5 stories. This will match the adjacent houses 
and maintain open views from the Lark Valley Path towards the Grade II* Listed Church, thus 
maintaining its prominence as an important landmark feature.  

Sympathetic development layout and design would be required in the vicinity of the Listed Bleak 
House to ensure the setting of the Grade II Listed Building is not compromised. Consideration 
should also be given to the site access proposals to ensure the Listed Building is not adversely 
affected. 

The development should include landscape proposals for the land within the flood plain to accord 
with the Councils Green Infrastructure objectives (Refer Figure 5).  

Subject to the implementation of these recommendations it is considered that the Phase 1D area 
does have capacity to accommodate residential development.             

9.2 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 2A  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 2A comprises residential development with open space/ parkland to the south and east of 
the central Phase1A area.  

Due to subtle variations in topography the sensitivity and capacity of the landscape varies 
considerably across the Phase 2A area (Refer Drawing 03: Topography). The northern part of 
the site, which is partially screened by landform has the greatest capacity to accommodate 
development, whilst the southern area towards Fornham Road has the least capacity. 

Figure 15 Northerly view along Thetford Road towards Bleak House and the Phase 1D Area   
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The proposed development would straddle a broad ridge of high ground partway between Farm 
Drift and Farnham Road, and would extend into the more sensitive areas to the south, which 
currently provides an attractive rural backdrop to Fornham Road. (Ref Figure 16)  

The proposed development, which extends southwards along the western side of Bury Drift, 
towards the main site entrance on Fornham Road, would adversely affect the rural character of 
the approach to Hall Farm.     

Figure 16 Northwesterly View from Fornham Road Looking Across a Ridge of Higher Ground Between 
Farm Drift and Fornham Road (Phase 2A) 

 

 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 2A is shown on Drawing 10 Appendix B. 

The south facing fields in the southern part of the Phase 2A area are visible from Fornham Road 
and some distant low-lying areas to the south. 

The ridge line, whilst it is not a major topographical feature in itself, it does form a visual barrier 
to the existing Hall Farm development and the Phase 1A area, when viewed from Fornham 
Road. Development on this ridge would be prominent and would have an urbanising effect on the 
views from Fornham Road and would be partially visible from Barton Bottom to the north, 
through gaps in the plantations. (The prominence of the development on this ridge would be 
dependent on the height, design and layout of the proposed dwellings and cannot be fully 
assessed at this preliminary outline stage).   

The northeast part of the Phase 2A area, between Springhill Covert and Barton Belt would be 
visible from Mill Road/Barton Bottom to the north, although the views would be limited to a 
comparatively short section of road, framed by mature woodland.  

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Road users on Fornham Road south of the site; 

● Bridleway users to the south of Fornham Road;   

● Road users on Barton Bottom/Mill Road north of the site; and 
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● Road users on Livermere Road east of the site, although these views would be partially 
screened by intervening woodland (Barton Belt).  

Recommendations  

The Phase 2A area has some capacity to accommodate development, although the southern 
boundary as currently shown extends too far south. As a consequence, it would have a notable 
adverse effect on the rural character and setting of Fornham Road.  

Further assessment at the detailed design stage, including the production of cross-sections 
would be required at to determine the precise landscape and visual effects and to establish an 
appropriate southern boundary for the Phase 2A development and to inform appropriate 
mitigation measures. 

9.3 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 2C  
Landscape Effects  

The Phase 2C area comprises residential development between the A134 and Thetford Road. 

Despite its proximity to Fornham St Martin the area feels fairly remote and inaccessible. There 
are a number of industrial detractors in the locality which, along with the background traffic noise 
reduce the sensitivity of the landscape and increases its capacity to accommodate the proposed 
housing. 

A key issue is likely to be the site access. There is currently a change in level and mature 
hedgerow between Thetford Road and the Phase 2C area. Construction of an access from the 
road, with adequate visibility splays would require re-grading of land and removal of the 
hedgerow.  This could open up views of the development from the road, and potentially could 
have an urbanising effect on the southern approach to Fornham St Martin (Refer Figure 17).   

The former railway line to the east of the site supports well established trees and scrub, which 
separates it from the Phase 3B area to the east. 

Figure 17 Mature Hedgerows and Embankments Alongside Thetford Road, South of Fornham St Martin   
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Visual Effects  

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 2C is shown on Drawing 11, Appendix B. 

Visually the Phase 2C area is reasonably well contained, although the British Sugar plant to the 
south is visible from the entire development area.   

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Residents living at Rathketair Lodge and properties on Barton Hill, south of the site; 

● Isolated residents on the edge of Fornham St Martin immediately north of the site, including 
The Old Rectory (Grade II Listed), which currently afforded residents southerly views across 
the development area; and 

● Bridleway users to the north (between Farm Drift and Fornham St Martin).   

Recommendations  

The Phase 2C area has capacity to accommodate development, although creating an 
‘acceptable’ access from Thetford Road may be a limiting factor.  

Further more detailed assessment of effects would be required at the detailed design stage to 
ensure the semi-rural approach to Fornham St Martin from the south along Thetford Road is not 
unduly compromised. 

Localised mitigation may be required to screen/soften views from the properties and bridleway to 
the north and from the properties on Barton Hill to the south, although overall, it is considered 
that sympathetically designed development would not significantly change the character of this 
area or the setting of Fornham St Martin.  

9.1 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 3A 
Landscape Effects  

Phase 3A comprises residential expansion, including public open space, playgrounds and 
allotments, to the north of the central core up to Barton Bottom (B1106). 

Potentially this area is the most sensitive part of the entire site with the least capacity to 
accommodate development. This is due largely to the rolling topography, large open fields, lack 
of existing development and detracting man-made features, combined with attractive panoramic 
long-distance views to the north, which collectively create a harmonious rural landscape with a 
sense of tranquillity (Refer Viewpoint 8, Appendix A). 

The proposed development, which would adjoin Barton Bottom, would introduce an 
uncharacteristic settlement form into a previously undeveloped landscape, potentially having an 
urbanising effect on the road and landscape to the north. In particular, extensive road frontage 
development is a relatively urban feature and not typical of the traditional settlement patterns 
found within the region, which tend to be more nucleated with ‘softer’ more irregular boundaries. 
Furthermore, the current layout is unsympathetic to the undulating landform, and to the defined 
characteristics of the ‘South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands LCA’, or the ‘Plateau Estate 
Farmlands LCT’. 

Part of the Phase 3A area is located in a shallow valley which is slightly less sensitive and may 
potentially have some capacity to accommodate development without detracting unduly from the 
rural character, or the setting of Barton Bottom (Refer Drawings 04 and 05, Appendix B).  
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Visual Effects  

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 3A is shown on Drawing 12, Appendix B. 

Potentially the Phase 3A area is the most visible part of the site, although there are comparatively 
few residential properties, or publicly accessible locations within the zone of theoretical visibility 
from which the proposed development would be visible. 

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Road users on the B1106 Barton Bottom and the minor unnamed country lanes to the north; 

● The hamlet of Timworth 1km north; and   

● A single public footpath to the northwest of the site. 

Recommendations  

Consideration should be given to reducing the extent of the proposed development in this area 
and maintaining an open aspect to the B1106 Barton Bottom.  This could be achieved by 
restricting the development to the low-lying central part of Phase 3A area (Refer Drawing 03: 
Topography), which may be partially screened by the higher land and could be more successfully 
integrated into the landscape than the current layout (Refer Drawing 04 Landscape Sensitivity).    

9.2 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 3B  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 3B development comprises residential properties to the west of the A134 and north of 
Barton Hill. Potentially this is the least sensitive part of the site, due to its proximity to major 
highways (A134 and A143) and the industrial development approximately 500 m due south.  

An overhead powerline across part of the site further reduces the sensitivity of this area to 
development. 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 3B is shown on Drawing 13, Appendix B). 

The Phase 3B area is reasonably well screened from the nearby houses, although close 
proximity views from the adjacent public highways are possible.  

The British Sugar plant to the south is particularly prominent to the south of the site, beyond the 
A143 (Refer Viewpoint 12, Appendix A). 

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Road users on Barton Hill, which currently have unrestricted views into the site from a short 
section of road; 

● Drivers on the A134, who would have close proximity views into the site from the highway;   

● Residents of the bungalows on Oak Grange (off Barton Hill); and   

● Users of the bridleway between Farm Drift and Fornham St Martin.  

It is predicted that views from The Old Rectory (Grade II Listed), on the edge of Fornham St 
Martin would be screened by the proposed development in the adjacent field (Phase 2C). Views 
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from Thetford Road would not be possible due to screening afforded by the embankment and 
vegetation along the roadside.  

The open views across the site currently experienced by drivers on Barton Hill (between Oak Hill 
and the A134) would be lost.  

Recommendations  

The site has capacity to accommodate the development proposed. Consideration should be 
given to the treatment of the Barton Hill ‘street frontage’. It may be preferable to establish a 
dense woodland buffer along the front of the site to continue the ‘leafy’ appearance of Barton Hill 
up to the A134.  

A more substantial woodland buffer/acoustic bund alongside the A134 would improve the 
amenity value to the proposed properties within the site and would help screen views from the 
A134.    

10.0 Compliance with Landscape Policy /Guidance  
By adopting a landscape lead approach to the development, the potential adverse effects on the 
landscape and views from the surrounding areas would be minimised and accords with the 
requirements set out in Policy DM3: Masterplans. 

Careful consideration has been given to the character and context of the landscape within which 
the site is located. The proposals for a distinctive ‘self-contained village’ replicate the traditional 
settlement patterns in the ‘Plateau Estate Farmlands’ and have been dictated by topography, 
land cover and the need to preserve the setting of existing settlements, including Great Barton 
and Fornham St Martin.  

The new village would avoid coalescence of existing settlements, or expansion of the existing 
‘urban areas’ and has been located in the least sensitive parts of the landscape, which it is 
considered to have the greatest capacity to accommodate development without adversely 
affecting the local character, quality and amenity value of the existing landscape.  

In this respect the proposals comply with the objectives of: 

● Policy DM2: Creating Places - Development Principles and Local Distinctiveness; 

● Policy DM5: Development in the Countryside; and 

● Policy DM13: Landscape Features. 

In terms of Policy BV26: ‘Green Infrastructure In Bury St Edmunds’, the development provides 
the opportunity to incorporate the proposed ‘Green Infrastructure’ proposals as set out in ‘Bury St 
Edmunds Vision 2031’ including the proposals to establish green corridors along Livermere Drift, 
Farm Drift and Bury Drift, along with semi-natural green space to the north east of Hall Farm and 
along the River Lark flood plain.   

The creation of green corridors along the bridleways and the River Lark Path would also be 
compliant with Policy DM44: Rights of Way, which promotes the enhancement of public 
footpaths. 
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11.0 Summary 
The findings of this landscape and visual appraisal are summarised below. 

The key objectives of the appraisal are to:  

● assess the landscape and visual sensitivity of the site as a whole to identify areas with 
capacity to accommodate development;  

● assess the potential landscape and visual effects of the preliminary development proposals, 
on a phase-by-phase basis; and 

● make recommendations to inform potential refinement of the preliminary site layout.                   

Landscape and visual sensitivity   

The large-scale arable landscape, within which the site is located, is not subject to any statutory 
or non-statutory protection. Neither is it within Green Belt, or the Special Landscape Area defined 
in the St Edmundsbury Local Plan.  

There are no designated heritage assets within the site and it is neither a visitor nor tourist 
destination.   

The landscape is well maintained and is considered to be reasonably attractive, although it is not 
‘rare’ or ‘out of the ordinary’. 

The land within the site and study area is mostly high grade productive agricultural land, 
generally categorised as ‘best and most versatile’. 

The Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment considers the landscape in which the main part of 
the site is located (east of the A134) has “more potential capacity to accept significant settlement 
expansion than the adjacent landscape character areas” and “The landscape has a history of 
settlement and therefore it has some capacity for the tightly clustered settlements to expand. 

Overall, there are comparatively few visual receptors within or adjacent to the main site.  

Generally, the landscape to north and east of the main site is more rural and of higher scenic 
quality than the areas to the south and west, this is due in part to the lack of detracting features 
and to the better preserved landscape north of Barton Bottom (B1106).   

The capacity of the land to the west of the A134 and to the south of Fornham Road to 
accommodate development is increased by its proximity to detracting features, including main 
highways and industrial development, which reduces the sensitivity of the landscape.   

Potential landscape and visual effects of the proposed development  

The proposed development areas/phases have been considered individually against the findings 
of the appraisal, in particular the landscape and visual sensitivity plans (Drawings 04 and 05). 

The predicted effects of the development proposals in relation to the landscape and visual 
sensitivity are summarised in Table 4.    
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Table 3 Predictcted Landscape and Visual Effects for Each Development Phase  

DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE  

LANDSCAPE & VISUAL EFFECTS  
 

Phase 1A  The proposals could be accommodated in the Phase 1A area, without 
major changes to the character of the landscape or to views.  
 

Phase 1B   The proposals would adversely affect the rural approach to Great Barton, 
although a small number of houses could be accommodated at the 
northern end of the Phase 1B area without affecting the rural views from 
Livermere Lane.  

Phase 1C   Commercial development in Phase 1C could be accommodated, 
especially in the lower part of the site, providing a substantial green buffer 
is created along the northern edge of the site to protect the setting of 
Fornham Road.  

Phase 1D  Sensitively designed housing, which respects the setting of the Listed 
Buildings (Fornham St Martin Church and Bleak House) and the views 
from the River Lark path could be accommodated in the Phase 1D area 
without significant change to the character of the area. 

Phase 2A  Development as proposed would be visible on the skyline from Fornham 
Road. Some development could be accommodated in the northern part of 
the Phase 2A area, avoiding the higher ground towards the southern 
boundary and the main access road (Bury Drift).  

Phase 2C  The landscape could accommodate development within the Phase 2C 
area without undue harm to the existing character. Although a new access 
onto Thetford Road could adversely affect the approach to Fornham St 
Martin.  

Phase 3A  Development as currently proposed in the Phase 3 area would have a 
detrimental effect on the landscape character and the setting of the B1106.  
The amount of housing should be reduced, and where possible restricted 
to the low-lying area between Clay Drift and Livermere Drift.  

Phase 3B  Development could be accommodated, without undue harm to the 
landscape character, although a ‘green buffer’ between the development 
and the adjacent A134 would protect residential amenity.   

 

Recommendations to Inform the Proposed Site Layout  

Based on the findings of the landscape and visual appraisal, the key recommendations to assist 
with the refinement of the proposals for a new self-contained settlement are summarised as 
follows:   

● The proposed settlement pattern should reflect a traditional clustered/nucleated villages 
typically found across the ‘South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands NCA’ and the ‘Plateau 
Estate Farmlands, LCT 11’. 

● To create a settlement with its own identity it should be physically separated from adjacent 
settlements. Extension to the existing urban edge, and linear expansion along the highway 
corridors should be avoided. In particular development alongside of the busy A134 would not 
be conducive to the creation of a ‘traditional nucleated village’ and should be avoided.   

● Where possible development should be concentrated in the ‘low sensitivity’ areas identified in 
Drawings 04 and 05. Development in the ‘high sensitivity’ areas would require more detailed 
design and assessment to minimise potential landscape and visual effects (e.g. Building 
densities and heights may need to be reduced in these areas).   
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● Sufficient land around the settlement should be retained to provide adequate separation 
between villages, prevent coalescence and to maintain viable agricultural production around 
the periphery.   

● The development should respond to the objectives of the ‘Suffolk Landscape Character 
Assessment’, which states: “It is important to integrate the settlement edge into the 
surrounding rural and sparsely settled countryside to minimise the impact on the character of 
the wider countryside”. This could be achieved by creating an irregular boundary and 
substantial vegetative barrier.      

● The development should incorporate the green infrastructure proposals set out in ‘Bury St 
Edmunds Vision 2031’. 

● Where possible existing woodlands, plantations, and hedgerows should be retained and 
incorporated into the site layout.    

● The development on the northern edge of the main site, alongside the B1106, Barton Bottom 
should ideally be restricted to the lower-lying areas away from the road. 

● Development adjacent to Livermere Road at the eastern end of the site should seek to 
maintain open views across the farmland from the approach to Great Barton.  

● The development should avoid the ridge of higher ground north of the Fornham Road and 
around the main site entrance. 

● The ‘leafy approach’ to Fornham St Martin along Thetford Road should be maintained by 
avoiding ‘urban highway junctions’ to access adjacent development areas. 

● Consideration should be given to maintaining the setting of Fornham St Martin Church and 
Bleak House (Listed Buildings) on Thetford Road and retaining open views of the Church 
views from the River Lark Path.  

12.0 Conclusion  
The landscape in which the site is located has a long history of settlement. It is fairly attractive, 
although it is not protected, or ‘out of the ordinary’.  The findings of this appraisal indicate that 
subject to the recommendations listed above the site has capacity to accommodate a 
sympathetically designed development which would comply with planning policy relating to 
development in the countryside, especially if the proposals incorporated the Council’s Green 
Infrastructure proposals.  

Overall, the main adverse effect is likely be loss of high grade agricultural land classed as ‘best 
and most versatile’. Although in relation to the abundant high grade land across the region the 
reduction would be comparatively small.  
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APPENDIX A 
VIEWPOINT APPRAISAL 

 

 

VIEWPOINT 1:  HALL FARM FROM LIVERMERE DRIFT  

VIEWPOINT 2:  BURY DRIFT SOUTH OF HALL FARM 

VIEWPOINT 3:  FORNHAM ROAD BY THE JUNCTION WITH BURY DRIFT (SITE ENTRANCE) 

VIEWPOINT 4:  FORNHAM ROAD NORTH OF PHASE 1C 

VIEWPOINT 5:  LIVERMERE ROAD, GREAT BARTON 

VIEWPOINT 6:  MILL FIELD, B1106 MILL ROAD 
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Subject: Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage Appraisal – Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds 

 

1. Executive Summary  

 This appraisal has been prepared by Stantec UK, on behalf of our client Peterhouse, to support the 
promotion of a site for up to 3,5000 residential units, employment, education and community uses in 
the West Suffolk Emerging Local Plan.  

 The site is located to the north of the settlement boundary of the town of Bury St Edmunds and top 
the east of the settlements of Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve, Suffolk. 

 The site is located predominately in Flood Zone 1 (low probability from fluvial (river) flooding), with 
areas bordering the River Lark located within Flood Zones 2 and 3 (medium and high probability 
from fluvial flooding).  

 Most of the site is shown to be at very low risk from Surface Water flooding, with areas of localised 
high to medium risk in the western and eastern parts of the site. These areas relate to the River Lark, 
and existing ordinary watercourses/ reservoir within the site boundary.  

 Several flood mitigation measures stated in this appraisal will be promoted for implementation to 
minimise the flood risk to the development. This includes the application of the sequential approach 
on site where development is allocated in low risk areas, but also floodplain enhancement in low 
lying areas with Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) on site, so flood risk does not increase 
elsewhere. This will be informed at the planning stage through hydraulic modelling to help inform the 
future masterplan. 

 The surface water flood risk is manageable on site and the surface water drainage strategy gives 
opportunity to provide some betterment to control runoff which is likely to be present in the local 
catchment and to also provide betterment to water quality and provide ecological enhancement.  

 The proposal is to deliver a sustainable community, of which the surface water drainage strategy will 
form a key part of. This will be achieved by introducing integrated wetlands, attenuation basins and/ 
or pond areas. These will be developed as part of a boarder habitat creation in proximity to the River 
Lark. Blue and/or Green corridors with integrated SuDS features will also be explored throughout the 
site. The presence of existing reservoirs also offers an opportunity to explore rainwater harvesting 
techniques for the future community.  

 Overall, by embracing the opportunities and ensuring principles of this appraisal are incorporated 
within a future masterplan and surface water drainage strategy, the site is well positioned to deliver 
the housing needs without increasing flood risk to offsite areas. It offers the prospect for a 
sustainable development with multi-functional environmental enhancement through the introduction 
of a variety of SuDS and natural flood management measures. Meeting the requirements of both 
national and regional policy. 
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2. Introduction and Background 

 This appraisal sets out the high-level flood risk and surface water drainage strategy review for the 
proposed development. 

 The information used to inform this document is a desk-based review of publicly available 
information, documents, and reports. A site visit and review of existing private records has also 
helped inform this document. This review considers existing site conditions and the nature of existing 
flood risk constraints associated with fluvial, groundwater, reservoirs/impounded water features, 
surface water and sewer sources. The potential surface water drainage requirements are also 
reviewed on a broad scale. 

 The purpose of this report is to explore how the strengths of a development in this location can be 
harnessed and developed to enable local flood risk and surface water drainage policy objectives to 
be met. A brief overview of the impacts associated with development in this location, both in terms of 
opportunities for sustainable surface water drainage and in terms of flood risk have also been 
provided. 

 This document has been prepared as a template for the sustainable surface water drainage strategy 
for the site at planning but also to help inform the next stage of the call for sites of the West Suffolk 
Local Plan process.   

 The Site comprises three parcels of land. The largest parcel of land (referred to henceforth as the 
‘Main Site’) is bound to the north by the B1106, to the east by Livermere Road and the village of 
Great Barton, to the south by Fornham Road and agricultural land, and to the west by the A134. The 
Main Site consists of agricultural land and an existing employment area called ‘Fornham Business 
Court’. The additional two parcels of land (referred to henceforth as the ‘Western Sites’) are located 
to the west of the A134. The Western Sites consist of agricultural land. The total site area comprises 
circa 425 hectares.  

 Refer to Figure 1 below which shows the site location.  

 
Figure 1: Site Location 
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3. Note Structure  

 The remainder of this note is structured as follows:   

 Section 4 sets out in more detail the existing site details and hydrological context of the site, from 
existing data sources and studies. 

 Section 5 summarises the existing flood risk and surface water drainage policies which have 
been and are to be considered in the future development of the site. 

 Section 6 provides details on the existing flood risk conditions effecting the site both from existing 
data sources and studies. 

 Section 7 gives an early indication of a future surface water drainage strategy which could be 
used at the site based on preliminary calculations and assumptions. 

 Section 8 considers how well the site meets local flood risk and surface water drainage 

4. Existing Site Setting and Hydrological Content 

 OS maps indicate that ground levels across the site are variable. Ground levels are highest along the 
southern and eastern boundaries of the site at approximately 64 mAOD. Ground levels decrease 
north-westerly towards low points of approximately 31 mAOD at the centre of the northern boundary 
and approximately 26 mAOD at the western boundary of the site on the River Lark. 

 An overview of the current topography at the site is provided in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 – Site Topography  
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Waterbodies 

 A review of Ordnance Survey (OS) mapping and attendance on site shows that there are two 
existing features identified as a ‘reservoir’ located within the site. One is located towards the centre 
of the Main Site and east of Fornham Business Court (Reservoir A); while the other is located west 
of Fornham Business Court (Reservoir B) within the Main Site. A map showing the location of the 
two reservoirs is shown in Figure 3 and photographs 1 and 2 provided below. 

 

Figure 3 Reservoir Location Plan 

Photos 1 - Impounded embankments       Photo 2 - From top of bank of Reservoir B  

  

Reservoir A 

Reservoir B 
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 Reservoir A is located next to a watercourse which broadly flows from east to west across the Main 
Site. Moreover, a series of drains and ditches are located along field boundaries towards the centre 
of the Main Site and Reservoir B. All watercourses are likely to exit the Main Site via a single drain 
which flows north across the Main Site’s northern boundary. 

 These reservoirs are impounded and therefore raised above existing ground levels. The drainage 
records obtained from the landowner shows the reservoirs are currently used for crop irrigation and 
they do not form part of the sites existing land drainage regime.  

 A small pumping station was observed within the southwest corner of the Main Site. This pumping 
station is used for irrigation purposes, using water retained within the reservoirs.    

 A drain is also located in the far west of the site. This is a tributary of the River Lark which flows 
along the site’s western boundary of the Western Sites. 

 A site walkover and the landowners existing drainage records have informed our understanding of 
the current drainage catchments and potential opportunities to inform a future masterplan. The 
drainage records show there are a series of below ground land drains located throughout the Main 
Site.  

 A compilation of the land drainage records and watercourses, with indicative existing catchment 
extents using the information from OS information is illustrated in Figure 4 below. 

  

Figure 4: Existing Watercourses and land drainage with associated catchments 
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 The watercourses within the red line boundary, excluding the River Lark, are classified as Ordinary 
Watercourses by SCC. The River Lark is an EA Main River.  

 The River Lark, along the western boundary of the Western Sites, is a chalk stream, which flows 
from the south of Bury St Edmunds and to the north west through Mildenhall, to the South Level. The 
catchment area is mainly rural, except for some small villages and the market towns of Bury St 
Edmunds and Mildenhall. Land use is diverse although mainly agricultural with some tree belts and 
woodlands. The watercourse has failed to meet Good Ecological status in accordance with the Water 
Framework Directive (WFD).   

Ground conditions 

 Most of the site is underlain by the superficial geology of the ‘Lowestoft Diamicton’. There are also 
areas located towards the southern and western boundary of the site, which are underlain by the 
superficial geology of the ‘Croxton Sand and Gravel Member’ comprising of Sand and Gravel. Areas 
associated with the Ordinary Watercourse corridor are underlain by superficial geology of ‘Head’ 
comprising of Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel; with some small areas which are absent of superficial 
geology. Towards the most western boundary of the site, adjacent to the River Lark, the site is 
underlain by ‘Alluvium’ comprising of Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel.  

 The ‘Lowestoft Diamicton’, ‘Head’ and ‘Alluvium’ deposits are classified as Secondary 
(undifferentiated) Aquifer by the EA, whilst the ‘Croxton Sand and Gravel Member’ is classified as a 
Secondary A Aquifer by the EA. Areas of the site absent of superficial deposits is classified as an 
unproductive stratum. Further details are provided on the proposed mitigation measures to prevent 
any impact to the underlying aquifers.  

 Bedrock geology on the site comprises various types of chalk. The bedrock geology is classified as a 
Principal Aquifer by the EA.  

 A review of British Geological Survey (BGS) boreholes indicates that there is potentially 16 metres of 
clay below ground level. As such, good infiltration is unlikely despite the National Soil Resources 
Institute (NSRI) Soilscape viewer indicating that the site is situated on ‘Freely draining slightly acid 
but base rich soils. A review of neighbouring catchments on the same ground conditions indicate that 
the soils are more likely to be ‘Slowly permeable seasonally wet slightly acid but base-rich loamy and 
clayey soils.  

 The site is located within EA Groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 2 (outer protection zone). 
This is defined as having a 400-day travel time from a point below the water table. A small area of 
the Western Site, adjacent to the River Lark is located in SPZ 1, An extract is illustrated in Figure 5 
below.  
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Figure 5 Source Protection Zone 

5. Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage Policy 

National Planning Policy Framework  

 This section provides an overview of national and local flood risk and surface water drainage policy 
objectives relevant to the area of study. These are the foundation to inform the emerging design of 
the site. 

 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) details the current national planning policy for flood 
risk in England. The NPPF has strict tests to protect people and property from flooding which all local 
planning authorities are expected to follow. The accompanying Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) to 
the NPPF advises on how planning can take account of the risk associated with flooding and coastal 
change. 

 The online Flood Maps are used to assign a flood risk classification to all land throughout England 
with PPG defining the vulnerability of development and land use.  

 The PPG contains Table 3 (Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification and Flood Zone Compatibility), 
detailing appropriate development within each of the flood zones based on the vulnerability 
classification in addition to further planning requirements (e.g. the Sequential and Exception Test) to 
assess if the development is at an acceptable risk of flooding. 

 In accordance with the NPPF and PPG, a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) will be required as the site 
is greater than 1 hectare and located within Flood Zones 1, 2 and 3. 

 The Flood Risk vulnerability classification and Flood Zone Compatibility is discussed further in 
Section 3 of this note.  
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Local Planning Policy  

 The current West Suffolk Local Plan Local Plan sets out the long term planning and land use policies 
within West Suffolk. The Local Plan comprises several documents including the Core Strategy and 
the JDMPD.  

The Core Strategy refers to Policy CS2 Sustainable Development 

 Part J of Policy CS2 states “incorporating the principles of sustainable design and construction in 
accordance with recognised appropriate national standards and codes of practice to cover the 
following themes…... Surface Water Run-off – incorporating flood prevention and risk management 
measures, such as sustainable urban drainage.”  

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) a Local Design Guide 

 This document by the Suffolk Flood Risk and Management Partnership, dated May 2018, sets the 
local standards for Suffolk and, together with National Planning Policy, strongly promotes developers 
to use SuDS to reduce surface water runoff and mitigate flood risk. Relevant (not all) paragraph 
references and extracts from this document are as follows: 

Runoff destination 

 Generally, the aim should be to discharge surface run off as high up the following hierarchy of 
drainage options as reasonably practicable:  

 1. into the ground (infiltration);  

 2. to a surface water body;  

 3. to a surface water sewer, highway drain, or another drainage system;  

 4. to a combined sewer. 

 Soakage rates need to be above about 5-10 mm/ hr for infiltration to be the sole means of drainage. 

 Soakage rates for design will need to be reduced by an appropriate factor as set out in CIRIA Report 
156 –table 4.6, reproduced below: 

CIRIA Report 156 Table 4.6: Consequences of failure 

Area drained (sq m) No damage or 
inconvenience 

Minor 
inconvenience – eg: 
flooding of car park 

Damage to buildings 
structures or major 
inconvenience eg 
roads 

<100 1.5 2 10 

100 -1000 1.5 3 10 

>1000 1.5 5 10 

 Suffolk County Council will not normally permit surface water discharges from developments into 
existing land drains, highway drains or piped watercourses unless they have been constructed to an 
acceptable standard, have proven adequate capacity and clearly defined maintenance 
responsibilities. Owners of such drainage will need to agree to connections. 
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 Land Drainage Act consent should be obtained where any works within to a watercourse are to 
commence.  

 Policy and evidence from the Suffolk County Council Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (June 
2011) which are of relevance to the site are as follows. 

 Suffolk is ranked 3rd of a critical flooding location 

 Bury St Edmunds is identified as a 1‘blue square’ and is identified within a cluster, however, the 
number of people at risk does not exceed the required threshold so is not located within an 
Indicative Flood Risk Area. 

 Bury St Edmunds is not considered at risk from groundwater flooding. 

 The PFRA Addendum, Suffolk County Council Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment Addendum 
(2017) confirms that there are no updates from the original report. 

6. Assessment on Flood Risk  

Online Flood Maps – Flood Zone Map 

 The Environment Agency’s (EA’s) flood risk map below (Figure 6) shows the site as mostly located 
in Flood Zone 1 ‘Low Probability’ of flooding, with an area located along the western boundary of the 
site located within Flood Zone 3, ‘High Probability of Flooding’. This area is adjacent to the River 
Lark and likely to function as floodplain. This will remain fee from development and consideration will 
be given to future climate change projections, which could increase the flood extent currently shown.  

 Fluvial flooding is typically defined as flooding caused by water in rivers rising above bank levels. 
The Flood Map for Planning does not map fluvial flood risk from minor watercourses. A minor 
watercourse crosses the site.  However, the “Risk of Flooding from Surface Water” map is 
considered a reasonable initial indicator of fluvial flood risk from minor watercourses, further details 
of which are provided within this note. The site can be confirmed to be at low risk from fluvial 
flooding. 

 
1 Blue squares are derived from the Flood map for Surface Water. They are 1km grid square where at least one of the 
following flood risk indicators are as follows: 1. Number of people >200, 2: Critical services .1, 3: Number of non-
residential properties >20.  
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 Figure 6: Flood Risk Map for Planning 

Online Flood Maps – Surface Water  

 Surface water flooding is flooding caused by heavy rainfall running off land and ponding in areas of 
low topography as it flows towards a watercourse or land drain.  

 The Site is mostly considered to be at very low risk from surface water flooding, as illustrated within 
the surface water flood map from the Gov.UK website (Figure 7). There are areas of the site which 
do show some localised locations at low, medium and high risk of surface water flooding, these 
relate to the low-lying areas adjacent to the existing watercourses and overland flow route from one 
of the reservoirs located at the site. The surface water flood risk areas are recommended to remain 
free from development.  
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Figure 7: EA Risk of Flooding from Surface Water 

Online Flood Maps – Reservoir  

 Figure 8 below, shows an extract of the Flood Risk from Reservoirs. This shows to the north and 
west of the site are two existing reservoirs, both of which are located within the Main Site boundary 
(details on these features are provided further in this note). These are shown to be at risk in the 
event of a reservoir breach.  

 Flood depths along the breach path could range from 0.3 to 2m and velocities ranging from 0.5m/s to 
2.0m/s. The risk of flooding from reservoir breach is low as these features are required to be 
inspected and supervised by a reservoir panel engineer, annually. If these features are to remain, 
which it is provisionally proposed as part wider sustainable irrigation strategy, the inspection and 
supervision process will continue as part of the ongoing site management.  
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Figure 8: Flood Risk from Reservoirs 

Groundwater Flooding  

 The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) states that Bury St Edmunds is not considered at 
risk of groundwater flooding. However, the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) states that the 
area is geologically susceptible to groundwater flooding. 

 A review of BGS borehole logs taken from within the site boundary indicates no groundwater was 
encountered within the first 5m below ground level.  

 Based on the current information made available it is considered that the site is at a low risk of 
groundwater flooding. However, this will be confirmed as part of any future studies for the site and 
will be reviewed in accordance with stakeholder consultation as part of the planning application for 
the site. 

Sewer Flooding 

 There are public sewers which cross the site. According to the SFRA there are two DG5 records 
(recorded incidents of sewer flooding) within the postcode the site is located within. Anglian Water 
(AW) will be consulted as part of a future Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) for the site, to confirm 
whether they have any sewer records of flooding in the vicinity that can be attributed to capacity 
limitations in the public sewerage system.  

Historical Flooding 

 The historical flood map included within the SFRA suggests a groundwater flood incident was 
recorded near to the southern boundary of Parcel 3. The Environment Agency will be consulted as 
part of any future Flood Risk Assessment at planning stage to obtain further information on the flood 
incident.  
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7. Design considerations and Sustainable Surface Water Drainage Strategy 
Proposals  

 Although flood risk is mainly confined to along the watercourse, especially in proximity to the River 
Lark and existing ordinary watercourses / overland flow from breach of existing reservoirs, the 
emerging masterplan will aim to locate no development within areas that are shown to be at risk of 
fluvial flooding. This conforms to the Sequential approach in accordance with the NPPF.  

 The proposed surface water drainage strategy for the site will be developed and informed by the 
existing site constraints and hydrological catchments. The surface water drainage will be carefully 
developed to address the proposed landscape and visual requirements, identified during the 
baseline analysis for the project. 

 In accordance with guidance from Suffolk County Council (in their role as LLFA) a ground 
investigation and infiltration testing results will be submitted at the outline planning application stage 
to demonstrate that the drainage hierarchy has been followed. 

 Should infiltration not be feasible, surface water should be discharged in accordance with the 
Building Regulations – Approved Document H drainage hierarchy with discharge to watercourse 
being the preferred option. There are watercourses located on site, or the immediate vicinity and as 
such, discharge rates will not exceed pre-development rates. 

 The greenfield runoff rate was estimated using the FEH Statistical method based on catchment 
descriptors for the site. This method resulted in a QBAR (approximately 1 in 2.3 annual probability 
event) greenfield runoff rate of 0.3l/s/ha (See Appendix A).The catchments and watersheds 
applicable to the existing site area are illustrated in Figure 4 in Section 4.  

 From a review of BGS borehole data it seems likely that the site is underlain with clay deposits of 
varying thickness, up to 16 m in places. A low QBAR value of 0.3 l/s/ha suggests that the site should 
be freely draining, but this is not likely to be the case from the borehole evidence and from 
observations made on-site.  

 In the absence of any supporting infiltration tests and intrusive ground investigations we have 
assumed, at this stage, a worst-case estimation is applied using the 0.3 l/s/ha. The proposed 
strategic attenuation volumes per developable area is based on this value. The SCC SuDS Design 
Guidance would suggest a value of 2 l/s/ha could be a more appropriate greenfield runoff rate. This 
is pending any future discussion with the LLFA and the results from future investigations. 

Attenuation Storage Requirements  

 WinDes Quick Storage Estimates  have been undertaken to provide an indication of the volume of 
storage that would likely be required on site to provide the necessary attenuation based upon rainfall 
events up to the 1% (1 in 100) annual probability event plus, an additional allowance of 20% and 
40% on rainfall intensity, which is to account for the potential impacts of climate change. The climate 
change allowance is based on the latest Environment Agency Flood Risk Assessments: Climate 
Change Allowances (February 2016, updated Dec 2019).   

 The proposed final developable area for the future works is not yet known as this is a high-level 
review in support of the local plan promotion stage. Therefore, the amount of storage approximately 
required for every 1ha of impermeable area has been calculated to be approximately 1486m3 per 
hectare (ha) to 1184m3 per ha (see calculations in Appendix B). 

 Storage attenuation volumes have been calculated for the site, based on the assumption infiltration 
will not be, in the most part, feasible. Therefore, the proposed attenuation volumes have been based 
on a calculated Greenfield discharge rate of QBAR runoff rate of 0.3 l/s/ha (see calculations in 
Appendix A) and the higher discharge rate of 2l/s/ha.  
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 The calculations are only approximate estimates which can only be used at this high-level stage. It is 
anticipated this storage will be supported with more dispersed storage once a masterplan is 
progressed in the planning stages. 

 Due to the variable nature of the underlying geology at the site, greenfield runoff rates are very 
restricted, as such attenuation volumes are shown in the report as high. This however shows a 
robustness of the development proposals by using a worst-case scenario to inform the emerging 
design, subject to future investigations.  

 The maximum stored water depth to achieve a gravity outfall will also need to be confirmed at 
planning stage requiring a review of survey data of the local land drainage network. This is typical for 
a site of this scale and necessary as part of a future planning application. 

 The size of any proposed attenuation features will be affected by earthworks that may take place as 
part of the development proposals and further drainage modelling; this is as expected for any 
development. 

Surface Water Drainage Vision 

 It is a requirement of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) that Sustainable Drainage 
Systems (SuDS) are used in all major developments, if feasible. The LLFA also advocates the use of 
appropriate SUDS in new development as detailed in the Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) a 
Local Design Guide 2018 by SCC. As such, the proposed development will include a comprehensive 
Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) and the proposed SuDS will seek to deliver long term 
mitigation by attenuating and treating the development generated surface water runoff and where 
possible provide betterment.  

 The SuDS will be designed so they will integrate within the wider landscape proposals and will 
provide opportunities, where possible, to enhance biodiversity and recreation facilities. 

 At this stage it is anticipated the SuDS features proposed at the site will be widely dispersed 
throughout the development. Moreover, the design and the integration of proposed SuDS features 
within the wider landscape strategy and proposals will be carefully considered as part of the 
masterplanning process and shall themselves, provide an element of Public Open Space use. 

 Where any established landscaping exists this will be retained where needed and enhanced where 
possible.  Therefore, the SuDS proposals shall be designed so that they enhance and support the 
landscape proposals going forward. 

 As well as providing a drainage function, the SuDS will also form an important part of the project’s 
biodiversity strategy. The proposed SuDS features will be designed so that they maximise 
opportunities for habitat creation and wildlife.  

 The prevailing surface water strategy to be adopted is a network of positive drainage, where feasible 
consisting of and not limited to: 

 Open swales / rills, that can be effectively integrated into the landscape / streetscape and be 
wet, dry, or for storage purposes. As shown in Figure 9, these can be combined with residential 
roads to intercept and treat runoff at source, and both provide ecological and amenity benefits 
as well as effective water quality treatment. 
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Figure 9: Open Swale / Rills Examples 

 Attenuation Basins, Figure 10, are designed to hold back stormwater to prolong the event and 
reduce peak flows, then slowly release flows into the system. They are multifunctional features 
that can additionally be used for community spaces and increase amenity and biological value; 
 

 
Figure 10: Attenuation Basin Examples 

 Wetland planting and Ponds, Figure 11, ideally incorporated as part of the green / blue 
corridors within the development. Opportunities will be explored to locate these features within 
the existing watercourse boundaries (River Lark). They can provide multiple uses, such as for 
amenity space, biological enhancement and can be integrated with other SuDS or blue / green 
infrastructure. Water quality treatment can be effectively managed using these features 
through appropriate planting and used as part of a wider SuDS Management Train; 
 

 
Figure 11: Wetland Planting and Ponds Examples 

 Porous Paving, as shown in Figure 12, to allow water to infiltrate into the ground (where 
feasible) to feed into groundwater aquifers or can be lined to aid water quality treatment and 
reduce runoff intensity into the drainage system; 
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Figure 12: Porous Paving Examples 

 Bio-retention areas (Figure 13), included in development areas and strategic landscaping 
areas. Planting effectively provides benefits to the communities through amenity, biodiversity 
and water quality treatment. 
 

 
Figure 13: Bio-retention Areas Example 

 Upstream on plot drainage solutions such as bio-retention planters, rainwater gardens and 
permeable paving could also provide pre-treatment for runoff from hard standing surfaces such a 
parking areas. Roof runoff where feasible will either drop directly into a piped drainage network, on 
plot rills, or rainwater gardens before discharging to the strategic attenuation areas. 

 Discussions will be undertaken with the approving authorities so that the proposed SuDS are 
designed in accordance with best practice and maintenance adoption is conserved as part of the 
design process.  

 Piped networks may still be utilised in areas based on the LLFA, Highways and Sewerage 
undertaker adoption requirements. 

 Opportunities will also be explored at the planning stage for green roofs and the containment of any 
commercial educational and community buildings for surface water re-use, such as rainwater 
harvesting (for either internal or external uses) and water cooling-systems. This is subject to the 
development end use, the effectiveness and viability of such systems and regulatory requirements. 

 Rainwater harvesting provided through the retention of the reservoirs will also be explored within an 
emerging sustainable strategy for the site and the wider water resource proposals. This will likely to 
be separate from the emerging surface water drainage design being promoted, as it would most 
likely require pumping. The Rainwater harvesting initiatives will reduce water demands by storing 
rainwater within the reservoir and SuDS, treating, and reusing this for non-potable water usage 
within households. Through reducing water demand and consumption this way, it relieves pressure 
on water availability which is already highly stressed within the region.  
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 Proposed Wetlands and SuDS will also remove additional nutrients (for example nitrogen) and 
contaminants from runoff via processes of sedimentation, filtration, and denitrification. By routing flow 
through proposed wetland areas, the receiving water quality of the River Lark cannot deteriorate, but 
possibly be improved, this could help deliver some of the goals set out by Natural England on 
nutrient neutrality. Ongoing maintenance of wetland and SuDS features will ensure continued 
nutrient removal for the lifetime of any future development.   

 An easement from the bank of the watercourse within the site will also be incorporated within the 
development proposals in accordance with the Land Drainage Byelaws. This is so continued 
maintenance can be provided to the watercourse. 

Exceedance  

 To demonstrate that in an exceedance event any flooding does not negatively affect the 
development or offsite areas, flows up to the 1 in 100 (1%) annual probability plus climate change 
rainfall event will be managed and contained onsite.  Furthermore, the attenuation will be designed 
to accommodate surface water runoff with no flooding for all events up to and including the 1 in 100 
(1%) annual probability plus 40% climate change event.  

Water Quality and Pollution Control 

 Appropriate pollution control measures must be included in the surface water drainage system to 
minimise the risk of contamination or pollution entering the receiving watercourse and aquifer from 
surface water runoff from the development.  

 The drainage system will be designed to comply with the requirements of the SuDS treatment train 
as laid out in CIRIA C753 ‘The SuDS Manual’, described as the ‘Simple Index’ Approach, in addition 
to the requirements of stakeholders. 

 A SuDS treatment train will be applied for each catchment whereby runoff passes through a variety 
of SuDS techniques to control volumes of runoff and reduce pollution before discharge to the 
watercourse. 

 The treatment of surface water runoff will be designed so that it meets the requirements of the Water 
Framework Directive (WFD) with not detriment to the receiving watercourses.  

Adoption and Maintenance 

 It is assumed that the surface water infrastructure will be designed to adoptable standards and 
adopted either by Anglian Water, ICOSA or private management company. The recent release of 
Sewers for Adoption 8th Edition in April 2020 highlights a change in approach whereby sewerage 
companies including Anglian Water are open to adopting SuDS features provided they meet 
expected design standards. Examples of adoptable assets include detention basins, swales, ponds, 
wetlands, infiltration basins and soakaways. Private drainage features such as permeable paving is 
currently excluded.  

 The SCC local SuDS Design Guide states a common approach for the local authority (West Suffolk 
Council) is to combine public open-space and SuDS maintenance activities. West Suffolk Council 
would require a commuted sum via section 106 agreement and/or CIL usually over the lifetime of the 
development. The SuDS Design Guide provides outline guidance on how SuDS features should be 
designed. 
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8. Conclusions

Land at Hall Farm, Suffolk presents an opportunity to deliver strategic growth without causing a
detriment to flood risk.  The site provides the opportunity to deliver sustainable growth considering
the following:

 The majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 1 of the “Flood Map for Planning”, which is
appropriate for all types of development. Areas are shown in the Western part of the site are 
located Flood Zones 2 and 3, medium and high probability of flooding respectively due to River 
Lark which is located along the western edge of the site.  

 The site is located in an area of low, medium and high risk of surface water flooding but is 
mainly constrained to the on-site ordinary watercourse and reservoir overland flow routes. 

 The sequential approach is to be adopted at the site whereby development is located within 
lowest risk flood areas of the site where possible. Appropriate easements can easily be applied 
to the watercourses at the site so that they remain free from development and future 
maintenance access can be retained.  

 The site has the potential to support a range of sustainable measures to manage and control 
surface water run-off, with the view to deliver an integrated Sustainable Drainage System 
(SuDS). These features will be fully joined up with ecology/habitat areas, green infrastructure, 
and public open space. Rather than creating simple functional ‘drainage features’, this 
integrated approach will contribute to habitat creation and enhance biodiversity, provide multi-
functional amenity space, and preserve water quality.  

 The SuDS will mean there is no increase in discharge rates from the site but also will improve 
water quality discharge, using the principles of the Simple Index Approach from the SuDS 
Manual. These features will be integrated within the wider landscape proposals for the site and 
will therefore provide an opportunity to support net biodiversity gains or re-naturalisation 
initiatives, which will be of benefit for the wider community.   

 It is estimated attenuation storage in the order of 1486m3 to 1184m3 per impermeable hectare 
could be required to attenuate runoff during the 1 in 100 annual probability plus 40% climate 
change prior to discharge. The preliminary masterplan has illustrated this is achievable.  

Overall, the site is well positioned to deliver housing needs without increased flood risk to offsite 
areas but also offers the opportunity for environmental enhancement through the introduction of a 
variety of SuDS.  

The development will meet the requirements of both national and regional planning policy.   

Name Position Date

Prepared by: Various 04/12/2020

Reviewed by: Stephanie Knowles Associate 04/12/2020 

Approved by: Elliot Page Director 04/12/2020 
This document has been prepared by Stantec UK Limited (‘Stantec’) on behalf of its client to whom this 
document is addressed (‘Client’) in connection with the project described in this document and takes into 
account the Client's particular instructions and requirements. This document was prepared in accordance 
with the professional services appointment under which Stantec was appointed by its Client. This document 
is not intended for and should not be relied on by any third party (i.e. parties other than the Client). Stantec 
accepts no duty or responsibility (including in negligence) to any party other than the Client and disclaims all 
liability of any nature whatsoever to any such party in respect of this document. 
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FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Eastern Area Qbar Rate =  0.4 l/s

Central Western Qbar Rate =  0.2 l/s

Western Area Qbar =  2.3 l/s

Average Area Qbar (based on worst two readings) =  0.3 l/s

Note this is a conservative Estimate and 2l/s is likely to be appropriate following geotechnical

investigations

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Greenfield Runoff Site Rates

Project No



FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Methodology as set out in SuDS Manual 24.3.2 SUDS Manual Chapter 24

1 Retrieve FEH Catchment Information

Export catchment data from FEH CDROM as .csv file and save in FEH data export

Catchment Descriptors BFIHOST 0.90 see note 1

SAAR 590.0 see note 1

FARL 1.0 see note 2

2 Derive  QBAR (mean annual flood)

Define area Site Area 1.0 ha
Applied Area 50.0 ha see note 3

FEH Index Flood (SuDS Manual Equation 24.2) QMED (Q2) 0.3 l/s see note 4

Calculate QBAR by dividing QMED by 2yr growth factor QBAR 0.4 l/s see note 5

3 Select appropriate growth factors

FSR Hydrological Region 5 (refer to FSR Hydrological Region tab)

100yr Growth Curve Factor GQ100 3.56

30yr Growth Curve Factor GQ30 2.55

10yr Growth Curve Factor GQ10 1.65

2yr Growth Curve Factor GQ2 0.89

1yr Growth Curve Factor GQ1 0.87

4 Derive Flood Frequency 

Greenfield Runoff per 1ha

100yr Peak Runoff Rate Q100 1.3 l/s Q100 1.3 l/s/ha

30yr Peak Runoff Rate Q30 0.9 l/s Q30 0.9 l/s/ha

10yr Growth Curve Factor Q10 0.6 l/s Q10 0.6 l/s/ha

QBAR Peak Runoff Rate QBAR 0.4 l/s QBAR 0.4 l/s/ha

2yr Peak Runoff Rate Q2 0.3 l/s Q2 0.3 l/s/ha

1yr Peak Runoff Rate Q1 0.3 l/s Q1 0.3 l/s/ha

Location of FEH Data (as Hyperlink)

DOCUMENT ISSUE RECORD

Rev Prepared Date

05.12.19MH

Comments DateChecked

05.12.19CW

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Eastern Part of the Site

Project No



FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Methodology as set out in SuDS Manual 24.3.2 SUDS Manual Chapter 24

1 Retrieve FEH Catchment Information

Export catchment data from FEH CDROM as .csv file and save in FEH data export

Catchment Descriptors BFIHOST 1.00 see note 1

SAAR 590.0 see note 1

FARL 1.0 see note 2

2 Derive  QBAR (mean annual flood)

Define area Site Area 1.0 ha
Applied Area 50.0 ha see note 3

FEH Index Flood (SuDS Manual Equation 24.2) QMED (Q2) 0.2 l/s see note 4

Calculate QBAR by dividing QMED by 2yr growth factor QBAR 0.2 l/s see note 5

3 Select appropriate growth factors

FSR Hydrological Region 5 (refer to FSR Hydrological Region tab)

100yr Growth Curve Factor GQ100 3.56

30yr Growth Curve Factor GQ30 2.55

10yr Growth Curve Factor GQ10 1.65

2yr Growth Curve Factor GQ2 0.89

1yr Growth Curve Factor GQ1 0.87

4 Derive Flood Frequency 

Greenfield Runoff per 1ha

100yr Peak Runoff Rate Q100 0.7 l/s Q100 0.7 l/s/ha

30yr Peak Runoff Rate Q30 0.5 l/s Q30 0.5 l/s/ha

10yr Growth Curve Factor Q10 0.3 l/s Q10 0.3 l/s/ha

QBAR Peak Runoff Rate QBAR 0.2 l/s QBAR 0.2 l/s/ha

2yr Peak Runoff Rate Q2 0.2 l/s Q2 0.2 l/s/ha

1yr Peak Runoff Rate Q1 0.2 l/s Q1 0.2 l/s/ha

Location of FEH Data (as Hyperlink)

DOCUMENT ISSUE RECORD

Rev Prepared Date

05.12.19

Comments Checked Date

MH CW 05.12.19

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Central-western part of Site

Project No



FEH Greenfield Runoff
Per Hectare Using 2008 QMED Equation

43948

Methodology as set out in SuDS Manual 24.3.2 SUDS Manual Chapter 24

1 Retrieve FEH Catchment Information

Export catchment data from FEH CDROM as .csv file and save in FEH data export

Catchment Descriptors BFIHOST 0.45 see note 1

SAAR 590.0 see note 1

FARL 1.0 see note 2

2 Derive  QBAR (mean annual flood)

Define area Site Area 1.0 ha
Applied Area 50.0 ha see note 3

FEH Index Flood (SuDS Manual Equation 24.2) QMED (Q2) 2.1 l/s see note 4

Calculate QBAR by dividing QMED by 2yr growth factor QBAR 2.3 l/s see note 5

3 Select appropriate growth factors

FSR Hydrological Region 5 (refer to FSR Hydrological Region tab)

100yr Growth Curve Factor GQ100 3.56

30yr Growth Curve Factor GQ30 2.55

10yr Growth Curve Factor GQ10 1.65

2yr Growth Curve Factor GQ2 0.89

1yr Growth Curve Factor GQ1 0.87

4 Derive Flood Frequency 

Greenfield Runoff per 1ha

100yr Peak Runoff Rate Q100 8.3 l/s Q100 8.3 l/s/ha

30yr Peak Runoff Rate Q30 5.9 l/s Q30 5.9 l/s/ha

10yr Growth Curve Factor Q10 3.8 l/s Q10 3.8 l/s/ha

QBAR Peak Runoff Rate QBAR 2.3 l/s QBAR 2.3 l/s/ha

2yr Peak Runoff Rate Q2 2.1 l/s Q2 2.1 l/s/ha

1yr Peak Runoff Rate Q1 2.0 l/s Q1 2.0 l/s/ha

Location of FEH Data (as Hyperlink)

DOCUMENT ISSUE RECORD

Rev Prepared Date

05.12.19

Comments Checked Date

MH CW 05.12.19

Project Title Land at Bury St Edmunds - Western Part of Site

Project No



Sheet created by  Alex Bearne 

Last updated 03.01.18 Recommended Review01.07.18

Notes This spreadsheet has been created to allow derivation of greenfield runoff rates using the

FEH statistical method applied in a manner consistent with the recommendations of the SuDS

Manual. If you have recommendations to improve this  spreadsheet please contact the owner.

Note 1 FEH Web version 3 allows extraction of BFIHOST and SAAR values for each square kilometre grid

If you do not think the BFIHOST value is representative of your site then it is possible to derive it 

manually. This should only very occasionally be necessary. BFI can be derived manually using the

the methodology set out in the Flood Estimation Handbook (see Manual Derivation of BFIHOST tab

Note 2 FARL value is a measure of attenuation from reservoirs and lakes for the majority of studies this 

should be set to 1 (representing no attenuation). If your site includes a large water body with an 

attenuating affect on runoff please consult a hydrologist. 

FARL is a measurement of studies water bodies in the catchment so that their attenuation effects so

this term becomes 1.0 and therefore drops out.   (see page 23 of the Preliminary rainfall runoff

 management for developments  EA/Defra 2013)

Rainfall runoff management for developments.pdf

Note 3 If the site area is less than 50 hectare the spreadsheet will calculate QMED for 50ha

and scale the results automatically to the defined Site Area

Note 4 QMED is calculated using the statistical equation as revised by Kjeldsen in 2008 

Rainfall runoff management for developments.pdf

It is reproduced as Equation 24.2 in the SUDS Manual (pg 512)

Note 5 QBAR is calculated by dividing QMED by the growth factor for the 2 year event, as per the 

methodology set out in paragraph 6.2.2 of 'Rainfall runoff management for developments' .

QBAR is then used as the index flood for the basis of applying the growth factors.

Checked by  Natasha Vaughan, Clare Waller, David Collis
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43948 Quick Storage Estimates 

0.3l/s (QBAR) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2l/s 

 

 

 



VIEWPOINT 1: HALL FARM FROM LIVERMERE DRIFT 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 1A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 1A Boundary 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on Livermere Drift (bridleway) looking east towards Hall Farm. The traditional two 
storey property set in well maintained grounds creates an attractive focal point at the centre of the Hall Farm 
estate. The prominence of the building is increased by its slightly elevated location.    
 

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

It is recommended that the lawn to the west of Hall Farm is retained as existing to maintain the open aspect 
and importance of the focal point. The lawn is indicative of a traditional ‘village green’ found at the centre of 
villages throughout the region. If retained the view would remain as existing.   
 

 

Hall Farm 



VIEWPOINT 2: BURY DRIFT SOUTH OF HALL FARM 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users. Entrance 
to Hall Farm Business Park. 

Development Phase 

Phase 1A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 2A Boundary 
 

Existing View Visitors to Hall Farm and the Business Park are afforded open long distance views to the east and west,  
although the farm/office buildings themselves are partially screened by vegetation and their presence is    
further reduced by the mature plantation behind (Farm Covert).  
The open aspect of the entrance road is a defining characteristic of the development.   

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Development in the Phase 1 Area (i.e. around or the existing building complex), would not change the char-
acter or composition of the view compared to existing. Development along the access road (Bury Drift) would 
obstruct the long-distance views and would change the rural approach to the development.  
 

 

Fornham Business Court 



VIEWPOINT 3: FORNHAM ROAD BY THE JUNCTION WITH BURY DRIFT (SITE ENTRANCE) 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road users Fornham Road) 

Development Phase 

North of Phase 1C 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

20 m from Phase 1C Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on an 3m high earth bund alongside Fornham Road. The easterly view is  looking 
east towards Hall Farm entrance. (The Phase 1C development area is the field to the right). Looking east the 
rural view, comprising open fields, hedgerows and woodland is of high scenic quality. Views to the south-west  
are more industrial in character and less attractive (see inset). The prominent British Sugar plant and the 
waste transfer station (under construction) reduce the sensitivity of south and westerly views.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The Phase 1C development could have an urbanising effect on the views, although the rural character of 
could be maintained by creating a dense visual barrier/offset between Fornham Road and the development.  
 

 

Hall Farm Entrance 



VIEWPOINT 4: FORNHAM ROAD NORTH OF PHASE 1C 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road users Fornham Road) 

Development Phase 

Phase 1C 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

20 m from Phase 1C Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on an earth bund alongside Fornham Road. The south-westerly view is  looking to-
wards the prominent British Sugar plant and the industrial development south of the Phase 1C development 
area. (In the field to the centre left of the photograph). 
 

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The Phase 1C development could contribute to the further urbanisation of the southerly views from Fornham 
Road, although this could be minimised by creating a green space/ woodland along the southern edge of 
Fornham Road, to separate the ’urban views’ from the more attractive rural areas to the north.  
  

 

Phase 1C Development  



VIEWPOINT 5: LIVERMERE ROAD ,GREAT BARTON 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road Users, Local Residents 

Development Phase 

Phase 1B 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 1B Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on Livermere Road, Great Barton) close to the junction of Fornham Road. The lack 
of roadside vegetation allows open views across farmland to the west towards Hall Farm (not visible). The 
road defines the southwest edge of Great Barton. The adjacent houses are set back from the road and are 
largely obscured by mature garden hedges and trees (see inset).  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Development to the west of Livermere Road (Phase 1B), would obstruct attractive views across open farm-
land from a key vantage point (the junction of Livermere road and Fornham Road) and would affect the     
approach to the village and the setting of the adjacent properties. (As has occurred further north on Livermere 
Road, to the to the north west of Great Barton)   

 

Phase 1B Development 



VIEWPOINT 6: MILL FIELD, B1106 MILL ROAD 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road Users/Local Residents 

Development Phase 

Phase 3A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

5 m to Phase 3A Boundary 
 

Existing View The photograph represents views experienced by road users heading in a westerly direction and by residents 
on Mill Field. The lack of field enclosure allows expansive unrestricted views across the Phase 3A area from 
the road, although some screening is afforded to residents by garden fences/vegetation.  Mill House is promi-
nent in the middle distance, although generally there are very few detracting features in the landscape.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Phase 1A Development would be substantially screened by existing woodland on the horizon (Springhill Cov-
ert and Carr Plantation), although development towards Mill Road (Phase 3A) could cause significant visual 
obstruction and could result in a notable change to the rural character and openness of the views compared 
to existing. 

 

The Mill House 



VIEWPOINT 7: CLAY DRIFT AT THE JUNCTION WITH THE B1106 BARTON BOTTOM 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road/ bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 3A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

5 m from Phase 3A Boundary 
 

Existing View The photograph represents views experienced by road users heading in a westerly direction along the B1106 
and Bridleway users on Clay Drift.  The lack of field enclosure allows expansive unrestricted views across the 
Phase 3A area from the road and bridleway. Generally there are very few detracting features in the land-
scape and the open views from the B1106 are a characteristic feature of the rural roads in the region 

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Phase 1A Development would be partially screened by existing woodland in the middle distance (Three Cor-
ner Planation and Spring Hill Covert), although development towards the B1106 (Phase 3A) could cause sig-
nificant visual obstruction and could result in a notable adverse effect on the rural character and openness of 
the views compared to existing. 

 

Phase 1A 



VIEWPOINT 8: B1106 BARTON BOTTOM AT THE JUNCTION WITH BURY ROAD 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public users (B1106) 

Development Phase 

Phase 3A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

15m from Phase 1A Boundary 
 

Existing View The photograph represents views experienced by road users heading in an easterly direction along the 
B1106 and approaching from Bury head to the north.  The lack of field enclosure, combined with the  
undulating landform allows expansive long distance views across the farmland, including the Phase 3A area 
(and to a lesser extent the Phase 1A area). Generally the views are of high scenic quality (due to lack of   
detracting features, combined with varied landform and woodland cover)  

Potential Changes to 
the View 

Phase 1A development would be partially screened by existing woodland on the higher ground (Three Corner 
Planation and Farm Covert). Although Phase 3A development towards the B1106 could cause significant  
visual obstruction and could result in a notable adverse effect on the character and openness of views. 

 

Phase 1A 

Phase 3A 



VIEWPOINT 9: RIFLE RANGE CAR PARK, OFF THE B1106, BARTON BOTTOM  

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road and Recreational users  
(Car Park and Public Footpath) 

Development Phase 

No development proposed 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

540 m from Phase 1A Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located within the Rifle Range carpark, adjacent to the dismantled railway Line. The British 
Sugar plant on the far horizon and the high-sided vehicles on the adjacent A134 are notable visual detractors 
which reduce the aesthetic qualities of the rural views. A public right of way cuts diagonally across the arable 
field, although appears to be infrequently used.    

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

No development is proposed in this area. Phase 1A and Phase 1B development would be screened by the 
mature trees along the former railway line (left of the photograph) and by Brick Kiln Plantation behind.   
The current proposals would not change the view compared to existing.   
 

 

Sugar Beet Plant 
A134 



VIEWPOINT 10: BRIDLEWAY SOUTHWEST OF FORNHAM ST MARTIN 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 2C 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

165m from Phase 2C Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on the bridleway between the B1106 Thetford Road and the A134 over-bridge (Farm 
Drift). The Phase 2C development area is located beyond the hedgerow in the middle distance (The field in 
the foreground is outside the site boundary). Bridleway users are afforded long distant views to the south. 
Visual detractors include overhead power lines and the sugar beet plant.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The Phase 2C development would be partly visible beyond the hedgerow in the middle distance although the 
majority of the development would screened by the topography (i.e.land falling to the southwest). The setting 
of the bridleway would not be affected i.e. there would be comparatively little change to the view.  
 

 

Phase 2C Development 



VIEWPOINT 11: FARM DFIFT BRIDGE OVER THE A134  

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road and bridleway users  

Development Phase 

No Development 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

450m from the Phase 1A Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on the A134 (bridleway) looking northeast towards the main site. Substantial  
screening from the road and from the over-bridge is provided by dense road side vegetation and by the  
embankments either side of the carriageway.  The road, bridge overhead lines and the British Sugar plant to 
the south are major visual detractors.  
          

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

No development is proposed along the western edge of the main site (towards the A134), therefore the views 
from the road and the ovebridge would remain as existing.  
 

 

A134 



VIEWPOINT 12: BRIDLEWAY WEST OF THE A134 OVERBRIDGE 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 3B 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

10 m from Phase 3B Boundary 
 

Existing View Close proximity views of the Phase 3B development area are afforded to bridleway users. The site is viewed 
against a backdrop of commercial development, including the sugar beet plant and the A134. Visually the site 
is fairly well contained although open views from houses along Barton Hill and from the road itself are possi-
ble.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The proposed Phase 3B development would have an urbanising effect on the views from the bridleway and 
Barton Hill, although within the context of the nearby industrial development the degree of change would be 
relatively small.  
 

 

Phase 3B Development 



VIEWPOINT 13: B1106 THETFORD ROAD, SOUTH OF FORNHAM ST MARTIN 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road Users  

Development Phase 

Phase 1D 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 1D Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on the B1106 Thetford Road looking west towards the River Lark and the commer-
cial development off the A1101. The low lying land is visually enclosed and is bounded (in part) by housing 
and by commercial development. Overhead powerlines further detract from the rural view. The site is over-
looked by the Grade II* Listed Fornham Saint Martin Parish Church and the Grade II Listed Bleak House on 
the Thetford Road. The site is also visible from the Lark Valley Path alongside the River Lark .        

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Visually the site would be well contained, and would have largely screened from the surrounding areas.  
Consideration should be given to maintaining the setting of the Listed Buildings and the Lark Valley recrea-
tional route. 

 

Phase 1D Development 



VIEWPOINT 14: LARK VALLEY PATH, BURY ST EDMUNDS 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Recreational Trail users (PRoW) 

Development Phase 

Phase 1D 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

200 m from the Phase 1D Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint represents views from the Lark Valley Path, a waymarked recreational route alongside the   
River Lark. The focus of the view is Fornham Saint Martin Parish Church on higher ground to the north.  
Overhead powerlines and ‘modern’ housing on Church Close detract from the rural views. (The proposed 
Phase 1D development area is situated in the darker green field beyond the yellow crop).  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The proposals would extend the existing housing across the hillside in front of the church, although the devel-
opment would be a small component of the view.  Overall, the character of the view would change  
comparatively little, although it is recommended that the height of the proposed buildings is limited to a maxi-
mum of 1.5 storeys to maintain the prominence of the church from the Lark Valley Path.     

 

Phase 1D Development 



VIEWPOINT 1: HALL FARM FROM LIVERMERE DRIFT 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 1A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 1A Boundary 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on Livermere Drift (bridleway) looking east towards Hall Farm. The traditional two 
storey property set in well maintained grounds creates an attractive focal point at the centre of the Hall Farm 
estate. The prominence of the building is increased by its slightly elevated location.    
 

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

It is recommended that the lawn to the west of Hall Farm is retained as existing to maintain the open aspect 
and importance of the focal point. The lawn is indicative of a traditional ‘village green’ found at the centre of 
villages throughout the region. If retained the view would remain as existing.   
 

 

Hall Farm 



VIEWPOINT 2: BURY DRIFT SOUTH OF HALL FARM 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users. Entrance 
to Hall Farm Business Park. 

Development Phase 

Phase 1A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 2A Boundary 
 

Existing View Visitors to Hall Farm and the Business Park are afforded open long distance views to the east and west,  
although the farm/office buildings themselves are partially screened by vegetation and their presence is    
further reduced by the mature plantation behind (Farm Covert).  
The open aspect of the entrance road is a defining characteristic of the development.   

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Development in the Phase 1 Area (i.e. around or the existing building complex), would not change the char-
acter or composition of the view compared to existing. Development along the access road (Bury Drift) would 
obstruct the long-distance views and would change the rural approach to the development.  
 

 

Fornham Business Court 



VIEWPOINT 3: FORNHAM ROAD BY THE JUNCTION WITH BURY DRIFT (SITE ENTRANCE) 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road users Fornham Road) 

Development Phase 

North of Phase 1C 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

20 m from Phase 1C Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on an 3m high earth bund alongside Fornham Road. The easterly view is  looking 
east towards Hall Farm entrance. (The Phase 1C development area is the field to the right). Looking east the 
rural view, comprising open fields, hedgerows and woodland is of high scenic quality. Views to the south-west  
are more industrial in character and less attractive (see inset). The prominent British Sugar plant and the 
waste transfer station (under construction) reduce the sensitivity of south and westerly views.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The Phase 1C development could have an urbanising effect on the views, although the rural character of 
could be maintained by creating a dense visual barrier/offset between Fornham Road and the development.  
 

 

Hall Farm Entrance 



VIEWPOINT 4: FORNHAM ROAD NORTH OF PHASE 1C 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road users Fornham Road) 

Development Phase 

Phase 1C 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

20 m from Phase 1C Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on an earth bund alongside Fornham Road. The south-westerly view is  looking to-
wards the prominent British Sugar plant and the industrial development south of the Phase 1C development 
area. (In the field to the centre left of the photograph). 
 

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The Phase 1C development could contribute to the further urbanisation of the southerly views from Fornham 
Road, although this could be minimised by creating a green space/ woodland along the southern edge of 
Fornham Road, to separate the ’urban views’ from the more attractive rural areas to the north.  
  

 

Phase 1C Development  



VIEWPOINT 5: LIVERMERE ROAD ,GREAT BARTON 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road Users, Local Residents 

Development Phase 

Phase 1B 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 1B Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on Livermere Road, Great Barton) close to the junction of Fornham Road. The lack 
of roadside vegetation allows open views across farmland to the west towards Hall Farm (not visible). The 
road defines the southwest edge of Great Barton. The adjacent houses are set back from the road and are 
largely obscured by mature garden hedges and trees (see inset).  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Development to the west of Livermere Road (Phase 1B), would obstruct attractive views across open farm-
land from a key vantage point (the junction of Livermere road and Fornham Road) and would affect the     
approach to the village and the setting of the adjacent properties. (As has occurred further north on Livermere 
Road, to the to the north west of Great Barton)   

 

Phase 1B Development 



VIEWPOINT 6: MILL FIELD, B1106 MILL ROAD 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road Users/Local Residents 

Development Phase 

Phase 3A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

5 m to Phase 3A Boundary 
 

Existing View The photograph represents views experienced by road users heading in a westerly direction and by residents 
on Mill Field. The lack of field enclosure allows expansive unrestricted views across the Phase 3A area from 
the road, although some screening is afforded to residents by garden fences/vegetation.  Mill House is promi-
nent in the middle distance, although generally there are very few detracting features in the landscape.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Phase 1A Development would be substantially screened by existing woodland on the horizon (Springhill Cov-
ert and Carr Plantation), although development towards Mill Road (Phase 3A) could cause significant visual 
obstruction and could result in a notable change to the rural character and openness of the views compared 
to existing. 

 

The Mill House 



VIEWPOINT 7: CLAY DRIFT AT THE JUNCTION WITH THE B1106 BARTON BOTTOM 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road/ bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 3A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

5 m from Phase 3A Boundary 
 

Existing View The photograph represents views experienced by road users heading in a westerly direction along the B1106 
and Bridleway users on Clay Drift.  The lack of field enclosure allows expansive unrestricted views across the 
Phase 3A area from the road and bridleway. Generally there are very few detracting features in the land-
scape and the open views from the B1106 are a characteristic feature of the rural roads in the region 

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Phase 1A Development would be partially screened by existing woodland in the middle distance (Three Cor-
ner Planation and Spring Hill Covert), although development towards the B1106 (Phase 3A) could cause sig-
nificant visual obstruction and could result in a notable adverse effect on the rural character and openness of 
the views compared to existing. 

 

Phase 1A 



VIEWPOINT 8: B1106 BARTON BOTTOM AT THE JUNCTION WITH BURY ROAD 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public users (B1106) 

Development Phase 

Phase 3A 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

15m from Phase 1A Boundary 
 

Existing View The photograph represents views experienced by road users heading in an easterly direction along the 
B1106 and approaching from Bury head to the north.  The lack of field enclosure, combined with the  
undulating landform allows expansive long distance views across the farmland, including the Phase 3A area 
(and to a lesser extent the Phase 1A area). Generally the views are of high scenic quality (due to lack of   
detracting features, combined with varied landform and woodland cover)  

Potential Changes to 
the View 

Phase 1A development would be partially screened by existing woodland on the higher ground (Three Corner 
Planation and Farm Covert). Although Phase 3A development towards the B1106 could cause significant  
visual obstruction and could result in a notable adverse effect on the character and openness of views. 

 

Phase 1A 

Phase 3A 



VIEWPOINT 9: RIFLE RANGE CAR PARK, OFF THE B1106, BARTON BOTTOM  

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road and Recreational users  
(Car Park and Public Footpath) 

Development Phase 

No development proposed 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

540 m from Phase 1A Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located within the Rifle Range carpark, adjacent to the dismantled railway Line. The British 
Sugar plant on the far horizon and the high-sided vehicles on the adjacent A134 are notable visual detractors 
which reduce the aesthetic qualities of the rural views. A public right of way cuts diagonally across the arable 
field, although appears to be infrequently used.    

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

No development is proposed in this area. Phase 1A and Phase 1B development would be screened by the 
mature trees along the former railway line (left of the photograph) and by Brick Kiln Plantation behind.   
The current proposals would not change the view compared to existing.   
 

 

Sugar Beet Plant 
A134 



VIEWPOINT 10: BRIDLEWAY SOUTHWEST OF FORNHAM ST MARTIN 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 2C 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

165m from Phase 2C Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on the bridleway between the B1106 Thetford Road and the A134 over-bridge (Farm 
Drift). The Phase 2C development area is located beyond the hedgerow in the middle distance (The field in 
the foreground is outside the site boundary). Bridleway users are afforded long distant views to the south. 
Visual detractors include overhead power lines and the sugar beet plant.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The Phase 2C development would be partly visible beyond the hedgerow in the middle distance although the 
majority of the development would screened by the topography (i.e.land falling to the southwest). The setting 
of the bridleway would not be affected i.e. there would be comparatively little change to the view.  
 

 

Phase 2C Development 



VIEWPOINT 11: FARM DFIFT BRIDGE OVER THE A134  

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road and bridleway users  

Development Phase 

No Development 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

450m from the Phase 1A Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on the A134 (bridleway) looking northeast towards the main site. Substantial  
screening from the road and from the over-bridge is provided by dense road side vegetation and by the  
embankments either side of the carriageway.  The road, bridge overhead lines and the British Sugar plant to 
the south are major visual detractors.  
          

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

No development is proposed along the western edge of the main site (towards the A134), therefore the views 
from the road and the ovebridge would remain as existing.  
 

 

A134 



VIEWPOINT 12: BRIDLEWAY WEST OF THE A134 OVERBRIDGE 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Public bridleway users  

Development Phase 

Phase 3B 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

10 m from Phase 3B Boundary 
 

Existing View Close proximity views of the Phase 3B development area are afforded to bridleway users. The site is viewed 
against a backdrop of commercial development, including the sugar beet plant and the A134. Visually the site 
is fairly well contained although open views from houses along Barton Hill and from the road itself are possi-
ble.  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The proposed Phase 3B development would have an urbanising effect on the views from the bridleway and 
Barton Hill, although within the context of the nearby industrial development the degree of change would be 
relatively small.  
 

 

Phase 3B Development 



VIEWPOINT 13: B1106 THETFORD ROAD, SOUTH OF FORNHAM ST MARTIN 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Road Users  

Development Phase 

Phase 1D 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

Within Phase 1D Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint is located on the B1106 Thetford Road looking west towards the River Lark and the commer-
cial development off the A1101. The low lying land is visually enclosed and is bounded (in part) by housing 
and by commercial development. Overhead powerlines further detract from the rural view. The site is over-
looked by the Grade II* Listed Fornham Saint Martin Parish Church and the Grade II Listed Bleak House on 
the Thetford Road. The site is also visible from the Lark Valley Path alongside the River Lark .        

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

Visually the site would be well contained, and would have largely screened from the surrounding areas.  
Consideration should be given to maintaining the setting of the Listed Buildings and the Lark Valley recrea-
tional route. 

 

Phase 1D Development 



VIEWPOINT 14: LARK VALLEY PATH, BURY ST EDMUNDS 

Viewer Type: 
Development Phase:  
Distance:  

Viewer Type 

Recreational Trail users (PRoW) 

Development Phase 

Phase 1D 

Distance  to  Phase boundary 

200 m from the Phase 1D Boundary 
 

Existing View The viewpoint represents views from the Lark Valley Path, a waymarked recreational route alongside the   
River Lark. The focus of the view is Fornham Saint Martin Parish Church on higher ground to the north.  
Overhead powerlines and ‘modern’ housing on Church Close detract from the rural views. (The proposed 
Phase 1D development area is situated in the darker green field beyond the yellow crop).  

Potential Changes to 
the View 
 

The proposals would extend the existing housing across the hillside in front of the church, although the devel-
opment would be a small component of the view.  Overall, the character of the view would change  
comparatively little, although it is recommended that the height of the proposed buildings is limited to a maxi-
mum of 1.5 storeys to maintain the prominence of the church from the Lark Valley Path.     

 

Phase 1D Development 
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modeled.
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Zone of Theoretical Visibility is generated using
'OS Terrain 5' (digital terrain data at 5 m
resolution), assuming the following heights:

· Proposed Buildings: 10 m
· Viewer eye-level:  1.7m
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1. Introduction  

1.1 SCOPE OF THIS REPORT 
 
1.1.1 Description of the proposed development 
This report, commissioned by Bidwells, reviews the known and potential archaeology within an area of 
land at Hall Farm, Fornham, Bury St Edmunds that is being promoted to the emerging West Suffolk Local 
Plan as a potential new settlement. The landholding comprises circa 440ha and is a predominantly arable 
agricultural holding.   

The Site is centred on NGR TL 86897 67465 (Figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1.2 Scope of archaeology and this assessment 
Archaeology is represented by a wide range of features that result from past human use of the landscape.  
These include above ground and buried archaeological monuments and remains of all periods, artefacts of 
anthropological origin and evidence that can help reconstruct past human environments.   
 
This review considers potential effects upon archaeology based upon research included in a comprehensive 
desk-based assessment prepared by Oxford Archaeology in 20181. The aim of this review is to identify key 
constraints and opportunities in the context of legislation and planning policy relevant to archaeology. 
 
Built heritage assets will be considered by Bidwells. 

 
 
1 Bray, D. 2018. Land at Hall Farm, Fornham, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. Archaeological Desk-Based 
Assessment. Oxford Archaeology 

Figure 1 Location of the Site 
© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Licence number 100043831 
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1.2 LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GUIDANCE 
 
1.2.1 Statutory Legislation 

Table 1 summarises the statutory legislation relevant to archaeology. 

Table 1 Statutory protection for archaeological sites 

Legislation Key Issues 

Burial Act (1857) Under Section 25 of the 1857 Act, it is a criminal offence to remove human 
remains from any place of burial without a licence from the Ministry of Justice. 

Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological Areas Act (1979) 

It is a criminal offence to carry out any works on or near to a Scheduled 
Ancient Monument without a Scheduled Monument Consent. 
 

Protection of Military Remains Act 
(1986) 

The Act outlines the criteria for designating a military crash site. Certain 
activities are prohibited at protected sites, without the authority of the Secretary 
of State. 

Treasure Act (1996) The 1996 Act defines ‘Treasure’ as any object that is at least 10% gold or 
silver, associated coins or groups of coins which are over 300 years old, 
objects formerly classed as ‘treasure trove’ (i.e. deliberately deposited items 
with a high content of gold or silver) and any objects found in association with 
the above.  Any find of ‘Treasure’ must be reported to the local Coroner. 

Hedgerow Regulations (1997) It is against the law to remove most countryside hedgerows without 
permission. A local authority can prohibit the removal of an ‘important’ 
hedgerow. The 1997 Regulations define the criteria for determining whether a 
hedgerow is important, and these include historical and archaeological criteria. 

 
1.2.2 Non-Statutory Protection 
Table 2 summarises the relevant non-statutory protection relating to archaeology and the historic 
environment. 
 
 
Table 2 Non-statutory protection for archaeological sites 
 
Policy Key Issues 

The National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) 

Sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are 
expected to be applied. The Framework includes a section detailing 
requirements to conserve and enhance the historic environment. 

Register of Parks and Gardens of 
Special Historic Interest in England 

The Register is maintained by Historic England and identifies important 
historic parks and gardens, which should be considered by the local 
planning authority in planning decisions or consultations. 

Register of Historic Battlefields Historic England's Register identifies 46 important English battlefields and 
allows their protection through the planning system. 

 
 

1.2.3 Local Planning Policy 

West Suffolk planning policy currently adopts those policies that existed in the two constituent parts of the 
new council area (Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury).  
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Policy CS2 Sustainable Development states that a high quality, sustainable environment will be achieved 
by design and incorporating measures appropriate to the nature and scale of development. This will be 
achieved through a number of measures to protect and enhance natural resources and through sustainable 
design of the built environment. In regard to archaeology the policy states this will be achieved through 
conserving or enhancing the historic environment including archaeological resources. 
 
The joint development management policies document (JDMPD) is a Local Plan document for West 
Suffolk. It was adopted by the former St Edmundsbury Borough Council on 24 February 2015. The key 
policy relating to archaeology is reproduced below. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1.3 AUTHORSHIP 
This Review has been written by Andrew Josephs of Andrew Josephs Associates (AJA), a consultancy 
specialising in archaeology and cultural heritage founded in 2002.  
 
Andrew is Managing Director of AJA. He has extensive experience of all periods and facets of cultural 
heritage, including the authorship of over 800 Archaeological and Heritage Assessments. He was 
previously Principal Consultant (Director of Heritage and Archaeology) at AMEC (now Wood) and 
Wardell Armstrong, where he started in 1992, becoming of the UK’s first consultants in the post-PPG16 
era of developer-funded archaeology.  Prior to 1992, he worked as a field-based archaeologist and 
researcher for universities and units in the UK, Europe and the USA. He graduated with a BA (Honours) in 
Archaeology and Environmental Studies in 1985. 
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2. Recorded Archaeology and Potential 

2.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Oxford Archaeology’s desk-based assessment (op.cit.) identified the known archaeology and potential for 
further archaeology based upon the Suffolk Historic Environment Record (SHER), the National Heritage 
List (NHLE), historic maps, LiDAR, aerial photographs and published and unpublished sources. They also 
carried out a site walkover. 
 

2.2 DESIGNATED ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSETS 
No designated archaeological assets lie within the Site. The nearest scheduled monument to the Site is the 
remains of Babwell Friary, a Franciscan Friary founded 1263 that lies 125m south west of the western 
parcel. The Friary and its setting are dominated by an extensive car dealership, a hotel and housing that 
enclose its remains (Figure 2). There would be no effects upon its setting from the proposed development. 
 
There are no other scheduled monuments, registered parks and gardens or battlefields with 1km of the Site 
boundary. 

Figure 2   Babwell Friary Scheduled Monument set amongst built  
    development and a car dealership © Google Earth base photo 
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2.3 KNOWN ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN THE SITE 
The following archaeology is recorded within the Site and their locations shown on Figure 3. 
 

 several crop mark features including a double ditched trackway, an oval enclosure and ring ditches 
probably indicative of ploughed out Bronze Age burials  

 a metal detector find of an early Saxon brooch  
 an area of ancient woodland known as Oaks Wood, originally contained within an earthwork bank 

that now has been levelled  
 Necton Hall which overlay an earlier structure contained within a moat now infilled  
 a second undated and infilled moat identified as a square crop mark  
 a post medieval brick kiln, suggested by the place name Brick Kiln Plantation and clay pits 

depicted on the Ordnance Survey mapping 
 a dismantled railway. 

 
 

Figure 3 Recorded Archaeology within the Site 
© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Licence number 100043831 
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2.4 ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN THE SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE  
In order to assess the potential for unrecorded archaeology within the Site, Oxford Archaeology reviewed 
evidence for a study area up to 1km from the Site boundary. The findings are summarised below by period.  
 
2.4.1 Prehistoric 
Although a large number of Palaeolithic finds have been made in Suffolk none is known from within the 
study area. Just beyond the study area lies the course of the Fornham Cursus, a Neolithic monument, 
generally interpreted as a ceremonial route. At its south eastern end there are a number of crop marks 
including four ring ditches. Thirteen records within the study area relate to prehistoric material dominated 
by stray finds of flint. During fieldwalking prior to the construction of the Fornham by-pass nineteen 
worked prehistoric flints were recovered and a bronze axe was also found to the west of Fornham. Later 
prehistoric archaeology and finds are known from Fornham and Great Barton Hall. 
 
 
2.4.2 Roman 
On the southern boundary of the Site, to the east of Hollow Road Farm, a low status rural site was 
identified from a scatter of ditches and pits associated with pottery, tile and a large amount of animal 
remains. This site is likely to have extended further north-east, possibly into the Site. A further extensive 
area of Iron Age and Roman occupation was identified on the edge of the study area, to the south east of 
the Site and south of the A143. This included pits, ditches, an extractive pit, a rectilinear enclosure, animal 
burial, and an extended inhumation.  
 
Stray items include pottery and coins (four of which were recovered by metal detection during the 
construction of the Fornham by-pass), a gold finger ring near the River Lark and a disc brooch to the south 
of the Site. 
 
2.4.3 Saxon  
Post-Roman activity includes two skeletons, previously thought to be Roman, 750m to the southwest of the 
Site, accompanied by bronze toilet implements, a bracelet and silver ring. In the same area part of an 
inhumation cemetery and artefact scatter were recovered. The artefacts included a bone strap end (whistle) 
and a shield boss, iron spearhead and two bronze buckles.  
 
The village of Fornham St Martin has its origins in the Saxon period reflected by the recovery of artefacts 
and identification of features and artefacts around the Tollgate Public House ranging from early Saxon 
times onwards. These included a mount from a hanging bowl, two brooches and a ‘mass of fused coins of 
Aethelred’ from the garden of Barton Hall. 
 
2.4.4 Medieval  
The medieval period is represented by a total of seventeen records including Babwell Friary noted above.  
Archaeological explorations in advance of development adjacent to and within the scheduled area have 
found evidence for water management systems, burials and the precinct walls. A small area of ridge and 
furrow cultivation survives nearby. Several records relate to scattered finds recovered along the line of the 
Fornham by-pass. 
 
2.4.5 Post-medieval 
Dominated by agriculture and small-scale clay working, with a number of isolated farms in the landscape 
such as Hall Farm and Hollow Road Farm. Running roughly north to south across the Site was the course 
of the Great Eastern Railway line between Thetford and Bury St Edmunds which opened in 1876 and 
closed to traffic as part of the Beeching cuts. The area also preserves a number of more recent features 
including a series of World War II pill boxes along the River Lark, one of the East Anglian strategic ‘stop 
lines’. 
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2.5. POTENTIAL FOR ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN THE SITE 
This review has assessed the potential for previously unrecorded archaeology within the Site. Given the 
area involved (circa 440 ha) and the long history of human occupation in the Lark valley, it is probable that 
evidence from any period could be present.  
 

 Palaeolithic material may be present within the sands and gravels associated with the former 
courses of the River Lark, but would likely be at a depth unaffected by built development  

 Neolithic archaeology is present in the wider landscape but potential within the Site is considered 
to be low  

 A high potential for Bronze Age archaeology, based upon undated cropmarks (but probably from 
this period) and stray finds  

 Lower potential for Iron Age archaeology, although a settlement that continued into the Roman 
period may extend into the south of the Site 

 High potential for the presence of Roman archaeology, particularly in the south of the Site. 
Probably related to rural settlement and agricultural activity, rather than high-status  

 Both Fornham St Martin and Great Barton are of early-medieval date. Associated archaeology may 
extend into the Site. Within the Site are at least two moated sites that could retain waterlogged 
deposits that can inform about the contemporary environment and economy. 
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3. Impacts and Mitigation 

3.1 IMPACTS  
Development can result in the loss of the archaeological resource wherever ground disturbance for 
construction takes place, and the potential loss or damage in other areas associated with infrastructure, 
services and landscaping.  
 
However, regular ploughing will have truncated archaeology where soils are not deep and the prevalence 
of cropmarks without associated earthworks, and surface finds, suggests that sub-surface archaeology is 
being actively damaged by agriculture.  
 

3.2 FUTURE ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK 
The aim of this Archaeological Review is to provide sufficient information to inform the emerging West 
Suffolk Local Plan and also determine whether further investigation is likely to be required in the event of 
any planning application. 
 
Further archaeological field evaluation, potentially comprising both non-intrusive survey such as 
geophysical survey, metal detecting and field-walking, and intrusive evaluation through trial trenching, is 
likely to be required to inform any specific development proposals. However, based on current evidence 
(and in particular due to truncation by ploughing) it is considered unlikely that archaeological remains 
would be of sufficient significance to warrant their preservation in situ and therefore constrain the 
allocation and development of all of the Site. 
 
Even if nationally important archaeological sites are identified by field evaluation, the scale of the 
development would allow them to preserved in situ within the layout, for example by design or under areas 
of public open space. This would also take them out of arable cultivation ensuring their long-term 
preservation. 
 
In the event of the allocation of the Site, the loss of archaeological remains that cannot be preserved in situ 
could appropriately be mitigated by a programme of archaeological excavation, recording and publication. 
Such works would be secured through a planning condition placed on any planning permission. 
 
Discussions should be held with the County Archaeological Officer regarding the scope and timing of 
field-based evaluation should a planning application come forward. 
 
3.3 INDIRECT IMPACTS 
The nearest scheduled monument to the Site is the remains of Babwell Friary, 125m south west of the 
western parcel. Its setting is dominated by development and no additional effects upon its setting would 
occur as a result of this proposal.   
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4. Conclusion 

 
Overall, the Site is considered to have a moderate-high archaeological potential, although due to ploughing 
the significance of the archaeology is unlikely to be of national importance. Archaeology is likely to be 
within defined areas, rather than widespread, and could readily be accommodated within the layout of the 
proposed scheme if its significance required this. 

On the basis of currently available information there are no constraints to the allocation of this site for 
development and should it come forward it would, on current knowledge, satisfy both local and national 
planning policy. 

 

. 
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1.0 Introduction 
This Landscape and Visual Appraisal has been prepared on behalf of Peterhouse College to 
inform the development strategy for, and the potential effects of, a mixed-use development at 
Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.  

The aim of the appraisal is to: 

● Assess the landscape and visual baseline conditions, including relevant planning policy, 
designations, key characteristics, important views and potential visual receptors;  

● Assess the landscape and visual sensitivity to inform the capacity of the site to accommodate 
the development;  

● To make a qualitative assessment of the potential landscape and visual effects arising from 
the proposed development (considering each phase of the development individually); and 

● Make recommendations to avoid or mitigate potential adverse landscape or visual effects and 
inform ongoing refinement of the design proposals. 

This appraisal builds upon the ‘Landscape Baseline Study’ prepared by Bidwells, April 2017.  

1.1 The Site 
The site is situated, to the north of Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. (Refer Figure 1). 
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Site 

Figure 1: Site Location 
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The site, which covers approximately 398 ha of farmland is divided into three main areas: 

● Land between the A134 and Great Barton, which includes the Hall Farm farmstead (the main 
site);  

● Land between the B1106 Thetford Road and the A134; and 

● Land between the River Lark and the B1106 Thetford Road. 

The boundaries of these areas are shown on Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.0 Appraisal Methodology 
The appraisal takes into account current best practice guidance, namely: 

● ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal’, (GLVIA3) produced by the 
Landscape Institute with the Institute of Environmental Management and Appraisal (Third 
Edition, 2013); and 

● ‘An Approach to Landscape Character Appraisal’ by Natural England (October 2014). 

It considers two separate but inter-linked topics: ‘Landscape effects’ and ‘Visual effects’. 

Figure 2: Site Boundaries 
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Landscape effects relate to changes in the scale, pattern, character and quality of the landscape. 
These include direct impacts such as loss of vegetation, or less perceptible effects such as 
changes to tranquilly. Landscape effects do not need to be visible.   

Visual effects relate to specific changes in views and the effects on visual receptors (e.g. 
residents, users of public rights of way or recreational facilities). Changes to the visual setting of 
protected cultural heritage features are also considered (e.g. Scheduled Monuments, Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas).  

2.1 Study Area 
The study area for the appraisal is defined by a 1.5 km offset from the site boundary, which 
encompasses the settlements of Fornham St Martin, Fornham St Genevieve, Great Barton and 
the north part of Bury St Edmunds (Refer Drawing 01, Appendix B). 

2.2 Desk-Based Study 
Information for the landscape and visual appraisal was gathered from the following sources: 

● National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), March 2012; 

● National Planning Practice Guidance (2014); 

● St Edmundsbury Borough Council’s Development Framework comprising: 

− Core Strategy (adopted December 2010); 

− Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (adopted September 2013); 

− Joint Development Management Policies Document (adopted February 2014). 

● National Character Area Profiles:  

− NCAP 83: South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands;  

− NCAP 86: South Suffolk and North Essex Claylands. 

● East of England Landscape Framework, Landscape East, January 2009; 

● Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment (interactive online resource); 

● Government Flood risk maps;   

● The Multi-Agency Geographical Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) database;  

● Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 scale site-centred digital raster map; and 

● Aerial photography: Google Maps (http://maps.google.co.uk/). 

2.3 Field Study  
A field survey was undertaken on the 18 May 2018 to assess: 

● The landscape characteristics; 

● Views of the site from the surrounding areas; 

● The location and sensitivity of visual receptors; and 

● The potential landscape and visual effects arising from the proposed development. 

http://maps.google.co.uk/
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The survey was undertaken from roads, bridleways, tracks, footpaths and publicly accessible 
viewpoints within the study area.  

3.0 The Proposed Development  
The appraisal is based on an indicative site layout presented in the ‘Master Plan Vision Study 
Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds’, prepared by Bidwells, June 2017, which sets out the rationale 
behind the site layout and describes the concept of creating a new sustainable village centred on 
Hall Farm between the A134 and Great Burton. 

The proposed village could accommodate up to 4,000 new homes, with a mix of tenures and 
housing types, along with small scale local retail space, low-rise commercial space, a boutique 
hotel, nursery and primary/ secondary schools and shared community space, including new 
public parkland. 

The intension is that Hall Farm would become a distinctive, sustainable community with local 
employment and would be well connected to the adjacent villages of Great Barton and Fornham 
by a network of walking and cycle routes.  

An important concept of the vision study is the creation of a new ‘self-contained’ settlement with 
its own identity, rather than an extension of the adjacent settlements (although the proposals also 
include some peripheral infill development to the west of the A134, south of the Fornham Road 
and along the edge of Great Barton). 

Figure 3 illustrates the indicative masterplan for the ‘Hall Farm Sustainable Village’. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is proposed that the development would be implemented over a number of phases, as shown in 
Figure 4).     

Figure 3: Indicative Masterplan for Hall Farm ‘Sustainable Village’ 
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Figure 4: Indicative Development Phases shown in the ‘Master Plan Vision Study Hall Farm, Bury St 
Edmunds’ (Bidwells, June 2017) 

 

The preliminary development phases briefly comprise: 

● Phase 1A Between 0-10 Years. (56.65 Ha) Creation of a village centre, expanding on the 
existing commercial uses and enhancing this central area for retail and employment. 
Residential plots would be arranged around this central village core;  

● Phase 1B Between 0-10 Years. (8.32 Ha) Residential development adjacent to Great Barton;  

● Phase 1C Between 0-10 Years. (8.77 Ha) Small areas of commercial development south of 
the Fornham Road (adjacent to the waste transfer station/recycling centre, currently under 
construction); 

● Phase 1D Between 0-10 Years. (5 Ha) Residential development to the west of the B1106 
Thetford Road (outside the flood plain);  

● Phase 2A Between 10-20 Years. (53.87 Ha) Residential development around a central area 
of open space/ parkland;  

● Phase 2C Between 10-20 Years. (6.88 Ha) Residential ‘infill’ development between A134 
and Thetford Road;  

● Phase 3A Between 20-30 Years. (61.39 Ha) Expansion of the residential development, 
including public open space, playgrounds and allotments, to the north of the central core, up 
to the B1106; and 

● Phase 3B Between 20-30 Years. (8.3 Ha) Further residential ‘infill’ development between 
A134 and Thetford Road. 

A more detailed description of the development and the preliminary phasing proposals is 
provided in the ‘Master Plan Vision Study’.  
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4.0 Planning Context 
4.1 National Planning Policy Framework 

The NPPF sets out the government's social and economic policy. The main theme of the NPPF is 
a presumption in favour of sustainable development which should be viewed as "a golden thread 
running through both plan-making and decision-taking". Essentially, proposed development that 
accords with the NPPF and local planning policy should be permitted. 

Paragraph 109 seeks to ensure that “in assessing proposals for new development that adequate 
consideration is given to conserving and enhancing the natural environment and that the planning 
system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by protecting and 
enhancing valued landscapes.”  

(No definition of what constitutes a ‘valued landscape’ is provided in the NPPF, although 
following the ‘Stroud DC v Gladman high court judgement (reference CO/4082/2014) it is widely 
accepted that to be valued in terms of the NPPF would require the landscape to show “some 
demonstrable physical attribute rather than just popularity” i.e. it has to be ‘out of the ordinary’). 

4.2 Local Planning Policy 
St Edmundsbury Borough Council is now part of the joint West Suffolk Authority. West Suffolk 
has committed to produce a new, single Development Framework with work commencing in 
2018. Until this framework is adopted the proposed Hall Farm development will be assessed in 
relation to:  

● St Edmundsbury Core Strategy (adopted December 2010); 

● Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (September 2014); and  

● Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury Local Plan. Joint Development Management Policies 
Document (February 2015). 

The following policies are relevant to landscape and visual issues:   

St Edmundsbury Core Strategy (adopted December 2010) 

Policy CS4: Countryside 

“Careful consideration will be given to maintaining the identity, character and historical context of 
settlements, to ensure new development does not detract from the environmental quality, 
townscape, functional vitality and setting of the settlement as a whole. The coalescence of towns 
with surrounding settlements through new development will not be allowed to happen”. 

Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (September 2014) 

Policy BV26: Green Infrastructure In Bury St Edmunds 

“In and around the town of Bury St Edmunds the integrity and connectivity of the strategic green 
infrastructure network will be maintained, protected and enhanced, which includes the creation of 
new habitats, through the implementation of the St Edmundsbury Green Infrastructure Strategy. 

Planning permission for development that would harm the Green Infrastructure network will only 
be granted if it can incorporate measures that avoid the harm arising or sufficiently mitigate its 
effects”. 
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The ‘Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031’ document includes a figure which shows the Green 
Infrastructure opportunities within and connecting to the site (Refer Figure 5 below). These 
include proposals to establish a green corridor along Livermere Drift, Farm Drift and Bury Drift, 
along with semi-natural green space to the north east of Hall Farm and along the River Lark flood 
plain.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Joint Development Management Policies Document (adopted February 2014) 

Policy DM2: Creating Places - Development Principles and Local Distinctiveness 

“Proposals for all development should, as appropriate: 

a. recognise and address the key features, characteristics, landscape/townscape character, local 
distinctiveness and special qualities of the area and/or building and, where necessary, prepare a 
landscape/townscape character appraisal to demonstrate this; 

b. maintain or create a sense of place and/or local character, particularly restoring or enhancing 
localities where strong local characteristics are lacking or have been eroded; 

Figure 5: GI Opportunity Map (Extract from Figure 7.2 of the ‘Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031’) showing Green 
Infrastructure Opportunities in and around the site   
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d. not involve the loss of gardens and important open, green or landscaped areas which make a 
significant contribution to the character and appearance of a settlement; 

g. taking mitigation measures into account, not affect adversely: 

i. the distinctive historic character and architectural or archaeological value of the area 
and/or building; 

iii. important landscape characteristics and prominent topographical features; 

v. the amenities of adjacent areas by reason of noise, smell, vibration, overlooking, 
overshadowing, loss of light, other pollution (including light pollution), or volume or type of 
vehicular activity generated; and/or 

vi. residential amenity; 

j. produce designs that respect the character, scale, density and massing of the locality; 

k. produce designs that provide access for all, and that encourage the use of sustainable forms of 
transport through the provision of pedestrian and cycle links, including access to shops” 

Policy DM3: Masterplans 

“Masterplans will be required for proposals (i) on land allocated in Local Plans and the Sites 
Allocations DPD, where a Concept Statement has been prepared, and (ii) exceptionally any sites 
which by virtue of size, location or proposed mix of uses is justified by the Local Planning 
Authority to require a masterplanning approach. Masterplans will be based upon a Concept 
Statement, where they exist, or content of a Local Plan prepared by the Local Planning Authority. 

Proposals for development of sites subject to Masterplans will be permitted only where proposals 
accord with Policy DM2 and with any relevant design guidance, Concept Statements, and 
Development Briefs approved by the Local Planning Authority or other adopted Supplementary 
Planning Documents. 

Policy DM5: Development in the Countryside 

“Areas designated as countryside will be protected from unsustainable development”……  

“Proposals for economic growth and expansion of all types of business and enterprise that 
recognises the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside will be permitted where: 

● it will not result in the irreversible loss of best and most versatile agricultural land (grades 1, 2 
and 3a); 

● there will be no significant detrimental impact on the historic environment, character and 
visual amenity of the landscape or nature conservation and biodiversity interests; and ….” 

Policy DM13: Landscape Features 

“Development will be permitted where it will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the 
character of the landscape, landscape features, wildlife, or amenity value. 

Areas of particular landscape sensitivity, including Special Landscape Areas (as defined on the 
Policies maps) have been identified. These areas, and other valued landscapes such as The 
Brecks and the Stour Valley (subject of a management and delivery plan through the Dedham 
Vale AONB and Stour Valley Project) have, by reason of their landform, historic landscape 
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importance and/or condition, a very limited capacity to absorb change without a significant 
material effect on their character and/or condition. However, individual proposals within or 
adjacent to these areas will be assessed based on their specific landscape and visual impact. 

All proposals for development should be informed by, and be sympathetic to, the character of the 
landscape. 

Landscape Character Types are identified in the Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment. 
However, the ‘Type’ boundaries are only indicative, being mapped for the whole county at a scale 
of 1:50,000. Therefore, the character of the site and setting of a proposal should be individually 
assessed. 

All development proposals should demonstrate that their location, scale, design and materials will 
protect, and where possible enhance the character of the landscape, including the setting of 
settlements, the significance of gaps between them and the nocturnal character of the landscape. 

Developers/applicants will be required to submit, where appropriate, landscaping schemes with 
applications for planning permission and for the approval of reserved matters. 

Where any harm will not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefit of the proposal, 
development will be permitted subject to other planning considerations. However, it is essential 
that commensurate provision must be made for landscape mitigation and compensation 
measures, so that harm to the locally distinctive character is minimised and there is no net loss of 
characteristic features. 

Where this is not possible development will not be permitted. 

Policy DM14: Protecting and Enhancing Natural Resources, Minimising Pollution and 
Safeguarding from Hazards 

Proposals for all new developments should minimise all emissions and other forms of pollution 
(including light and noise pollution) and ensure no deterioration to either air or water quality. All 
applications for development where the existence of, or potential for creation of, pollution is 
suspected must contain sufficient information to enable the Planning Authority to make a full 
assessment of potential hazards. 

Development will not be permitted where, individually or cumulatively, there are likely to be 
unacceptable impacts arising from the development on: 

● the natural environment, general amenity and the tranquillity of the wider rural area 

Policy DM44: Rights of Way 

“Development which would adversely affect the character of, or result in the loss of existing or 
proposed rights of way, will not be permitted unless alternative provision or diversions can be 
arranged which are at least as attractive, safe and convenient for public use. This will apply to 
rights of way for pedestrian, cyclist, or horse rider use. 

Improvements to such rights of way will be sought in association with new development to enable 
new or improved links to be created within the settlement, between settlements and/or providing 
access to the countryside or green infrastructure sites as appropriate and to achieve the 
objectives of the Suffolk Rights of Way Improvement Plan”. 
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5.0 Landscape Baseline 
5.1 Relevant Planning Designations  

Planning designations and constraints, within 1.5 km of the site relevant to the appraisal of 
landscape and visual effects are set out in Table 1. This should be read in conjunction with 
Drawing 01, Appendix B. 

Table 1 Landscape Designations and Constraints 

DESIGNATION/PROTECTION PRESENT WITHIN THE 
SITE  

PRESENT WITHIN THE 
STUDY AREA (1.5KM) 

National Parks None within the site None within the study area 
Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB) 

None within the site None within the study area 

Special Landscape Area 
(or similar local designation) 

None within the site Northwest of Fornham St Martin 
600 m from the site 

Green Belt None within the site None within the study area 
World Heritage Sites None within the site None within the study area 
Scheduled Monuments None within the site The following Scheduled 

Monuments are located within 
the study area:   
● Babwell Friary (remains of), 

Tollgate Bridge 230 m south 
of the site. 

● Sites NW and SE of 
Fornham All Saints 800 m 
northwest of the site. 

● St Saviour's Hospital, 
A1101 1km south of the 
site.  

Conservation Areas None within the site Fornham All Saints 
Conservation Area lies 550 m 
west of the site. 

Listed Buildings None within the site Those closest Listed Buildings 
to the site are: 

Grade I  None within the site St Saviour's Hospital, A1101 1 
km south of the site. 

Grade II* None within the site There are 5 Grade II* Listed 
Buildings in the study area, the 
closest are: 
● Church Of St Martin, The 

Street Fornham St Martin, 
68 m north of the site. 
 

● Conyers Green Farmhouse, 
Great Barton, 230 m east of 
the site. 

Grade II None within the site  The closest Grade II Listed 
Buildings are located on The 
Street, Fornham St Martin and 
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along the western edge of 
Great Barton. 

Registered Parks and Gardens None within the site None within the study area. 
(Culford Park to the northwest 
lies outside the study area). 

Tree Preservation Orders 
(TPO) 

Details not available Details not available 

Recreational Trail None within the site ● Lark Valley Path and St 
Edmund Way (Combined 
Route) alongside the River 
Lark, west of the site. 
 

● National Cycle Route 13, 
Livermire Road/East Barton 
Road, Great Barton, east of 
the site. 

Public Right-of-Way ● Livermere Drift  
● Farm Drift (to Thetford 

Road) 
● Clay Drift 
● Bury Drift 
● Public footpath From 

Barton Bottom to 
Forham St Martin 

Refer Drawing 02 

 

5.2 Landscape Character  
To help identify the key characteristics and sensitivity of the landscape within which the site is 
located reference is made to the previously published Landscape Character Assessments. Those 
applicable to the study area are set out in Table 2. 

(The published landscape character assessments do not quantify landscape sensitivity, nor do 
they assess the capacity of the landscape to accommodate further development. This is dealt 
with in Section 8.0 of this report). 

Table 2 Landscape Character Areas/Types relevant to the Study Area. 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 
ASSESSMNET  

LANDSCAPE AREA/ TYPE  

National Character Area  

(Natural England) 

 

The site lies mostly within ‘Area 83: South Norfolk and 
High Suffolk Claylands’ “A relatively flat topography, 
incised by stream and river valley corridors, with underlying 
bedrock geology of Late Cretaceous Chalk”.  

East of England Landscape 
Framework. 

(Landscape East, 2010). 

The main part of the site lies within Landscape Character 
Type: ‘Plateau Estate Farmlands’, “A medium to large 
scale, ordered, arable landscape, associated with an open, 
rolling plateau, characterised by estate farms and discrete 
small villages/hamlets”.  
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Part of the site west of the A134 is located within 
‘Forested Estate Sandlands’, with the ‘Valley 
Meadowlands’, along the River Lark Corridor. 
 

Suffolk Landscape Character 
Assessment. 

(Suffolk County Council, 
revised in 2011).  

The site lies mostly within Landscape Character Type 11 
‘Plateau Estate Farmlands’, “A landscape of large 
regular fields with small woodlands on light loamy soils” 

Some proposed development to west of the A134 is 
located within ‘Type 16 Rolling Estate Sandlands’ 
alongside the River Lark corridor. 

 

The boundaries of the Landscape Character Areas/Types are shown on Drawing 02, Appendix B. 
Those most relevant to the site and proposed development are set out below:   

 

National Character Area Profile 83: South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands 
The NCA Profile describes the key characteristics of South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands. 
The following characteristics are relevant to the site and study area:   

● Large plateau area of chalky glacial till that is generally flat or only gently undulating, but can 
be locally concave. 

● Views are frequently open, only sometimes confined by hedges and trees, with some 
woodland present. The small valleys support quite confined landscapes with intimate views. 

● Scattered areas of ancient woodland, game copses, shelterbelts, valley floor plantation and 
carr woodland as well as hedgerow trees provide a treed landscape character, despite much 
boundary loss. 

● The plateau is incised by numerous small-scale wooded river valleys with complex slopes 
that in places are much unexpected for East Anglia. The underlying geology is chalk, which 
forms the principal aquifer, and shallow marine deposits overlain with glacial till, buried river 
gravels, lake sediments and bands of glacial outwash deposits. 

● Large areas of woodland are scarce, with most confined to a narrow band on the edges of 
the plateau. Views are frequently open, only sometimes confined by hedges, hedgerow trees 
and scattered smaller woodlands that are still notable elements of the landscape. 
Occasionally there can even be a feeling of exposure, although within the valleys it is 
possible to find quite confined landscapes with intimate views. 

● A dispersed settlement pattern of small nucleated market towns with architectural variety and 
colour, loosely clustered villages and scattered hamlets. Settlement is often focused around 
large medieval greens. Many of the market towns have modern extensions. 

● ….infrastructure routes are predominantly an extensive network of narrow lanes and byroads. 

● Extensive areas of arable land dominated by cereals with breakcropping of sugar beet and 
oilseed rape, and some pastures along valley floors.  

● Round-towered Saxo-Norman and medieval churches and 19th-century windmills are 
prominent historic landscape features. 
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● The Character Area Profile include ‘Statements of Environmental Opportunities’ (SEOs), 
which provide guidance on landscape management. The relevant SEOs for this NCA include: 

● SEO 2: Encourage measures that conserve and enhance the characteristic historic 
settlement patterns including notable village commons and greens, and historic features such 
as moated farmsteads and windmills, ensuring that access and educational opportunities are 
maximised; and ensure that the design and location of new developments add to the sense of 
place and history across the NCA. 

● SEO 4: Protect and enhance the area’s ancient seminatural woodlands, copses, river valley 
plantations and ancient boundaries including hedgerows and hedgerow trees, through the 
management of existing and the creation of new woods and hedgerows to benefit 
biodiversity, landscape character and habitat connectivity, and for the benefits to soil erosion 
reduction, water infiltration and quality, timber provision and carbon storage. 

East of England Landscape Framework Plateau Estate Farmlands LCT 
The East of England Landscape Framework is a regional Landscape Character Assessment 
covering Norfolk and Suffolk. The site lies within the Plateau Estate Farmlands Landscape 
Character Type, the key characteristics of which are described as:   

“Plateau Estate Farmlands LCT  

A medium to large scale, ordered, arable landscape, for the most part associated with an open, 
rolling plateau on sandy soils, characterised by estate farms and discrete small villages/hamlets. 

Landform:  

Elevated land, with a gently rolling topography, associated with low glacial plateaux. 

Natural / water features:  

Frequent small streams drain this landscape, but these are not visually obvious. 

Ecological character:  

The relatively flat topography and workable sandy soils have resulted in the development of an 
arable landscape with only fragments (<1%) of lowland heath now remaining. Small patches of 
ancient woodland also survive in places. 

Primary land use:  

Predominately arable cultivation. 

Tree cover:  

Discrete tree belts, coverts and occasional larger plantations, often associated with areas of 18th 
and 19th century parkland. 

Historic features:  

There are many small parklands in this landscape, often with associated large country houses. 

Enclosure pattern:  

Rectilinear fields with occasional earlier sinuous elements, giving rise to a regular, large-scale 
field pattern with well-trimmed hedgerows. 

Settlement pattern:  

Low density of settlement comprising primarily discrete small villages/hamlets and estate farms. 
Towns are absent and there has been little 20th century development. 
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Many buildings of brick and clay tile construction. 

Historic development:  

Mainly late enclosure of common fields and rough grazing land, particularly in northwest Norfolk, 
(Agricultural Revolution of the 18th century). Around Colchester & Ipswich, however, this 
landscape is characterised by earlier enclosures. 

Tranquillity:  

This is a tranquil rural landscape, which in places, can feel rather empty and remote. 

Views:  

Estate farms and parkland give rise to a visually well ordered landscape”. 

 
Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment LCT 11 Plateau Estate Farmlands 
The main part of the site lies within Landscape Character Type 11: Plateau Estate Farmlands, 
the Key Characteristics of which are described as: 

 
“A landscape of large regular fields with small woodlands on light loamy soils: 

● Flat landscape of light loams and sandy soils. 
● Large scale rectilinear field pattern. 
● Network of tree belts and coverts. 
● Large areas of enclosed former heathland. 
● 18th- 19th & 20th century landscape parks. 
● Clustered villages with a scattering of farmsteads around them. 
● Former airfields. 
● Vernacular architecture is often 19th century estate type of brick and tile. 

Geology, landform and soils 

The landform is a gently rolling or flat plateau formed from a mixture of glacial deposits. These 
chalky clay tills and sandy drift deposits have given rise to mainly free-draining loam and mineral 
soils. In the north-east of the county the loams have a variable covering of periglacial wind-blown 
material, with occasional patches of more clayey subsoils 

Landholding and enclosure pattern 

Traditionally the area around Bury St Edmunds was one of large, open, common fields and a 
moderate amount of common-field arable was still surviving here in the 18th and early 19th 
centuries, when it was enclosed through Parliamentary Acts. …The late enclosure has resulted in 
a rather open landscape with regularly shaped fields bounded by straight hedge lines. 

The enclosure of heathland and low-value farmland gave opportunities for the creation of some 
areas of parkland in the 18th and 19th centuries, as at Fornham, Great Barton and Rougham  

Today the agriculture is largely arable with grassland confined to parklands and occasional 
paddocks. Arable production is a mixture of combinable crops (with sugar beet around Bury St 
Edmunds) and a strong element of vegetable production and outdoor pigs in both the eastern 
and western parts of this landscape type.  

Trunk roads are a prominent feature of this landscape.  

Settlement 
There are also some substantial villages in all parts of this landscape type: Gazeley, Barrow, 
Risby, Great Barton, Thurston and Ixworth in the west; In addition to these, there are substantial 
numbers of dispersed farmsteads and small hamlets. 

Woodland cover 

http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/landscapes/Plateau-estate-farmlands.aspx
http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/landscapes/Plateau-estate-farmlands.aspx
http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/landscapes/Plateau-estate-farmlands.aspx
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Woodland cover is scattered, mostly in the form of rectangular plantations and coverts except in 
the areas around Barrow, Pakenham and Rougham where the cover is more extensive. Hedges 
are mixed although often dominated by unmanaged elm typical of these light soils, especially on 
the Felixstowe peninsula. 

Visual experience  

The landscape often feels open and even where coverts and hedges are present; the regular 
arrangement of these features can often enhance the feeling of distance rather than reduce it. 
Only in those areas associated with parklands and their surroundings is there a more enclosed 
feel such as at Nacton, Stutton or Pakenham. 

Condition 

In general the picture in the west is more mixed with considerable growth of villages simplifying 
the landscape locally. However, the overall pattern of large fields with hedges and woodland 
coverts remains apparent though some of the detail has been lost through 20th century 
agricultural improvements” 

Guidance Notes for LCT 11 Plateau Estate Farmlands (Suffolk County Council Oct 2010) sets 
out the management objective for this LCT which includes recommendations for settlement form 
and expansion:  

“In respect of visual impact the regular nature of this landscape means that it does have 
more potential capacity, to accept significant settlement expansion than the ancient 
countryside of the claylands. The Plateau Farmland with its simpler and more modern land 
cover pattern and extensive regular pattern of tree cover can be adapted to accept larger 
growth”. (Bidwells Emphasis) 

Unlike the Estate Sandlands “this landscape does have a history of settlement. Therefore 
there is some capacity, in terms of landscape character, for the tightly clustered 
settlements to expand. However, it is important to integrate the settlement edge into the 
surrounding rural and sparsely settled countryside to minimise the impact on the 
character of the wider countryside”. (Bidwells Emphasis) “Furthermore, given the extensive 
European ecological designations (SPA and SAC) adjacent to parts of this landscape, the 
opportunities for significant settlement expansion are further constrained. Parts of this landscape 
type are also included within the Suffolk Coast and Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  

Finally, if developments encroach on landscapes located on river valley sides or coastal slopes 
they will have a profound landscape impact on the character of these adjacent landscape types”.  

“The settlement pattern in the Plateau Farmlands has a strong tendency towards clustered 
villages surrounded by a scattering of individual farmsteads. Wherever possible this clear 
distinction should be maintained”. (Bidwells Emphasis) 

 
Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment LCT 16 Rolling Estate Sandlands 

Proposed development land to the west of the A134 (Phases 3B, 2C and 1D) partly lies within 
LCT 16 Rolling Estate Sandlands, between West Stow and Fornham St Martin. The key features 
are listed as: 

● “Rolling river terraces  
● Sandy and free draining soils with areas of heathland 
● Late enclosure with a pattern of tree belts and straight hedges 
● Landscape parklands 
● A focus of settlement in the Estate Sandlands landscape 
● 19th Century red brick buildings with black glazed pantiles in the east 
● Lark valley buildings are frequently of brick or flint with tiled or slate roofs 
● Tree belts and plantations throughout 
● Occasional and significant semi-natural woodlands and ribbons of wet woodland 
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● Complex and intimate landscape on valley sides 
Being elevated land beside water courses, these landscapes were utilised for settlement from 
an early date”. 

The guidelines include recommendations for ‘settlement form and expansion’, which state: 

“Valley side landscapes have historically been a focus for settlement. However, largescale 
expansion should be confined to the adjacent plateau. In this location the landscape and 
visual impact can be more easily mitigated with effective planting and design”. (Bidwells 
Emphasis) 

“Settlement extension in a valley side landscape is likely to have a significant visual impact and 
adversely affect the character of the landscape, including that of the adjoining valley floor. A 
comprehensive Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment is essential to identify the risks and 
the options for mitigation. These developments tend to create a highly visible new “roofscape” on 
the sides of valleys. The effect of this can be partially mitigated by planting within the 
development as well as on the perimeter and offsite. It is essential to ensure that there is 
sufficient space within the development for effective planting, and that any requirement for 
offsite planting is considered at the earliest stage. The proposals for mitigation planting must 
always be commensurate with the scale of the development and the capacity of the 
landscape to absorb the development without damage to the landscape character”. 
(Bidwells Emphasis) 

“It is important to maintain the existing pattern of settlement clusters on the valley sides and 
minimise visual intrusion on the very sensitive landscapes on the valley floor. 

New building here needs to be carefully located; it must be of appropriate scale and style 
as well as being integrated into the existing pattern of vegetation and settlement”. 
(Bidwells Emphasis) 

“There may also be specific styles related to a particular landed estate, which should be 
considered as a design option. Avoid, wherever possible, ribbon development on valley sides and 
slopes when this will cause settlement clusters to merge”. 

6.0 Site Features 
6.1 Landform 

The land within the study area is gently undulating, and generally falls from east to west.  

Great Barton to the east of the site is located on higher ground, around 60 to 70 m AOD, whereas 
the River Lark Valley to the west is around 25 m AOD.  

The landform is shown on Drawing 03, Appendix B, which identifies the key features: 

● The highest point within the site is the northeast corner, adjacent to Mill Road (69 m AOD);  

● The lowest point within the site is adjacent to the River Lark around (27 m AOD);   

● A ridge of higher ground extends along the southern edge of the main site (north of and 
parallel to the Fornham Road), it acts as a subtle visual barrier between land to the north and 
south; and 

● A localised valley through the central part of the main site, which is relatively secluded 
compared to the surrounding areas. 
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6.2 Vegetation Cover 
The landscape is characterised by large arable fields interspersed with regular shaped broadleaf 
plantations, including: Brick Kiln Planation, Three Corner Planation, Farm Covert, Halfmoon 
Covert Plum Pudding Covert, Partridge Covert, Conyers Planation, Springhall Covert, and Barton 
Belt. These play an important role in restricting/channelling views across the farmland and would 
assist with integration of existing and proposed development.  

The plantations appear well maintained (presumably for game cover) and to be of similar age, 
height and species diversity. They have well defined edges abutting the arable fields.  

There are no other areas of scrub, or ground cover vegetation, other than crops, within the site.  

Some fields are enclosed by long straight hawthorn hedgerows, although most boundaries are 
open, without any vegetation cover or delineation. 

Vegetation immediately adjacent to the River Lark Corridor, is generally more diverse in terms of 
species, distribution and the interface with the adjacent farmland is less well defined.    

According to the National Character Area Profile and the Suffolk Landscape Character 
Assessment the plantations and hedgerows are a defining characteristic of the landscape, which 
is being eroded by modern framing practices (Refer Section 6.5).  The published LCA objectives, 
include recommendations to increase vegetation cover across the landscape typology.     

6.3 Agricultural Land Classification 
According to the 1:250,000 scale Agricultural Land Classification Map Eastern Region (ALC008), 
the farmland within which the application site is located is Grade 3 ‘Good to Moderate’, although 
no sub-division of Grade 3 is provided (Refer Figure 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Flood Risk 
The ‘Flood Risk from Rivers’ map (Figure 7) indicates the majority of the proposed development 
lies within Flood Zone 1 i.e. less than a 1 in 1000 chance of flooding each year. The low-lying 
land to the west of the A134, adjacent the River Lark flows, lies within Flood Zone 3 (Dark Blue). 

Figure 6: Extract from 1:250,000 scale Agricultural Land Classification Map 

Site 
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This has a 1 in 100, or greater, chance of flooding each year. (NB the proposed development are 
lies outside the ‘high-risk’ area). 

Figure 7: Government Flood Risk Map (Rivers) 

 

The ‘Flood Risk from Surface Water’ (Figure 8) indicates the minor watercourse, which flows in a 
north westerly direction from Great Barton to Barton Bottom lies, via Carr Plantation is prone to 
flooding.  

Figure 8: Government Flood Risk Map (Surface Water) 
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6.5 Historic Context  
Figure 9: Extract from OS Six Inch Map, Published 1905 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Landscape Baseline Study’ (Bidwells, April 2017) provides analysis of the historic changes to the 
landscape since the 1850’s. 

The key changes to the landscape over the last century are summarised below:  

● Within the main part of the site, particularly the eastern end many of the field boundaries 
have been removed, creating a larger more open landscape than previously existed.  

● A number of the plantations to the north and west of Hall Farm have been removed, again 
increasing the openness of the landscape. 

● Necton Hall and former moated site at the eastern end of the site have been demolished. No 
evidence of the hall or the grounds remain today.    

● The village of Great Barton was constructed within the grounds of Barton Park many of the 
mature parkland trees have been retained within the modern-day village.  

● The windmill in the north eastern part of the site (Mill Field off Mill Road) no longer exists. 

● The Great Eastern Railway, Bury and Thetford Line, which cut through the site to the west of 
Hall Farm has been removed, and the dense woodland has become established along the 
rail corridor. 

● The A134 trunk road was constructed to the east of Fornham St Martin, separating the main 
part of Hall Farm from the land to the west. 

● The Isolation Hospital and Fornham Farm in the southwest part of the main site have been 
removed, and more recently a waste recycling/transfer station is being constructed off 
Fornham Road (south west of the Hall Farm entrance), and  

● Large scale Industrial development, including the British Sugar Plant has become established 
in the low-lying land to the north and east of Bury St Edmunds.  
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Overall, during the last century the landscape to the east south and west of the site has become 
more built-up and, whereas land within the Hall Farm site estate has general become more open 
with less vegetation cover and larger fields to facilitate mechanised arable production. Land to 
the north of the site (north of Barton Bottom) has remained largely unchanged.    

7.0 Visual Baseline 
7.1 Potential Receptors 

There are very few residential receptors within, or around the main site. The key views are from 
the local road network and footpaths/bridleways within the site boundary.  

There are potentially more residential receptors around the western parts of the site (west of the 
A134), although comparatively few are orientated towards the proposed development areas.          

There are no ‘protected views’ within, or across the site, although the setting of the heritage 
assets to the west, including the Listed Buildings, Conservation Area and Schedule Monuments 
are protected by planning policy.  In particular views from, and the setting of, Fornham St Martin 
Parish Church (Grade II* Listed) and Bleak House (Grade II Listed building) located on the 
Thetford Road immediately adjacent to the site are particularly sensitive to development.   

Generally views within and around the main part of the site are open and expansive. There are 
very few focal points, although the long straight bridleways (Livermere Drift, Clay Drift and Farm 
Drift) and main entrance to the Hall Farm (Bury Drift) tend to focus viewers’ attention along their 
length.   

Notable views, in terms of viewer numbers, are experienced by drivers using the A134. Whilst the 
majority of the site is screened by the cutting faces and dense vegetation alongside the highway, 
close proximity ‘at grade’ views from the highway are possible from:   

● the area to the west of the A134 north of Barton Hill; and  

● the north west corner of the main site close to the junction of Baton Bottom (B1106).    

These areas may be more suited to commercial, rather than residential development.  

The minor ‘at grade’ country roads adjoining the main site boundary, including Fornham Road to 
the south, Livermere Road to the west and the B1106 Barton Bottom to the north are mostly 
unenclosed (i.e. without hedges or fences), allowing open uninterrupted views into and across  
the site from road users.    

Views out from Thetford Road to the south of Fornham St Martin are mainly screened by dense 
vegetation and embankments, preventing views into the development areas at the western end of 
the site.    

The tall silos at the British Sugar Plant on the northern edge of Bury St Edmunds are prominent 
detracting features which are visible from the surrounding area, including the western and south 
western parts of the site.        
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7.2 Representative Viewpoints 
Fourteen viewpoints were selected to represent ‘typical views’ from potential receptor locations, 
at varying distances and orientations from the site. These are used to assess the potential visual 
effects, Section 9.0.  The viewpoint locations are shown on Drawing 06, Appendix B.  

The viewpoints used in the appraisal are:   

● Viewpoint 1:  Hall Farm from Livermere Drift   

● Viewpoint 2:  Bury Drift south of Hall Farm 

● Viewpoint 3:  Fornham Road by the Junction with Bury Drift (Site Entrance) 

● Viewpoint 4:  Fornham Road north of Phase 1C 

● Viewpoint 5:  Livermere Road, Great Barton 

● Viewpoint 6:  Mill Field, B1106 Mill Road 

● Viewpoint 7:  Clay Drift at the Junction with the B1106, Barton Bottom 

● Viewpoint 8:  B1106 Barton Bottom at the Junction with Bury Road 

● Viewpoint 9:  Rifle Range Car Park, off the B1106, Barton Bottom  

● Viewpoint 10:  Bridleway southwest of Fornham St Martin 

● Viewpoint 11:  Farm Drift Bridge over the A134  

● Viewpoint 12:  Bridleway west of the A134 overbridge 

● Viewpoint 13:  B1106 Thetford Road, south of Fornham St Martin 

● Viewpoint 14:  Lark Valley Path, Bury St Edmunds 

More detailed descriptions of the views are provided in the Viewpoint Appraisal, Appendix A.    

8.0 Landscape and Visual Sensitivity and Capacity   
The section assesses the sensitivity of the landscape within the site and its capacity to 
accommodate the development proposed. 

8.1 Landscape Sensitivity     
The appraisal of landscape sensitivity takes into account the baseline constraints including 
planning designations, published landscape character assessments and field observations 
undertaken in May 2018.   

Overall, the landscape, which is dominated by large scale arable production is reasonably 
attractive. It provides a rural backdrop to Great Barton, Fornham St Martin and the local road 
network, although it is not ‘out of the ordinary’ and is not considered to be of national or regional 
importance. The reasons for this are: 

● The site is not subject to statutory protection. I.e. it is not within a National Park or Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty. Neither is it subject to any local protection. It is not within the 
Special Landscape Area defined in the St Edmundbury Local Plan (The SLA is over 500 m 
away from the site at its closest point). 
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● There are no designated heritage assets within the site. I.e. there are no World Heritage 
Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, or Conservation Areas.   

● Neither the site nor the surrounding landscape is within Green Belt.    

● The site is neither a visitor nor tourist destination.   

● The landscape is not rare. The site does not contain any landmarks or notable landscape 
features which are not commonplace elsewhere in the wider region.  

● Loss of hedgerows and woodland in recent years has had adverse effect on diversity and has 
increased the openness and uniformity of the landscape.           

However, it is important to note the positive attributes, which are undoubtedly valued by the local 
population and have been be considered in the design proposals:   

● The site and the higher ground west of Great Barton creates a buffer between the low-lying 
urban areas around Bury St Edmunds and the more attractive rural areas to the north. 

● The landscape is well maintained and the undulating arable land interspersed with woodland, 
has a pleasant parkland type appearance.      

● The site provides an attractive rural backdrop to the local road network, bridleways and the 
adjacent River Lark Path. 

● The bridleways within the site provide some recreational benefit to the local population, who 
use them for dog walking and exercise.   

● The land within the site is mostly productive agricultural land, classed as ‘best and most 
versatile’. 

● Hall Farm already provides commercial space for local business and hosts community 
events, including vintage car gatherings. The large scale landscape has capacity to 
accommodate the existing offices and the commercial property currently under construction 
without effecting the surrounding areas or nearby receptors.  

Considering the landscape in more detail it is apparent that there is considerable variation in 
sensitivity across the site (although this does not increase its importance as a whole). Some parts 
of the site are more sensitive than others. Changes in landform, vegetation cover, land-use, 
openness, the presence of detracting features and the proximity to receptors affect the sensitivity 
and the capacity of the individual areas within the site to accommodate development. The wide 
variation in sensitivity and capacity is increased by the geographical extent of the site, which 
measures approximately 3.5 km by 1.8 km, and encompasses semi-urban areas in addition to 
open rural fields.  

Drawing 05 (Landscape Sensitivity) uses the following ‘traffic light system’ to map the relative 
sensitivity and capacity of the landscape to accommodate the mixed use development proposed, 
without causing significant harm to the character or quality of the baseline conditions:  

● Green indicates the least sensitive areas, which have the greatest capacity to accommodate 
the proposed development; 

● Amber indicates areas which are reasonably sensitive, although they have some capacity to 
accommodate development; and 

● Red indicates the most sensitive areas, which have the highest scenic quality and therefore 
the least capacity to accommodate development of type proposed.          

Variations in local landscape sensitivity are summarised below:  
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Generally the landscape to north and east of the study area is more rural and of higher scenic 
quality than the areas to the south and west, this is due in part to the lack of detracting features 
and relationship to the better preserved landscape north of Barton Bottom (B1106).   

The lack of woodland, open aspect and undulating topography along the B1106 (Barton Bottom) 
in northern part of the main site, reduces the capacity of the landscape to accommodate 
development between Brick Kiln Plantation and Great Barton.  

Land at the eastern end of the main site (towards Great Barton) forms an attractive open 
approach and setting to the village. Despite the expansive arable fields the area is reasonably 
well enclosed by woodland, creating the perception of an enclosed ‘parkland’ which, due to 
screening afforded by the Barton Belt, relates to Great Barton, rather than the land around Hall 
Farm. It is considered that this area is particularly sensitive to change and generally has very little 
capacity to accommodate development (the new houses on the southern edge of the site 
(Fornham Road) are replacement dwellings built on site of existing houses).   

The A134, combined with the large-scale industrial development on the northern edge of Bury St 
Edmunds, including the sugar beet plant (and to a lesser extent overhead powerlines) have an 
adverse effect on the character and quality of the landscape to the west and south of the site. In 
particular the ambient traffic noise from the A134 and the prominent sugar plant have an 
urbanising effect on the character and its tranquillity. These effects increase in proximity to the 
highway/urban areas. Development could be more readily accommodated in fields towards the 
A134 and the Thetford Road than the more tranquil and more rural areas to the north and east of 
the site. 

Land along the southern part of the main site, between the A134 and Partridge Covert, is 
reasonably attractive and it provides a pleasant open setting to the Fornham Road and the main 
site entrance (Bury Drift).  The south facing slope provides an attractive backdrop to Bury St 
Edmunds (Refer Visual sensitivity), although the construction of the waste recycling/waste 
transfer station south of Fornham Road locally reduces the sensitivity of the landscape in the 
immediate locality. 

The central part of the site around Hall Farm is reasonably attractive, although existing 
development around the farmstead including agricultural buildings and the commercial premises 
increases the capacity of the surrounding area to accommodate further development, especially 
where screened from the wider landscape.     

Other areas have also been identified as high sensitivity areas, with little capacity to 
accommodate development are: 

● The low-lying flood plain adjacent to the River Lark west of Thetford Road;  

● The grounds of Hall Farm which create an attractive setting to the primary building at the 
heart of the estate; and   

● A minor unnamed watercourse towards the central part of the main site which is subject to 
surface water flooding would prevent development immediately adjacent to it. 

8.2 Visual Sensitivity  
Drawing 05, Appendix B, maps the visual sensitivity of the site and surrounding areas. It identifies 
areas which would be potentially visible to nearby receptors, including local residents, road users 
and visitors within the study area. The visual sensitivity map is generated using dedicated 3D 
modelling software, which takes into account the landform, vegetative/ man-made barriers over 
4m high. The coloured coded ZTV plot shows:  
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● White areas are the least visible and have the greatest capacity to accommodate the 
proposed mixed use development. 

● Light Blue and Green areas are reasonably visible, although they have some capacity to 
accommodate development of type proposed. 

● Amber and Red areas are the most visible and can be viewed by the greatest number of 
receptors and therefore have the least capacity to accommodate development.          

Drawing 05, Appendix B, indicates: 

● Land along the B1106 (Barton Bottom/Mill Road) towards the northern edge of the main site 
is potentially visible from the surrounding areas and therefore is potentially sensitive to 
development. The most visible parts of the landscape are predicted to be at the northern end 
of Livermere Drift, around the Mill House and along Clay Drift, these coincide areas of higher 
ground.  

● Higher ground to the north of Fornham Road would be visible and therefore more sensitive to 
development.  The gentle south-facing slopes would be visible from Fornham Road and 
areas to the south. Development on the higher ground to the north of Fornham Road would 
‘be prominent on the skyline’ thus reducing its capacity of the higher land to accommodate 
development. 

● Development on lower-lying land towards the centre of the main site (northwest, north and 
northeast of Hall Farm) would, be less visible from the surrounding receptors than the higher 
ground and therefore would be potentially less sensitive to development.  

9.0 Appraisal of Landscape and Visual Effects  
The appraisal of landscape and visual effects has been informed by: 

● The findings of the landscape sensitivity appraisal (Section 8);    

● Field observations undertaken in May 2018; 

● The viewpoint appraisals (Appendix A); and     

● Zone of Theoretical Visibility Analysis (Drawings 06 to 13). 

9.1 Zone of Theoretical Visibility Mapping 
To identify areas from which the proposed development may be visible 3D computer generated 
models were produced for each phase of the development using ‘OS Terrain 5’ digital terrain 
data at 5 m resolution. The proposed development was based on the indicative masterplan 
shown in Figure 3 using uniform grid of ‘target points’, representing 10m high buildings across 
each development area (without proposed mitigation).  

It is important to note that the ZTV plots represent ‘worst case scenarios’; as they take into 
account screening afforded by landform and major visual barriers, such as woodland or large 
buildings. They do not take into account screening afforded by vegetation and structures less 
than 4 m high, which in reality, provide considerable additional eye-level screening.  

The Zone of Theoretical Visibility is shown on Drawings 06 to 013, Appendix B. 
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9.2 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1A  
Landscape Effects  

Hall farm is the geographical and historical centre of the estate and would be the focus of the 
proposed ‘sustainable village’. The presence of the existing agricultural and commercial buildings 
reduces the sensitivity of the landscape to further development in this location.         

The area is perceived as being comparatively secluded and remote, despite frequent movement 
and activity around the farmstead/‘business park’. 

The development would result in a loss of arable land and the potential ‘urbanisation’ of a quiet 
rural area, although the effects would be localised and lessened by the presence of the existing 
agricultural/commercial development associated with the Hall Farm, including the large buildings 
currently under construction (Refer Figure 10). 

It is considered that the large scale landscape does have the ability to accommodate the 
development proposed.   

  

Figure 10 Office Buildings at Fornham Business Court East of Hall Farm. 

 

 

Visual Effects  

The zone of theoretical visibility (ZTV) for Phase 1A is shown on Drawing 06. 

The eastern part of the Phase 1A area is located in a shallow valley. Development in this area 
would be screened from the south, east and northeast by higher ground. (The large industrial 
scale building currently being constructed in the south east corner of the Phase 1A is, despite its 
size, barely visible from the surrounding areas, - Refer Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 Indusrtrial Scale Developmnet off Fram Drift Currently Under Construction 

 

 

Land rises gradually towards Hall Farm and the adjacent estate offices, which would potentially 
increase the prominence of development in this local area, although there are comparatively few 
visual receptors in the locality and generally screening afforded by Farm Covert the plantations 
further afield would provide partial screening of the new development.  

The main visual receptors would be: 

● The users of the bridleways (Farm Drift, Livermere Drift and Clay Drift) which delineate the 
eastern southern and western boundaries of the Phase 1A;  

● Drivers approaching the estate from the south along Bury Drift; 

● Business premises east of Hall Farm (Fornham Business Court) and Isolated residential 
properties on Farm Drift; and  

● Road users on Barton Bottom to the north (where gaps in the plantations allow). 

Recommendations 

The area has capacity to accommodate the proposed development.          

Consideration should be given to the incorporation of sustainable drainage systems along the 
unnamed water course which runs through the Phase 1A area, and is prone to seasonal 
flooding. This could incorporate a series of ‘natural’ retaining ponds/red beds, to replace the 
‘artificial’ above ground reservoir which detracts from the ‘natural landscape’.  

To maintain its focus at the centre of the estate the open setting of Hall Farm no development 
should take place within its curtilage.   

Consideration should be given to maintaining an attractive approach to the development along 
Bury Drift, and creating a ‘sense of arrival’. 

The retention of the bridleways and enhancement of their setting should be considered in the 
detailed design in order to maintain a valued recreational resource and characteristic feature of 
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the Hall Farm estate. This would accord with objectives of the Councils Green Infrastructure 
proposals (Refer Section 4.0).    

Where possible existing woodland and hedgerows should be retained to maintain the historic 
land pattern.    

9.3  Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1B  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 1B is located at the eastern edge of the site adjacent to Livermere Road, Great Barton.  

The farmland towards Great Barton is effectively separated from the central part of the site by a 
mature woodland belt (Barton Belt) which defines the Great Barton parish boundary. 

The landscape comprises expansive arable fields, providing an attractive rural setting to the old 
part of village, which was built within former Barton Park, associated with Barton Hall (Refer 
Figure 9). More recently housing to the west of Livermere Road has extended the settlement 
boundary into agricultural land, locally reducing its sensitivity to further development, although 
apart from a single localised area immediately adjacent to existing dwellings (shown on Drawing 
05, Appendix B) development beyond the settlement boundary would have a notable adverse 
effect on the character and quality of the rural landscape adjacent to Great Barton.          

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 1B is shown on Drawing 07, Appendix B. 

The views across the site from Livermere Road and Fordham Roads are important to the 
approach to and setting of Great Barton. The lack of boundary vegetation alongside these roads 
allows uninterrupted views out across the farmland, creating an open rural setting to the western 
edge of village.    

The proposed development would potentially obstruct the open views across farmland, although 
the majority of the existing residential properties in Great Barton would be screened by mature 
garden vegetation.  

The proposed development would not be visible from the village centre, or the Listed Buildings, 
including the Grade II* Listed church.  

The main visual receptors would be: 

● The road users on Livermere Road and on Fornham Road; and 

● Road users at the Livermere Road/ Fornham Road junction. Particularly those approaching 
from the southeast (Refer Figure 12). 

Barton Belt (plantation) restricts views from the west and views from further afield would not be 
affected by development in this location.    
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Figure 12 Open views from the Fornham Road/ Livermere Road Junction, Great Barton 

 

 

Recommendations 

Overall, the area has very little capacity to accommodate development without adversely 
affecting the rural approach to Great Barton and obstructing views from Livermere Road. It is 
recommended that development in this area should be avoided, although there may be some 
potential to construct a small number of houses on land immediately adjacent to the ‘modern’ 
houses west of Livermere Road, where westerly views are already restricted by woodland close 
to the village. This area is more enclosed and its sensitivity is reduced by its proximity to existing 
houses (Refer to Drawing 05 Landscape Sensitivity, Appendix B).              

9.1  Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1C  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 1C comprises proposed commercial development, located on low-lying land to the south 
of Fornham Road.  

The landscape in this area is reasonably attractive with large arable fields and very little 
enclosure.  Occasional mature trees and the lack of roadside hedges/fences create the 
perception of a ‘remnant parkland avenue’ along Fornham Road (although no parkland is shown 
on the historic maps). However, a large waste transfer station/recycling centre is currently under 
construction at Hollow Road Farm, immediately west of the Phase 1C area. This significantly 
reduces the sensitivity of the landscape. Furthermore, large-scale industrial development, to the 
south including the British Sugar plant has an urbanising effect on the rural character of the area 
and increases the capacity of the site to further development. In particular land closest to the 
waste facility has the greatest capacity to accommodate further commercial development. Refer 
Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Commercial Development South of Fornham Road  

 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 1C is shown on Drawing 08, Appendix B. 

Phase 1C is located on a south facing slope affording long-distance panoramic views across the 
low-lying land to the south, towards Bury St Edmunds.   

The higher part of the site towards Fornham Road is more visible then the low-lying areas to the 
south, and therefore have less capacity to accommodate development. Similarly the areas closer 
to the waste facility have greater capacity to accommodate development than the northern and 
eastern parts of the site, which are further away and less rural.   

A recently constructed earth bund alongside Fornham Road (approximately 3m high), screens 
the site from road users, although the bund does not extend along the full length of the site 
(Refer Figure 14).  

Figure 14 Existing Bund Alongside Fornham Road Screening the adjacnt Commercial Development  
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The main visual receptors would be: 

● The road users on Fornham Road (where not protected by the roadside bund);  

● Road users leaving Hall Farm, heading south along Bury Drift (The higher ground may allow 
views of buildings over the top the bund); 

● Bridleway users to the south and southwest of the Phase 1C area; and  

● Visitors/working at the adjacent waste facility.   

Recommendations 

The Phase 1C area does have capacity to accommodate commercial development, of an 
appropriate height and scale, although development towards Farnham Road could be prominent 
and should be avoided to maintain the rural character of the road.  

It is recommend that the existing screen bund is extended along the top edge of the site to 
provide a more effective visual barrier between the road and the development. This could be 
augmented with woodland planting to provide further long-term screening and to create a 
substantial barrier between the rural areas to the north and the low-lying industrial areas to the 
south.         

9.1 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 1D 
Landscape Effects  

Phase 1D comprises residential development to the west of the B1106 Thetford Road, adjacent 
to the River Lark. 

The site encompasses the river flood plain, although the proposed development would be 
restricted to the higher ground in the eastern part of the site, towards Thetford Road.   

The Fornham St Martin Parish Church (Grade II* Listed Building) is an important landmark 
feature on higher ground north of the site (Refer Viewpoint 14, Appendix A). 

‘Modern’ redbrick houses to the northwest of the site and industrial development to the west of 
the River Lark, combined with overhead powerlines and ambient traffic noise have an urbanising 
effect of the Phase 1D site and its surroundings.  

The development would contribute to the urbanisation of the area, although the landscape 
effects would be localised, and largely confined to the site itself.  

Loss of the hedgerow alongside the Thetford Road to facilitate site access may open up views of 
the development from the highway. 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 1D is shown on Drawing 09, Appendix B. 

The site is visually enclosed by housing, vegetation and landform.  

The development would be screened from the Grade II* Listed Fornham St Martin Church by 
intervening vegetation, including a mature hedgerow around the adjacent recreation field. Views 
of the church tower from the River Lark Path would not be obstructed (subject to the 
recommendations below). 

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Recreational walkers following the Lark Valley Path, where gaps in the vegetation allow.  
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● The road users on Thetford Road, although these are currently screened by the mature 
roadside hedgerows; and  

● Grade II Listed ‘Bleak House’ located on the Thetford Road, immediately adjacent to the site 
(Refer Figure 15).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommendations   

It is recommended that no development takes place within the flood plain and the height of the 
proposed dwellings is restricted to a maximum of 1.5 stories. This will match the adjacent houses 
and maintain open views from the Lark Valley Path towards the Grade II* Listed Church, thus 
maintaining its prominence as an important landmark feature.  

Sympathetic development layout and design would be required in the vicinity of the Listed Bleak 
House to ensure the setting of the Grade II Listed Building is not compromised. Consideration 
should also be given to the site access proposals to ensure the Listed Building is not adversely 
affected. 

The development should include landscape proposals for the land within the flood plain to accord 
with the Councils Green Infrastructure objectives (Refer Figure 5).  

Subject to the implementation of these recommendations it is considered that the Phase 1D area 
does have capacity to accommodate residential development.             

9.2 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 2A  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 2A comprises residential development with open space/ parkland to the south and east of 
the central Phase1A area.  

Due to subtle variations in topography the sensitivity and capacity of the landscape varies 
considerably across the Phase 2A area (Refer Drawing 03: Topography). The northern part of 
the site, which is partially screened by landform has the greatest capacity to accommodate 
development, whilst the southern area towards Fornham Road has the least capacity. 

Figure 15 Northerly view along Thetford Road towards Bleak House and the Phase 1D Area   
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The proposed development would straddle a broad ridge of high ground partway between Farm 
Drift and Farnham Road, and would extend into the more sensitive areas to the south, which 
currently provides an attractive rural backdrop to Fornham Road. (Ref Figure 16)  

The proposed development, which extends southwards along the western side of Bury Drift, 
towards the main site entrance on Fornham Road, would adversely affect the rural character of 
the approach to Hall Farm.     

Figure 16 Northwesterly View from Fornham Road Looking Across a Ridge of Higher Ground Between 
Farm Drift and Fornham Road (Phase 2A) 

 

 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 2A is shown on Drawing 10 Appendix B. 

The south facing fields in the southern part of the Phase 2A area are visible from Fornham Road 
and some distant low-lying areas to the south. 

The ridge line, whilst it is not a major topographical feature in itself, it does form a visual barrier 
to the existing Hall Farm development and the Phase 1A area, when viewed from Fornham 
Road. Development on this ridge would be prominent and would have an urbanising effect on the 
views from Fornham Road and would be partially visible from Barton Bottom to the north, 
through gaps in the plantations. (The prominence of the development on this ridge would be 
dependent on the height, design and layout of the proposed dwellings and cannot be fully 
assessed at this preliminary outline stage).   

The northeast part of the Phase 2A area, between Springhill Covert and Barton Belt would be 
visible from Mill Road/Barton Bottom to the north, although the views would be limited to a 
comparatively short section of road, framed by mature woodland.  

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Road users on Fornham Road south of the site; 

● Bridleway users to the south of Fornham Road;   

● Road users on Barton Bottom/Mill Road north of the site; and 
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● Road users on Livermere Road east of the site, although these views would be partially 
screened by intervening woodland (Barton Belt).  

Recommendations  

The Phase 2A area has some capacity to accommodate development, although the southern 
boundary as currently shown extends too far south. As a consequence, it would have a notable 
adverse effect on the rural character and setting of Fornham Road.  

Further assessment at the detailed design stage, including the production of cross-sections 
would be required at to determine the precise landscape and visual effects and to establish an 
appropriate southern boundary for the Phase 2A development and to inform appropriate 
mitigation measures. 

9.3 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 2C  
Landscape Effects  

The Phase 2C area comprises residential development between the A134 and Thetford Road. 

Despite its proximity to Fornham St Martin the area feels fairly remote and inaccessible. There 
are a number of industrial detractors in the locality which, along with the background traffic noise 
reduce the sensitivity of the landscape and increases its capacity to accommodate the proposed 
housing. 

A key issue is likely to be the site access. There is currently a change in level and mature 
hedgerow between Thetford Road and the Phase 2C area. Construction of an access from the 
road, with adequate visibility splays would require re-grading of land and removal of the 
hedgerow.  This could open up views of the development from the road, and potentially could 
have an urbanising effect on the southern approach to Fornham St Martin (Refer Figure 17).   

The former railway line to the east of the site supports well established trees and scrub, which 
separates it from the Phase 3B area to the east. 

Figure 17 Mature Hedgerows and Embankments Alongside Thetford Road, South of Fornham St Martin   
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Visual Effects  

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 2C is shown on Drawing 11, Appendix B. 

Visually the Phase 2C area is reasonably well contained, although the British Sugar plant to the 
south is visible from the entire development area.   

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Residents living at Rathketair Lodge and properties on Barton Hill, south of the site; 

● Isolated residents on the edge of Fornham St Martin immediately north of the site, including 
The Old Rectory (Grade II Listed), which currently afforded residents southerly views across 
the development area; and 

● Bridleway users to the north (between Farm Drift and Fornham St Martin).   

Recommendations  

The Phase 2C area has capacity to accommodate development, although creating an 
‘acceptable’ access from Thetford Road may be a limiting factor.  

Further more detailed assessment of effects would be required at the detailed design stage to 
ensure the semi-rural approach to Fornham St Martin from the south along Thetford Road is not 
unduly compromised. 

Localised mitigation may be required to screen/soften views from the properties and bridleway to 
the north and from the properties on Barton Hill to the south, although overall, it is considered 
that sympathetically designed development would not significantly change the character of this 
area or the setting of Fornham St Martin.  

9.1 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 3A 
Landscape Effects  

Phase 3A comprises residential expansion, including public open space, playgrounds and 
allotments, to the north of the central core up to Barton Bottom (B1106). 

Potentially this area is the most sensitive part of the entire site with the least capacity to 
accommodate development. This is due largely to the rolling topography, large open fields, lack 
of existing development and detracting man-made features, combined with attractive panoramic 
long-distance views to the north, which collectively create a harmonious rural landscape with a 
sense of tranquillity (Refer Viewpoint 8, Appendix A). 

The proposed development, which would adjoin Barton Bottom, would introduce an 
uncharacteristic settlement form into a previously undeveloped landscape, potentially having an 
urbanising effect on the road and landscape to the north. In particular, extensive road frontage 
development is a relatively urban feature and not typical of the traditional settlement patterns 
found within the region, which tend to be more nucleated with ‘softer’ more irregular boundaries. 
Furthermore, the current layout is unsympathetic to the undulating landform, and to the defined 
characteristics of the ‘South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands LCA’, or the ‘Plateau Estate 
Farmlands LCT’. 

Part of the Phase 3A area is located in a shallow valley which is slightly less sensitive and may 
potentially have some capacity to accommodate development without detracting unduly from the 
rural character, or the setting of Barton Bottom (Refer Drawings 04 and 05, Appendix B).  
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Visual Effects  

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 3A is shown on Drawing 12, Appendix B. 

Potentially the Phase 3A area is the most visible part of the site, although there are comparatively 
few residential properties, or publicly accessible locations within the zone of theoretical visibility 
from which the proposed development would be visible. 

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Road users on the B1106 Barton Bottom and the minor unnamed country lanes to the north; 

● The hamlet of Timworth 1km north; and   

● A single public footpath to the northwest of the site. 

Recommendations  

Consideration should be given to reducing the extent of the proposed development in this area 
and maintaining an open aspect to the B1106 Barton Bottom.  This could be achieved by 
restricting the development to the low-lying central part of Phase 3A area (Refer Drawing 03: 
Topography), which may be partially screened by the higher land and could be more successfully 
integrated into the landscape than the current layout (Refer Drawing 04 Landscape Sensitivity).    

9.2 Appraisal of development proposals Phase 3B  
Landscape Effects  

Phase 3B development comprises residential properties to the west of the A134 and north of 
Barton Hill. Potentially this is the least sensitive part of the site, due to its proximity to major 
highways (A134 and A143) and the industrial development approximately 500 m due south.  

An overhead powerline across part of the site further reduces the sensitivity of this area to 
development. 

Visual Effects 

The zone of theoretical visibility for Phase 3B is shown on Drawing 13, Appendix B). 

The Phase 3B area is reasonably well screened from the nearby houses, although close 
proximity views from the adjacent public highways are possible.  

The British Sugar plant to the south is particularly prominent to the south of the site, beyond the 
A143 (Refer Viewpoint 12, Appendix A). 

The main visual receptors would be: 

● Road users on Barton Hill, which currently have unrestricted views into the site from a short 
section of road; 

● Drivers on the A134, who would have close proximity views into the site from the highway;   

● Residents of the bungalows on Oak Grange (off Barton Hill); and   

● Users of the bridleway between Farm Drift and Fornham St Martin.  

It is predicted that views from The Old Rectory (Grade II Listed), on the edge of Fornham St 
Martin would be screened by the proposed development in the adjacent field (Phase 2C). Views 
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from Thetford Road would not be possible due to screening afforded by the embankment and 
vegetation along the roadside.  

The open views across the site currently experienced by drivers on Barton Hill (between Oak Hill 
and the A134) would be lost.  

Recommendations  

The site has capacity to accommodate the development proposed. Consideration should be 
given to the treatment of the Barton Hill ‘street frontage’. It may be preferable to establish a 
dense woodland buffer along the front of the site to continue the ‘leafy’ appearance of Barton Hill 
up to the A134.  

A more substantial woodland buffer/acoustic bund alongside the A134 would improve the 
amenity value to the proposed properties within the site and would help screen views from the 
A134.    

10.0 Compliance with Landscape Policy /Guidance  
By adopting a landscape lead approach to the development, the potential adverse effects on the 
landscape and views from the surrounding areas would be minimised and accords with the 
requirements set out in Policy DM3: Masterplans. 

Careful consideration has been given to the character and context of the landscape within which 
the site is located. The proposals for a distinctive ‘self-contained village’ replicate the traditional 
settlement patterns in the ‘Plateau Estate Farmlands’ and have been dictated by topography, 
land cover and the need to preserve the setting of existing settlements, including Great Barton 
and Fornham St Martin.  

The new village would avoid coalescence of existing settlements, or expansion of the existing 
‘urban areas’ and has been located in the least sensitive parts of the landscape, which it is 
considered to have the greatest capacity to accommodate development without adversely 
affecting the local character, quality and amenity value of the existing landscape.  

In this respect the proposals comply with the objectives of: 

● Policy DM2: Creating Places - Development Principles and Local Distinctiveness; 

● Policy DM5: Development in the Countryside; and 

● Policy DM13: Landscape Features. 

In terms of Policy BV26: ‘Green Infrastructure In Bury St Edmunds’, the development provides 
the opportunity to incorporate the proposed ‘Green Infrastructure’ proposals as set out in ‘Bury St 
Edmunds Vision 2031’ including the proposals to establish green corridors along Livermere Drift, 
Farm Drift and Bury Drift, along with semi-natural green space to the north east of Hall Farm and 
along the River Lark flood plain.   

The creation of green corridors along the bridleways and the River Lark Path would also be 
compliant with Policy DM44: Rights of Way, which promotes the enhancement of public 
footpaths. 
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11.0 Summary 
The findings of this landscape and visual appraisal are summarised below. 

The key objectives of the appraisal are to:  

● assess the landscape and visual sensitivity of the site as a whole to identify areas with 
capacity to accommodate development;  

● assess the potential landscape and visual effects of the preliminary development proposals, 
on a phase-by-phase basis; and 

● make recommendations to inform potential refinement of the preliminary site layout.                   

Landscape and visual sensitivity   

The large-scale arable landscape, within which the site is located, is not subject to any statutory 
or non-statutory protection. Neither is it within Green Belt, or the Special Landscape Area defined 
in the St Edmundsbury Local Plan.  

There are no designated heritage assets within the site and it is neither a visitor nor tourist 
destination.   

The landscape is well maintained and is considered to be reasonably attractive, although it is not 
‘rare’ or ‘out of the ordinary’. 

The land within the site and study area is mostly high grade productive agricultural land, 
generally categorised as ‘best and most versatile’. 

The Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment considers the landscape in which the main part of 
the site is located (east of the A134) has “more potential capacity to accept significant settlement 
expansion than the adjacent landscape character areas” and “The landscape has a history of 
settlement and therefore it has some capacity for the tightly clustered settlements to expand. 

Overall, there are comparatively few visual receptors within or adjacent to the main site.  

Generally, the landscape to north and east of the main site is more rural and of higher scenic 
quality than the areas to the south and west, this is due in part to the lack of detracting features 
and to the better preserved landscape north of Barton Bottom (B1106).   

The capacity of the land to the west of the A134 and to the south of Fornham Road to 
accommodate development is increased by its proximity to detracting features, including main 
highways and industrial development, which reduces the sensitivity of the landscape.   

Potential landscape and visual effects of the proposed development  

The proposed development areas/phases have been considered individually against the findings 
of the appraisal, in particular the landscape and visual sensitivity plans (Drawings 04 and 05). 

The predicted effects of the development proposals in relation to the landscape and visual 
sensitivity are summarised in Table 4.    
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Table 3 Predictcted Landscape and Visual Effects for Each Development Phase  

DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE  

LANDSCAPE & VISUAL EFFECTS  
 

Phase 1A  The proposals could be accommodated in the Phase 1A area, without 
major changes to the character of the landscape or to views.  
 

Phase 1B   The proposals would adversely affect the rural approach to Great Barton, 
although a small number of houses could be accommodated at the 
northern end of the Phase 1B area without affecting the rural views from 
Livermere Lane.  

Phase 1C   Commercial development in Phase 1C could be accommodated, 
especially in the lower part of the site, providing a substantial green buffer 
is created along the northern edge of the site to protect the setting of 
Fornham Road.  

Phase 1D  Sensitively designed housing, which respects the setting of the Listed 
Buildings (Fornham St Martin Church and Bleak House) and the views 
from the River Lark path could be accommodated in the Phase 1D area 
without significant change to the character of the area. 

Phase 2A  Development as proposed would be visible on the skyline from Fornham 
Road. Some development could be accommodated in the northern part of 
the Phase 2A area, avoiding the higher ground towards the southern 
boundary and the main access road (Bury Drift).  

Phase 2C  The landscape could accommodate development within the Phase 2C 
area without undue harm to the existing character. Although a new access 
onto Thetford Road could adversely affect the approach to Fornham St 
Martin.  

Phase 3A  Development as currently proposed in the Phase 3 area would have a 
detrimental effect on the landscape character and the setting of the B1106.  
The amount of housing should be reduced, and where possible restricted 
to the low-lying area between Clay Drift and Livermere Drift.  

Phase 3B  Development could be accommodated, without undue harm to the 
landscape character, although a ‘green buffer’ between the development 
and the adjacent A134 would protect residential amenity.   

 

Recommendations to Inform the Proposed Site Layout  

Based on the findings of the landscape and visual appraisal, the key recommendations to assist 
with the refinement of the proposals for a new self-contained settlement are summarised as 
follows:   

● The proposed settlement pattern should reflect a traditional clustered/nucleated villages 
typically found across the ‘South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands NCA’ and the ‘Plateau 
Estate Farmlands, LCT 11’. 

● To create a settlement with its own identity it should be physically separated from adjacent 
settlements. Extension to the existing urban edge, and linear expansion along the highway 
corridors should be avoided. In particular development alongside of the busy A134 would not 
be conducive to the creation of a ‘traditional nucleated village’ and should be avoided.   

● Where possible development should be concentrated in the ‘low sensitivity’ areas identified in 
Drawings 04 and 05. Development in the ‘high sensitivity’ areas would require more detailed 
design and assessment to minimise potential landscape and visual effects (e.g. Building 
densities and heights may need to be reduced in these areas).   
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● Sufficient land around the settlement should be retained to provide adequate separation 
between villages, prevent coalescence and to maintain viable agricultural production around 
the periphery.   

● The development should respond to the objectives of the ‘Suffolk Landscape Character 
Assessment’, which states: “It is important to integrate the settlement edge into the 
surrounding rural and sparsely settled countryside to minimise the impact on the character of 
the wider countryside”. This could be achieved by creating an irregular boundary and 
substantial vegetative barrier.      

● The development should incorporate the green infrastructure proposals set out in ‘Bury St 
Edmunds Vision 2031’. 

● Where possible existing woodlands, plantations, and hedgerows should be retained and 
incorporated into the site layout.    

● The development on the northern edge of the main site, alongside the B1106, Barton Bottom 
should ideally be restricted to the lower-lying areas away from the road. 

● Development adjacent to Livermere Road at the eastern end of the site should seek to 
maintain open views across the farmland from the approach to Great Barton.  

● The development should avoid the ridge of higher ground north of the Fornham Road and 
around the main site entrance. 

● The ‘leafy approach’ to Fornham St Martin along Thetford Road should be maintained by 
avoiding ‘urban highway junctions’ to access adjacent development areas. 

● Consideration should be given to maintaining the setting of Fornham St Martin Church and 
Bleak House (Listed Buildings) on Thetford Road and retaining open views of the Church 
views from the River Lark Path.  

12.0 Conclusion  
The landscape in which the site is located has a long history of settlement. It is fairly attractive, 
although it is not protected, or ‘out of the ordinary’.  The findings of this appraisal indicate that 
subject to the recommendations listed above the site has capacity to accommodate a 
sympathetically designed development which would comply with planning policy relating to 
development in the countryside, especially if the proposals incorporated the Council’s Green 
Infrastructure proposals.  

Overall, the main adverse effect is likely be loss of high grade agricultural land classed as ‘best 
and most versatile’. Although in relation to the abundant high grade land across the region the 
reduction would be comparatively small.  
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VIEWPOINT APPRAISAL 

 

 

VIEWPOINT 1:  HALL FARM FROM LIVERMERE DRIFT  

VIEWPOINT 2:  BURY DRIFT SOUTH OF HALL FARM 

VIEWPOINT 3:  FORNHAM ROAD BY THE JUNCTION WITH BURY DRIFT (SITE ENTRANCE) 

VIEWPOINT 4:  FORNHAM ROAD NORTH OF PHASE 1C 

VIEWPOINT 5:  LIVERMERE ROAD, GREAT BARTON 

VIEWPOINT 6:  MILL FIELD, B1106 MILL ROAD 

VIEWPOINT 7:  CLAY DRIFT AT THE JUNCTION WITH THE B1106 BARTON BOTTOM 

VIEWPOINT 8:  B1106 BARTON BOTTOM AT THE JUNCTION WITH BURY ROAD 

VIEWPOINT 9:  RIFLE RANGE CAR PARK, OFF THE B1106, BARTON BOTTOM  

VIEWPOINT 10: BRIDLEWAY SOUTHWEST OF FORNHAM ST MARTIN 

 VIEWPOINT 11: FARM DFIFT BRIDGE OVER THE A134  

VIEWPOINT 12: BRIDLEWAY WEST OF THE A134 OVERBRIDGE 

VIEWPOINT 13: B1106 THETFORD ROAD, SOUTH OF FORNHAM ST MARTIN 

VIEWPOINT 14: LARK VALLEY PATH, BURY ST EDMUNDS 
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DRAWIING 01:  PLANNING CONTEXT 

DRAWING 02:  LANDSCAPE CHARACTER  

DRAWING 03:  TOPOGRAPHY 

DRAWING 04:  LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY 

DRAWING 05:  VISUAL SENSITIVITY 

DRAWING 06:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 1A 

DRAWING 07:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 1B 

DRAWING 08:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 1C 

DRAWING 09:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 1D 

DRAWING 10:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 2A 

DRAWING 11:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 2C 

DRAWING 12:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 3A 

DRAWING 13:  ZONE OF THERORETICIAL VISIBILITY PHASE 3B 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 SCOPE OF THIS REPORT 
 
1.1.1 Description of the proposed development 
This report, commissioned by Bidwells, reviews the known and potential archaeology within an area of 
land at Hall Farm, Fornham, Bury St Edmunds that is being promoted to the emerging West Suffolk Local 
Plan as a potential new settlement. The landholding comprises circa 440ha and is a predominantly arable 
agricultural holding.   

The Site is centred on NGR TL 86897 67465 (Figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1.2 Scope of archaeology and this assessment 
Archaeology is represented by a wide range of features that result from past human use of the landscape.  
These include above ground and buried archaeological monuments and remains of all periods, artefacts of 
anthropological origin and evidence that can help reconstruct past human environments.   
 
This review considers potential effects upon archaeology based upon research included in a comprehensive 
desk-based assessment prepared by Oxford Archaeology in 20181. The aim of this review is to identify key 
constraints and opportunities in the context of legislation and planning policy relevant to archaeology. 
 
Built heritage assets will be considered by Bidwells. 

 
 
1 Bray, D. 2018. Land at Hall Farm, Fornham, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. Archaeological Desk-Based 
Assessment. Oxford Archaeology 

Figure 1 Location of the Site 
© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Licence number 100043831 
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1.2 LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GUIDANCE 
 
1.2.1 Statutory Legislation 

Table 1 summarises the statutory legislation relevant to archaeology. 

Table 1 Statutory protection for archaeological sites 

Legislation Key Issues 

Burial Act (1857) Under Section 25 of the 1857 Act, it is a criminal offence to remove human 
remains from any place of burial without a licence from the Ministry of Justice. 

Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological Areas Act (1979) 

It is a criminal offence to carry out any works on or near to a Scheduled 
Ancient Monument without a Scheduled Monument Consent. 
 

Protection of Military Remains Act 
(1986) 

The Act outlines the criteria for designating a military crash site. Certain 
activities are prohibited at protected sites, without the authority of the Secretary 
of State. 

Treasure Act (1996) The 1996 Act defines ‘Treasure’ as any object that is at least 10% gold or 
silver, associated coins or groups of coins which are over 300 years old, 
objects formerly classed as ‘treasure trove’ (i.e. deliberately deposited items 
with a high content of gold or silver) and any objects found in association with 
the above.  Any find of ‘Treasure’ must be reported to the local Coroner. 

Hedgerow Regulations (1997) It is against the law to remove most countryside hedgerows without 
permission. A local authority can prohibit the removal of an ‘important’ 
hedgerow. The 1997 Regulations define the criteria for determining whether a 
hedgerow is important, and these include historical and archaeological criteria. 

 
1.2.2 Non-Statutory Protection 
Table 2 summarises the relevant non-statutory protection relating to archaeology and the historic 
environment. 
 
 
Table 2 Non-statutory protection for archaeological sites 
 
Policy Key Issues 

The National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) 

Sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are 
expected to be applied. The Framework includes a section detailing 
requirements to conserve and enhance the historic environment. 

Register of Parks and Gardens of 
Special Historic Interest in England 

The Register is maintained by Historic England and identifies important 
historic parks and gardens, which should be considered by the local 
planning authority in planning decisions or consultations. 

Register of Historic Battlefields Historic England's Register identifies 46 important English battlefields and 
allows their protection through the planning system. 

 
 

1.2.3 Local Planning Policy 

West Suffolk planning policy currently adopts those policies that existed in the two constituent parts of the 
new council area (Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury).  
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Policy CS2 Sustainable Development states that a high quality, sustainable environment will be achieved 
by design and incorporating measures appropriate to the nature and scale of development. This will be 
achieved through a number of measures to protect and enhance natural resources and through sustainable 
design of the built environment. In regard to archaeology the policy states this will be achieved through 
conserving or enhancing the historic environment including archaeological resources. 
 
The joint development management policies document (JDMPD) is a Local Plan document for West 
Suffolk. It was adopted by the former St Edmundsbury Borough Council on 24 February 2015. The key 
policy relating to archaeology is reproduced below. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1.3 AUTHORSHIP 
This Review has been written by Andrew Josephs of Andrew Josephs Associates (AJA), a consultancy 
specialising in archaeology and cultural heritage founded in 2002.  
 
Andrew is Managing Director of AJA. He has extensive experience of all periods and facets of cultural 
heritage, including the authorship of over 800 Archaeological and Heritage Assessments. He was 
previously Principal Consultant (Director of Heritage and Archaeology) at AMEC (now Wood) and 
Wardell Armstrong, where he started in 1992, becoming of the UK’s first consultants in the post-PPG16 
era of developer-funded archaeology.  Prior to 1992, he worked as a field-based archaeologist and 
researcher for universities and units in the UK, Europe and the USA. He graduated with a BA (Honours) in 
Archaeology and Environmental Studies in 1985. 
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2. Recorded Archaeology and Potential 

2.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Oxford Archaeology’s desk-based assessment (op.cit.) identified the known archaeology and potential for 
further archaeology based upon the Suffolk Historic Environment Record (SHER), the National Heritage 
List (NHLE), historic maps, LiDAR, aerial photographs and published and unpublished sources. They also 
carried out a site walkover. 
 

2.2 DESIGNATED ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSETS 
No designated archaeological assets lie within the Site. The nearest scheduled monument to the Site is the 
remains of Babwell Friary, a Franciscan Friary founded 1263 that lies 125m south west of the western 
parcel. The Friary and its setting are dominated by an extensive car dealership, a hotel and housing that 
enclose its remains (Figure 2). There would be no effects upon its setting from the proposed development. 
 
There are no other scheduled monuments, registered parks and gardens or battlefields with 1km of the Site 
boundary. 

Figure 2   Babwell Friary Scheduled Monument set amongst built  
    development and a car dealership © Google Earth base photo 
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2.3 KNOWN ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN THE SITE 
The following archaeology is recorded within the Site and their locations shown on Figure 3. 
 

 several crop mark features including a double ditched trackway, an oval enclosure and ring ditches 
probably indicative of ploughed out Bronze Age burials  

 a metal detector find of an early Saxon brooch  
 an area of ancient woodland known as Oaks Wood, originally contained within an earthwork bank 

that now has been levelled  
 Necton Hall which overlay an earlier structure contained within a moat now infilled  
 a second undated and infilled moat identified as a square crop mark  
 a post medieval brick kiln, suggested by the place name Brick Kiln Plantation and clay pits 

depicted on the Ordnance Survey mapping 
 a dismantled railway. 

 
 

Figure 3 Recorded Archaeology within the Site 
© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Licence number 100043831 
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2.4 ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN THE SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE  
In order to assess the potential for unrecorded archaeology within the Site, Oxford Archaeology reviewed 
evidence for a study area up to 1km from the Site boundary. The findings are summarised below by period.  
 
2.4.1 Prehistoric 
Although a large number of Palaeolithic finds have been made in Suffolk none is known from within the 
study area. Just beyond the study area lies the course of the Fornham Cursus, a Neolithic monument, 
generally interpreted as a ceremonial route. At its south eastern end there are a number of crop marks 
including four ring ditches. Thirteen records within the study area relate to prehistoric material dominated 
by stray finds of flint. During fieldwalking prior to the construction of the Fornham by-pass nineteen 
worked prehistoric flints were recovered and a bronze axe was also found to the west of Fornham. Later 
prehistoric archaeology and finds are known from Fornham and Great Barton Hall. 
 
 
2.4.2 Roman 
On the southern boundary of the Site, to the east of Hollow Road Farm, a low status rural site was 
identified from a scatter of ditches and pits associated with pottery, tile and a large amount of animal 
remains. This site is likely to have extended further north-east, possibly into the Site. A further extensive 
area of Iron Age and Roman occupation was identified on the edge of the study area, to the south east of 
the Site and south of the A143. This included pits, ditches, an extractive pit, a rectilinear enclosure, animal 
burial, and an extended inhumation.  
 
Stray items include pottery and coins (four of which were recovered by metal detection during the 
construction of the Fornham by-pass), a gold finger ring near the River Lark and a disc brooch to the south 
of the Site. 
 
2.4.3 Saxon  
Post-Roman activity includes two skeletons, previously thought to be Roman, 750m to the southwest of the 
Site, accompanied by bronze toilet implements, a bracelet and silver ring. In the same area part of an 
inhumation cemetery and artefact scatter were recovered. The artefacts included a bone strap end (whistle) 
and a shield boss, iron spearhead and two bronze buckles.  
 
The village of Fornham St Martin has its origins in the Saxon period reflected by the recovery of artefacts 
and identification of features and artefacts around the Tollgate Public House ranging from early Saxon 
times onwards. These included a mount from a hanging bowl, two brooches and a ‘mass of fused coins of 
Aethelred’ from the garden of Barton Hall. 
 
2.4.4 Medieval  
The medieval period is represented by a total of seventeen records including Babwell Friary noted above.  
Archaeological explorations in advance of development adjacent to and within the scheduled area have 
found evidence for water management systems, burials and the precinct walls. A small area of ridge and 
furrow cultivation survives nearby. Several records relate to scattered finds recovered along the line of the 
Fornham by-pass. 
 
2.4.5 Post-medieval 
Dominated by agriculture and small-scale clay working, with a number of isolated farms in the landscape 
such as Hall Farm and Hollow Road Farm. Running roughly north to south across the Site was the course 
of the Great Eastern Railway line between Thetford and Bury St Edmunds which opened in 1876 and 
closed to traffic as part of the Beeching cuts. The area also preserves a number of more recent features 
including a series of World War II pill boxes along the River Lark, one of the East Anglian strategic ‘stop 
lines’. 
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2.5. POTENTIAL FOR ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN THE SITE 
This review has assessed the potential for previously unrecorded archaeology within the Site. Given the 
area involved (circa 440 ha) and the long history of human occupation in the Lark valley, it is probable that 
evidence from any period could be present.  
 

 Palaeolithic material may be present within the sands and gravels associated with the former 
courses of the River Lark, but would likely be at a depth unaffected by built development  

 Neolithic archaeology is present in the wider landscape but potential within the Site is considered 
to be low  

 A high potential for Bronze Age archaeology, based upon undated cropmarks (but probably from 
this period) and stray finds  

 Lower potential for Iron Age archaeology, although a settlement that continued into the Roman 
period may extend into the south of the Site 

 High potential for the presence of Roman archaeology, particularly in the south of the Site. 
Probably related to rural settlement and agricultural activity, rather than high-status  

 Both Fornham St Martin and Great Barton are of early-medieval date. Associated archaeology may 
extend into the Site. Within the Site are at least two moated sites that could retain waterlogged 
deposits that can inform about the contemporary environment and economy. 
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3. Impacts and Mitigation 

3.1 IMPACTS  
Development can result in the loss of the archaeological resource wherever ground disturbance for 
construction takes place, and the potential loss or damage in other areas associated with infrastructure, 
services and landscaping.  
 
However, regular ploughing will have truncated archaeology where soils are not deep and the prevalence 
of cropmarks without associated earthworks, and surface finds, suggests that sub-surface archaeology is 
being actively damaged by agriculture.  
 

3.2 FUTURE ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK 
The aim of this Archaeological Review is to provide sufficient information to inform the emerging West 
Suffolk Local Plan and also determine whether further investigation is likely to be required in the event of 
any planning application. 
 
Further archaeological field evaluation, potentially comprising both non-intrusive survey such as 
geophysical survey, metal detecting and field-walking, and intrusive evaluation through trial trenching, is 
likely to be required to inform any specific development proposals. However, based on current evidence 
(and in particular due to truncation by ploughing) it is considered unlikely that archaeological remains 
would be of sufficient significance to warrant their preservation in situ and therefore constrain the 
allocation and development of all of the Site. 
 
Even if nationally important archaeological sites are identified by field evaluation, the scale of the 
development would allow them to preserved in situ within the layout, for example by design or under areas 
of public open space. This would also take them out of arable cultivation ensuring their long-term 
preservation. 
 
In the event of the allocation of the Site, the loss of archaeological remains that cannot be preserved in situ 
could appropriately be mitigated by a programme of archaeological excavation, recording and publication. 
Such works would be secured through a planning condition placed on any planning permission. 
 
Discussions should be held with the County Archaeological Officer regarding the scope and timing of 
field-based evaluation should a planning application come forward. 
 
3.3 INDIRECT IMPACTS 
The nearest scheduled monument to the Site is the remains of Babwell Friary, 125m south west of the 
western parcel. Its setting is dominated by development and no additional effects upon its setting would 
occur as a result of this proposal.   
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4. Conclusion 

 
Overall, the Site is considered to have a moderate-high archaeological potential, although due to ploughing 
the significance of the archaeology is unlikely to be of national importance. Archaeology is likely to be 
within defined areas, rather than widespread, and could readily be accommodated within the layout of the 
proposed scheme if its significance required this. 

On the basis of currently available information there are no constraints to the allocation of this site for 
development and should it come forward it would, on current knowledge, satisfy both local and national 
planning policy. 

 

. 
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Job Name: Hall Farm, Bury St Edmunds 

Job No: 43948 

Date: 18 December 2020 

Prepared By: Naomi Shepherd 

Subject: Local Plan Representation: Ecology Review 

1. Introduction 

 Stantec are commissioned by Peterhouse, Cambridge to provide ecological services and 
Representations to the West Suffolk Local Plan, for the Hall Farm Site in Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk. 

 Hall Farm Bury St Edmunds comprises circa 425 hectares of predominantly arable land, 
interspersed with small areas of woodland and ponds, located to the north east of Bury St 
Edmunds. 

 The site is being put forward within West Suffolk Council’s Call for Sites process as part of the 
formulation of the next Local Plan1, as sustainable mixed-use development accommodating up to 
3,500 dwellings, employment, education and community uses, as concept as outlined in the Hall 
Farm Master Plan Vision Document (Bidwells, December 2020). 

 The purpose of this Technical Note is to:  

 summarise a previously undertaken desk study and field survey  carried out by Applied Ecology 
as reported in Land north of Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (July 
2018) (Section 2); 

 update the desk study using the following resources: MAGIC website, Natural England and JNCC 
websites, review of Local Plan portal, review of OS mapping and aerial photography (Section 2); 

 based on the known ecological baseline (from the PEA and updated desk study) and development 
concept as outlined in the Hall Farm Master Plan Vision Document (Bidwells, December 2020), 
summarise ecological constraints and opportunities associated with the site and mitigation 
measures are likely to be required to meet with National and current Local Plan policy (Section 3); 
and 

 summarise the likely scope of further surveys and consultation which should be undertaken to 
support the allocation and inform subsequent detailed design and any future planning application 
(Section 4). 

2. Background and Baseline Ecological Information 

Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (2018) 

 A PEA was prepared by Applied Ecology (July 2018) which documents the findings of a desk study 
and Extended Phase 1 habitat survey and provides an initial assessment of the key ecology and 
nature conservation considerations (constraints, opportunities and further survey requirements) in 
relation to potential future development within the Site. 

 
1Prior to 1 April 2019 this site fell within Forest Heath District Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council, but is now a single 
district council called West Suffolk Council.  A Local Plan review for the new West Suffolk Local Plan is underway. 
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 The key findings were as follows: 

 Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA), including the composite parts Breckland Forest Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) which is located 5 km to the northwest and Breckland Farmland 
SSSI which is located 6.5 km to the west, is an extensive area of designated land collectively 
referred to as ‘Breckland’ which is a mosaic of arable land, coniferous plantation, grassland and 
heathland. These areas support internationally important populations of breeding stone curlew, 
nightjar and woodlark, together with a range of rare plants and invertebrates. No records of stone 
curlew were provided by SBIC or the RSPB for land within the respective search areas. 

 The closest statutory wildlife site is The Glen Chalk Caves, Bury St Edmunds SSSI which is 
located 1.5 km to the south of the Site and consists of chalk caves that are important for 
hibernating bats.  

 Horringer Chalk Caves SSSI, which is also a chalk cave system important for hibernating bats, is 
located around 4 km to the southwest of the Site on the far side of Bury St Edmunds. 

 Pakenham Meadows SSSI is located around 5 km to the east and forms an area of species rich 
unimproved damp meadow.  

 Lackford Lakes SSSI adjoins the southern edge of Breckland Forest SSSI and is located 5.5 km to 
the northwest of the Site. It is particularly important for breeding and overwintering birds and 
dragonflies. 

 The Site is within or partially within a number of SSSI Impact Risk Zones (IRZ)2, identified in 2018 
being in respect to residential developments of 100 or more houses and presumably relating to 
potential effects on a Breckland SSSI/SPA and for industrial / agricultural  developments in 
relation to air pollution, combustion or waste composting discharges. 

 A single non-statutory wildlife site known as Farm Covert / Oaks Wood County Wildlife Site (CWS 
number St Edmundsbury 41) is located within the Site. The CWS comprises three small but 
distinct ancient woodland blocks, namely Farm Convert, Ash Tree Clump and Ash Tree Belt. 

 Field survey recorded the site to be dominated by intensive arable land. The main habitats of 
ecological interests are the designated woodland areas, non-ancient woodlands, hedgerow 
boundaries / mature boundary trees, occasional wet ditches and ponds.  

 Species records from Suffolk Biodiversity Information Service from within the site include a 
number of bird species listed are likely to breed and/or regularly forage on-Site e.g. skylark 
(Alauda arvensis), grey partridge (Perdix perdix), bullfinch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula), song thrush 
(Turdus philomelos) and barn owl (Tyto alba), while others such as spotted flycatcher (Muscicapa 
striata) and tree sparrow (Passer montanus), are unlikely to breed on-Site, but cannot be entirely 
discounted as potential breeding species. Some records relate to non-breeding migrant and winter 
passage species, such as dotterel (Charadrius morinellus), common redpoll (Carduelis flammea) 
and ring ouzel (Turdus torquatus). In addition to birds, records of hedgehog were provided for the 
Site, together with records of white letter hairstreak (Satyrium w-album) and a single record of 
brown long-eared bat. 

 Field surveys observed or saw evidence of the following faunal species skylark, barn owl, lapwing 
(Vanellus vanellus), buzzard (Buteo buteo), brown hare (Lepus europeas) and badger (Meles 
meles). 

 eDNA surveys undertaken in 2018 confirm negative results for all six ponds surveyed (i.e. no 
evidence of GCN presence detected). 

 
2 SSSI IRZs is a GIS tool developed by Natural England to enable a rapid assessment of the potential risk posed by development 
proposals to SSSIs, SACs, SPAs and Ramsar sites 
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 The key constraints and opportunities from the 2018 PEA are summarised at Section 3.  

Updated desk study (2020) 

 An updated desk study has been undertaken in November 2020, using information from MAGIC 
website, Natural England and JNCC websites, review of Local Plan portal, review of OS mapping 
and aerial photography.  Additional information to that presented in the PEA is described below.  

 A review of data on Magic Interactive maps shows: 

 the site falls within a SSSI IRZ, which identified planning proposals which are like to impact 
SSSIs/SACs/SPAs & Ramsar sites (England) including: “All planning applications (except 
householder) outside or extending outside existing settlements/urban areas affecting greenspace, 
farmland, semi natural habitats or landscape features such as trees, hedges, streams, rural 
buildings/structures.” 

 The site contains areas of Ancient and Semi-Natural Woodland (Ash Tree Clump and Ash Tree 
Belt), and Ancient Replanted Woodland (Farm Covert) and a number of further areas identified as 
Priority Habitat Inventory - Deciduous Woodland (England), a Habitat of Principal Importance3 . 

 There are no European Protected Species Licence applications showing within the site or within 
1km.  

 A review of information on the West Suffolk Local Plan webpages and associated mapping4 show 
the site as “countryside” with two Local Wildlife Sites (the aforementioned Ash Tree Clump and Ash 
Tree Belt and Farm Covert) on the old 2015 St Edmundsbury Local Plan Map.  

 A review of the various HRA documents available for the former Forest Heath District Council 
and St Edmundsbury Borough Council and the now West Suffolk District indicate that the potential 
effects of increased recreational pressure from new residents on the birds of Breckland SPA.  
Reference is made to a potential developer contribution recreation management scheme, but 
details of this could not be found during web-based searching  

 A review of OS mapping and aerial photography did not show any obvious differences from the 
habitat types reported in 2018.  

 The key constraints and opportunities are summarised at Section 3. 

3. Key ecological constraints and opportunities 

 The Site predominantly comprises arable farmland of lower ecological value, and so of little 
constraint to the deliverability of the Proposed Scheme.  However, consideration will be given to 
relevant higher value off-site and on-site ecological features and to maximising enhancements for 
biodiversity towards delivery of Biodiversity Net Gain.  

 
3 Habitats of Principal Importance are those included on a statutory list of priority habitats in England, as required under Section 41 of 
the Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC), and were largely those that were identified as being the most threatened 
and requiring conservation action under the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP). 
4 https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/local_plans/upload/E-SEBC-Local-Plan-Policies-Map-Feb2015-2.pdf  
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 The following ecological constraints and opportunities associated with the proposed masterplan for 
the Site, considering both the 2018 PEA and 2020 update desk study are presented below. 
Mitigation measures which are likely to be required to meet with National and current Local Plan 
policy are also summarised below.  Brekland SPA –part of the Site falls within a SSSI IRZ, likely 
due to recreational impacts on Breckland SPA. Consideration will be given to recreational impacts 
on Breckland and its internationally important populations of ground nesting birds.  Due to the size 
of the proposed development (a phased approach reaching over 3000 homes, c. 8000 new 
residents) early engagement and consultation with Natural England and the LPA’s appointed 
ecologist will be undertaken to agree strategic (assumed to be developer contributions to fund 
visitor management) and on-site mitigation (sufficient on-site open green space to provide a 
suitable alternative to recreational activities including dog walking). Any planning application will 
likely need to be accompanied by a Report to Inform Habitats Regulations Assessment including 
an appropriate assessment to assess if the development will adversely affect the integrity of the 
SPA. 

 Breckland SPA – consideration will  be given to potential changes to air quality/emissions 
deposition from increases in vehicular traffic on sensitive Breckland habitats used by ground 
nesting birds  Any planning application will likely need to be accompanied by a Report to Inform 
Habitats Regulations Assessment including an appropriate assessment to assess if the 
development will adversely affect the integrity of the SPA. 

 Ancient woodland - the blocks of ancient woodland (Farm Convert, Ash Tree Clump and Ash 
Tree Belt) and the overlapping Farm Covert / Oaks Wood CWS located within the Site will be 
retained, protected and enhanced through the provision of an appropriate “no-development” buffer 
of at least 15m5 around these woodland areas and identified Habitats of Principal Importance.  
The size of the buffer will take into account both tree root protection zones and potential impacts 
arising from the development.  The buffer will comprise semi-natural habitats such as woodland or 
a mix of scrub, grassland, heathland and wetland planting. The opportunity will be taken to link the 
blocks of ancient woodland with other higher biodiverse habitats to create habitat linkages 
between the ancient woodland to the wider landscape.   

 Biodiverse habitats and green space for recreation - sufficient space for biodiverse habitats 
and green space for recreation will be embedded into the masterplan for the Site and are key to 
delivery of a sustainable green infrastructure scheme which is also capable of delivering Net Gain.  
Provision of green space for recreational use of local residents will be away from sensitive areas 
of ancient woodland.  

 Higher value habitat - areas of higher value habitat including woodlands, ponds, and semi-
improved grassland, hedgerows, ditches and mature trees will be retained and enhanced within 
the masterplan to provide a mature green infrastructure within the development.  

 Lower value habitat - new built form will be focussed in habitat areas of lower relative ecological 
value i.e. arable land. 

 Loss of open farmland habitat - new development would inevitably result in the loss of open 
farmland which supports species of conservation interest including farmland bird species and 
brown hare.  Early engagement with the LPA appointed ecologist will seek to agree adequate 
compensation for habitat loss, in the form of new habitat creation such as increasing arable field 
margins and forage resources and/or off-site farmland management. 

 Protected faunal species - appropriate mitigation and compensation (including potentially 
through European Protected Species Licences) will be provided for any protected species, once 
surveys have determined which species are using the Site and surrounding Zones of Influence.  

 
5 Ancient woodland buffer zones are described in Standing Advice. Ancient woodland, ancient trees and veteran trees: protecting 
them from development - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)  
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 Incorporate wildlife into the built environment –the opportunity will be taken to encourage 
wildlife into the built environment as well as the areas of open green space , through provision of 
integrated nesting/roosting opportunities within the building fabric (e.g. bat and bird boxes, 
invertebrate features) and provision of accessible greenspace (e.g. through provision of hedgehog 
access in fences etc). 

4. Next steps towards allocation and future development at the Hall Farm Site  

 The likely scope of further surveys and consultation which should be undertaken to inform 
subsequent detailed design, in support of allocation and towards a planning application are 
described below.  

 Early consideration will be given to the delivery of sufficient sustainable, biodiverse green 
infrastructure within the masterplan for the scheme which is capable of delivering Net Gain, 
through buffering and linking the ancient woodland and identified Habitats of Principal Importance, 
along with the provision of green open-space for recreational use of local residents away from 
sensitive areas of ancient woodland.  

 A range of further surveys will be undertaken to inform detailed development, including breeding 
birds, wintering birds, water vole (permanently wet ditches), reptiles (infrequently managed 
grassland), great crested newts (standing water bodies), tree and building roosting bats, foraging 
and commuting bats, and invertebrates (woodland and trees). Surveys (eDNA) have returned 
negative results for great crested newt (in 2018) such that this species is not considered to be a 
constraint to future development, although due to the age of data update surveys will be required to 
confirm continued likely absence.  

 Consultation with Natural England and the LPA’s appointed ecologists will be undertaken with 
regards to Breckalnd SPA due to: 

 the applicability of the 1500m buffer and the wider cell-basis buffer of known ground nesting bird 
habitats for direct effects on the qualifying features of the SPA; 

 appropriate on-site and off-site mitigation for indirect recreational affects, which could include 
provision of areas of recreational green space within the site, and developer contributions to a 
strategic funded management strategy should one be in operation for this SPA; and 

 potential for air quality emissions from construction or operational traffic adversely affecting SPA 
habitats.  

 The scope of assessment for any future EIA and Shadow Report to inform HRA should be 
discussed and agreed with the relevant consultees.  

5. Summary  

 The Site predominantly comprises low value habitats associated with arable farmland, with the 
notable exception of the two areas of Ancient woodland, also designated as a CWS, and areas 
identified as Habitats of Principal Importance.   

 The overarching principles to inform masterplanning should be to retain habitat of value (ancient 
woodland and Habitats of Principal Importance), create buffers to protect and link these high value 
habitats comprising new biodiverse habitat of value, and provide sufficient recreational space for 
new residents within the site, away from the retained high value habitats, so as not to affect 
integrity of the nearby SPA.  

 Further details of specific mitigation requirements for protected species will be informed by detailed 
surveys, and will need to be designed into the biodiverse green space and open space and built 
form within the site.  
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 The illustrative Masterplan shows that there is scope to retain and protect habitats with the highest 
ecological value (woodland in the centre and blocks of semi-natural woodland habitat throughout 
the site) and link these to the west and north to off-site habitat corridors.  Further opportunities for 
enhance habitat blocks within the site should be realised through setting these aside for 
biodiversity and enhancing the current value of the adjacent arable land while creating multi-
beneficial spaces which are of value to wildlife as well as amenity value. This could balance the 
loss of arable habitat to the development and allow a net gain in biodiversity value to be achieved. 
Such measures measures/recommendations would be confirmed within a future report in support 
of the planning application for the Site. 

 In light of the above, no significant potential ecological constraints have been identified that would 
preclude future development at the Site and the Site would appear to be appropriate for Allocation, 
based on the layout and Development quantum shown in the current Illustrative Masterplan and 
taking account of Local and National planning policies. 
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1 Introduction 

Background 

1.1 Applied Ecology Ltd (AEL) was appointed by Bidwells (on behalf of Peterhouse College), in 
May 2018, to undertake a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) of an area of land (431.15 
ha in total extent) located to the north of Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.  The land area is 
referred to hereafter as the “Site” and is shown by Figure 1.1. 

1.2 This report presents a summary of a biological records search completed by Suffolk 
Biodiversity Information Services (SBIS) and RSPB on behalf of AEL, together with the 
results of an extended Phase 1 habitat survey.  The purpose of the appraisal is to provide an 
initial assessment of the key ecology and nature conservation considerations (constraints, 
opportunities and further survey requirements) in relation to potential future development 
within the Site. 

1.3 Detailed botanical target notes were recorded as part of the habitat survey but have not 
been included in the current report which is intended to provide a high-level summary only.  
This information will be retained by AEL to enable more detailed habitat and botanical 
descriptions to be prepared in the future, if required. 

1.4 Further to the PEA, a great crested newt presence / absence survey (using eDNA sampling 
and analysis) of all on-Site waterbodies was completed and is reported here. 

Legislation and Planning 

Legislation 

1.5 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) provides the main legal framework for 
nature conservation and species protection in the UK.  The Site of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI) is the main statutory nature conservation designation in the UK.  Such Sites are 
notable for their plants, or animals, or habitats, their geology or landforms, or a 
combination of these.  Natural England is the key statutory agency in England for advising 
Government, and for acting as the Government’s agent in the delivery of statutory nature 
conservation designations. 

1.6 Designation of a SSSI is a legal process, by which Sites are notified under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981.  The 1981 Act makes provision for the protection of Sites from the 
effects of changes in land management, and owners and occupiers receive formal 
notification specifying why the land is of special scientific interest and listing any operations 
likely to damage the special interest. 

1.7 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, and The Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities (NERC) Act 2006, provide supplementary protected species legislation.  
Specific protection for badgers Meles meles is provided by the Protection of Badgers Act 
1992. 
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Habitats and Species of Principal Importance in England 

1.8 The Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act came into force on 1 October 
2006.  Section 41 (S41) of the Act requires the Secretary of State to publish a list of habitats 
and species which are of principal importance for the conservation of biodiversity in 
England.  The list has been drawn up in consultation with Natural England, as required by 
the Act. 

1.9 The S41 list is used to guide decision-makers such as public bodies, including local and 
regional authorities, in implementing their duty under section 40 of the Natural 
Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, to have regard to the conservation of 
biodiversity in England, when carrying out their normal functions. 

Habitats of Principal Importance 

1.10 Fifty-six habitats of principal importance are included on the S41 list.  These are all the 
habitats in England that were identified as requiring action in the UK Biodiversity Action 
Plan (UK BAP) and continue to be regarded as conservation priorities in the subsequent UK 
Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework.  They include terrestrial habitats such as upland hay 
meadows to lowland mixed deciduous woodland, and freshwater and marine habitats such 
as ponds and sub-tidal sands and gravels. 

Species of Principal Importance 

1.11 There are 943 species of principal importance included on the S41 list.  These are the 
species found in England which were identified as requiring action under the UK 
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and which continue to be regarded as conservation priorities 
under the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework.  In addition, the hen harrier Circus 
cyaneus has also been included on the list because without continued conservation action 
it is unlikely that the hen harrier population will increase from its current very low levels in 
England. 

1.12 In accordance with Section 41(4) the Secretary of State will, in consultation with Natural 
England, keep this list under review and will publish a revised list if necessary.  

National Planning Policy Framework 

1.13 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in March 2012 and replaces 
previous planning policy guidance (PPS 9) on biodiversity.  NPPF states the following in 
relation to biodiversity and planning: 

“When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should aim to conserve 
and enhance biodiversity by applying the following principles: 

• if significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through locating 
on an alternative Site with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last 
resort, compensated for, then planning permission should be refused; 

• proposed development on land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest likely 
to have an adverse effect on a Site of Special Scientific Interest (either individually or in 
combination with other developments) should not normally be permitted.  Where an 
adverse effect on the Site’s notified special interest features is likely, an exception 
should only be made where the benefits of the development, at this Site, clearly 
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outweigh both the impacts that it is likely to have on the features of the Site that make 
it of special scientific interest and any broader impacts on the national network of Sites 
of Special Scientific Interest; 

• development proposals where the primary objective is to conserve or enhance 
biodiversity should be permitted; 

• opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be 
encouraged; 

• planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or 
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged 
or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, 
the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss; and 

• the following wildlife Sites should be given the same protection as European Sites: 

o potential Special Protection Areas and possible Special Areas of Conservation; 

o listed or proposed Ramsar Sites; and 

o Sites identified, or required, as compensatory measures for adverse effects on 
European Sites, potential Special Protection Areas, possible Special Areas of 
Conservation, and listed or proposed Ramsar Sites. 

1.14 The presumption in favour of sustainable development does not apply where development 
requiring appropriate assessment under the Birds or Habitats Directives is being considered, 
planned or determined.” 
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2 Existing Information 

Sources of Information 

2.1 A biological records search for land within a 2 km buffer of the Site’s central point has been 
undertaken by Suffolk Biodiversity Information Service (SBIS).  The SBIS report was received 
by AEL on 23 May 2018 and includes details of statutory and non-statutory wildlife sites 
and protected / notable species.  The location of more distant statutory wildlife sites has 
been confirmed using the MAGIC website (http://magic.defra.gov.uk/magicmap.aspx) 
which is managed by Natural England. 

2.2 Given the large size of the Site and its proximity to the Breckland Farmland Special 
Protection Area (SPA) a specific request for nesting records of stone curlew Burhinus 
oedicnemus (a Schedule 1 bird species) was also made to the RSPB covering a 1.5 km buffer 
around the Site’s boundary. 

Designated Wildlife Sites 

2.3 The location of statutory wildlife sites is shown by Figure 2.1, with ancient woodlands 
shown by Figure 2.2.  Non-statutory wildlife sites are not shown due to copyright 
restrictions, with their locations described in the text below. 

Statutory Wildlife Sites 

2.4 The closest statutory wildlife site is The Glen Chalk Caves, Bury St Edmunds Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI) which is located 1.5 km to the south of the Site and consists of 
chalk caves that are important for hibernating bats.  Horringer Chalk Caves SSSI, which is 
also a chalk cave system important for hibernating bats, is located around 4 km to the 
southwest of the Site on the far side of Bury St Edmunds. 

2.5 Pakenham Meadows SSSI is located around 5 km to the east and forms an area of species-
rich unimproved damp meadow. 

2.6 An extensive area of designated land collectively referred to as ‘Breckland’ extends to the 
west and north of the Site and is characterised by a mosaic of arable land, coniferous 
plantation, grassland and heathland on glacial sands.  Specifically, Breckland Forest SSSI is 
located 5 km to the northwest and Breckland Farmland SSSI 6.5 km to the west, with these 
two SSSIs both forming part of the composite Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA).  
These areas are particularly notable for supporting important populations of breeding 
stone curlew, nightjar and woodlark, together with a range of rare plants and invertebrates. 

2.7 Lackford Lakes SSSI adjoins the southern edge of Breckland Forest SSSI and is located 5.5 
km to the northwest of the Site.  It is particularly important for breeding and overwintering 
birds and dragonflies. 

2.8 A small number of Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) are located within the town of Bury St 
Edmunds. 

http://magic.defra.gov.uk/magicmap.aspx
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Non-Statutory Wildlife Sites and Ancient Woodland 

2.9 A single non-statutory wildlife site known as Farm Covert / Oaks Wood County Wildlife 
Site (CWS number St Edmundsbury 41) is located within the Site.  The CWS comprises three 
small but distinct ancient woodland blocks, namely Farm Convert, Ash Tree Clump and Ash 
Tree Belt, as shown by Figure 2.2.  The CWS citation states the following: 

2.10 “These small ancient woodland sites are listed in English Nature's Ancient Woodland 
Inventory. A large proportion of Farm Covert has been densely planted with conifers, 
although a fringe of sycamore and elm remains around the edge of the wood. The 
understorey consisting of hazel, hawthorn and crab apple is dense in places and provides 
suitable habitat for a wide range of woodland birds. The ground flora which is dominated by 
nettle, cow parsley and ivy has suffered from the heavy shade cast by the tree canopy.” 

2.11 No other non-statutory wildlife sites and/or ancient woodlands are located within 1 km of 
the Site. 

Protected and Notable Species Records 

2.12 A large number of protected and notable species records (728 records in total) were 
provided by SBIC as part of the data search.  Over 600 of these were of birds, with the 
remainder including higher plants, butterflies, moths, water vole Arvicola amphibious, 
hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus, brown hare Lepus europaeus, otter Lutra lutra, badger 
Meles meles and bats, namely Leisler's bat Nyctalus leisleri, common pipistrelle Pipistrellus 
pipistrellus, soprano pipistrelle Pipistrellus pygmaeus and brown long-eared bat Plecotus 
auratus. 

2.13 Based on grid reference locations and/or entry location references, around 40 of the 728 
individual records appear to be from the Site itself, with the majority of these (36 records 
of 35 species) being birds.  A number of the bird species listed are likely to breed and/or 
regularly forage on-Site (e.g. skylark Alauda arvensis, grey partridge Perdix perdix, bullfinch 
Pyrrhula pyrrhula, song thrush Turdus philomelos and barn owl Tyto alba), while others 
such as spotted flycatcher Muscicapa striata and tree sparrow Passer montanus, are 
unlikely to breed on-Site, but cannot be entirely discounted as potential breeding species.  
Some records relate to non-breeding migrant and winter passage species, such as dotterel 
Charadrius morinellus, common redpoll Carduelis flammea and ring ouzel Turdus torquatus. 

2.14 In addition to birds, at least four records of hedgehog were provided for the Site, together 
with three records of the butterfly white letter hairstreak Satyrium w-album (dating from 
2002, 2006 and 2010) and a single record of brown long-eared bat. 

2.15 No records of stone curlew were provided by SBIC or the RSPB for land within the 
respective search areas. 
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3 Field Survey 

Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

Approach 

3.1 A Phase 1 habitat survey of land within the Site was undertaken by an experienced AEL 
ecologist on 24 May and, 1 and 4 June 2018.  All habitats present were classified and 
mapped according to standard Phase 1 habitat survey categories1, with arable land further 
sub-divided in to arable crop types.  Ditches were not mapped in detail and have been 
mapped based on Ordnance Survey mapping, with individual trees mapped using 
interpretation of online aerial photography.  Hall Farm and surrounding commercial and 
residential grounds were also mapped using aerial photography due to land access 
sensitivities. 

3.2 Target notes were used as appropriate to record land areas of typical and unique botanical 
character, and areas or features too small to map accurately in the field, including, where 
appropriate, a list of the plant species present and an estimate of their individual relative 
abundance according to the DAFOR scale.  Target notes have not been reported with 
details retained for future use, if required.  The habitat map has been digitised and 
presented using a Geographical Information System (ArcView GIS). 

3.3 Any incidental evidence of the presence of animal species protected by wildlife law or 
covered by biodiversity planning initiatives that was seen during the Phase 1 habitat survey 
was recorded. 

Habitats and Plants 

3.4 An overview Phase 1 habitat map at a 1:12,500 scale is provided by Figure 3.1, with a 
corresponding series of 1:5,000 scale habitat maps provided by Figures 3.2-3.6. 

3.5 The locations of notable plant species recorded during the habitat survey are shown by 
Figure 3.7, and a breakdown and overview of the habitats present and their coverage is 
provided by Tables 3.1 (habitats) and Table 3.2 (linear features). 

Table 3.1:  Summary of habitat types present within the Site. 

Habitat type Area (ha) Overview of habitat within Site 

Amenity grassland 5.23 Regularly mown short sward grassland which is largely 
restricted to the land around Hall Farm house. 

Arable land, broken down as: 373.79 Intensive arable land used for growing a wide variety of crops 
(dominated by wheat and rape), together with small areas of 
fallow land and game cover maize crops.  
Limited arable weed interest noted overall with only 
infrequent plants of the Nationally Near Threatened species 
common cudweed and dwarf spurge noted during the 
habitat survey. 

 wheat 155.86 

 spinach 7.00 

 rape 91.11 

 onions 35.44 

 barley 30.54 

                                                      
1
 JNCC (1993).  Handbook for Phase 1 Habitat Survey – A technique for Environmental Audit.  JNCC.  Peterborough. 
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Habitat type Area (ha) Overview of habitat within Site 

 potatoes 44.83 

 fallow 2.07 

 maize cover crop 6.94 

Bare ground (including exposed 
reservoir lining) 

1.72 - 

Broad-leaved plantation 
woodland 

0.24 A very small area of planted broadleaved woodland. 

Broad-leaved semi-natural 
woodland 

19.26 Numerous woodland blocks including Ash Tree Clump and 
Ash Tree Belt (both ancient woodland), typically dominated 
by a mix of oak, ash and hornbeam but with a range of other 
tree and shrub species, and some evidence of past 
replanting. 
Overall the ground layer of these woodland lacked intact 
plant assemblages and were largely dominated by nettle and 
mixed ruderals typical of past disturbance and enrichment.  
Only local patches of bluebell, dog mercury and spurge laurel 
were present, mostly notably in areas of ancient woodland 
and in the northern part of Barton Belt. 

Buildings 0.47 - 

Construction site 0.61 - 

Continuous bracken 0.16 - 

Dense scrub 0.47 Mixed woody scrub mainly restricted to the southern section 
of the dismantled rail-line corridor. 

Ephemeral/short perennial 0.02 Very small areas of (non-arable) disturbed ground 
characterised by a range of annual and ephemeral plant 
species. 

Hard standing (including tracks) 5.42 - 

Improved grassland 0.41 Small areas of poor agricultural grassland. 

Marginal vegetation 0.04 Marginal aquatic vegetation. 

Mixed plantation woodland 8.42 Two blocks of mixed woodland, namely Brick Kiln Plantation 
and Farm Covert (with the latter consisting of replanted 
ancient woodland), have been largely replanted with 
Corsican and Scots pine and have retained only a minor 
broadleaved component along the woodland margins and in 
the understorey.  Ground layer species were typically poor 
with nettle, and with locally abundant bracken and climbing 
corydalis. 

Poor semi-improved neutral 
grassland 

5.95 Characteristic of species-poor permanent arable margins and 
neglected grassland along hedgerows, ditch banks, roads and 
tracks. 

Semi-improved neutral 
grassland 

3.25 Restricted to grassland around margins of reservoirs 
(probably sown) and clearing within Brick Kiln Plantation 
where some neutral to slightly acid grassland with bracken 
patches was noted. 

Standing water 2.40 Bodies of standing water and ponds. 

Tall ruderal 2.78 Low value assemblages typically of nettle and thistles. 

Tall ruderal / poor SI 0.51 Small scale habitat mosaics. 

Total 431.15  
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Table 3.2:  Summary of linear habitat types within Site. 

Linear habitat feature Length (m) Overview of habitat within Site 

Flowing water 3,032 Drainage ditches, as shown by the Ordnance Survey map. 

Line of trees 271 Line of trees, mainly Leyland cypress screen plantings. 

Species-poor hedgerow 5,174 Limited range of native woody shrubs. 

Species-rich hedgerow 581 Greater range of native woody shrubs. 

Evidence of Protected Animal Species 

3.6 The following incidental evidence of protected animal species was noted during the habitat 
survey: 

• A range of bird species, including skylark (several suspected nesting pairs), barn owl 
(one bird seen leaving a tree mounted box on the eastern edge of woodland along the 
north part of the dismantled rail-line at TL 85656789), lapwing (at least one pair 
probably nesting on an onion field around Ash Tree Copse) and buzzard (a pair 
displaying over woodland at the southern end of Barton Belt). 

• Numerous brown hare seen widely across the Site. 

• Badger presence in the form of a single five-active hole subsidiary sett (or conceivably a 
small main sett) located towards the northern end of Barton Belt at TL87806775. 

3.7 On the basis of the habitats present, the Site could support a range of other protected 
species that would be of relevance to future development planning and assessment work, 
including wintering birds, water vole (permanently wet ditches), reptiles (infrequently 
managed grassland), great crested newts (standing water bodies), tree and building 
roosting bats, foraging and commuting bats, and invertebrates (woodland and trees). 

3.8 Further survey for these groups and species may be required subject to emerging 
development proposals in order to inform development design and planning going forward. 

3.9 The approach and results of the great crest newt presence / absence eDNA checks are 
provided below. 

Great Crested Newt Presence / Absence Surveys 

Approach 

3.10 A total of six on-Site ponds potentially suitable for great crested newt (GCN) were identified 
during the habitat survey and are labelled 1-6 on Figure 3.8. 

3.11 In summary, Ponds 1 and 2 were large agricultural reservoirs stocked with carp, Ponds 3, 4 
and 6 were permanent waterbodies within areas of woodland, and Pond 5 was a recently 
dug ‘wildlife’ type pond (probably fish stocked) set in a formal grassland setting at Hall 
Farm. 

3.12 Each pond was sampled by two AEL ecologists (both licenced by Natural England to handle 
GCN) using an ADAS GCN eDNA kit on 20 June 2018 in line with the recommended sample 
collection protocol. 
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3.13 The samples were returned to ADAS for analysis and were received by ADAS on 25 June and 
subsequently analysed on 27 June 2018. 

Findings 

3.14 The results of the eDNA are provided in Appendix A and confirm negative results for all six 
ponds (i.e. no evidence of GCN presence detected). 
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4 Evaluation and Conclusions 

Evaluation 

4.1 The Site contains no statutory wildlife sites, with the closest SSSI being The Glen Chalk 
Caves SSSI which is 1.5 km to the south.  A relatively small area in the north-western corner 
of the Site (around 13 ha in extent) falls within a SSSI Impact Risk Zone (IRZs) 2 in respect to 
residential developments of 100 or more houses and presumably relating to potential 
effects on a Breckland SSSI/SPA.  Slightly larger parts of the Site in the northwest and 
northeast corners fall within SSSI IRZs for industrial / agricultural developments in relation 
to air pollution, combustion or waste composting discharges.  Impacts on statutory wildlife 
sites are not considered high risk but may require further consideration subject to 
development scale and type. 

4.2 The Site supports a single non-statutory wildlife site known as Farm Covert / Oaks Wood 
CWS which incorporates three small but distinct ancient woodland blocks, namely Farm 
Convert, Ash Tree Clump and Ash Tree Belt. 

4.3 Overall the Site was of low value in habitat and botanical terms being dominated by 
intensive arable land.  However, aside from the designated woodland areas, the main 
habitat interests relate to non-ancient woodlands, hedgerow boundaries / mature 
boundary trees, occasional wet ditches and ponds. 

4.4 An initial assessment of the value of habitats within the Site has been completed according 
to a standard geographic framework that is used to value ecological receptors as part of an 
Ecological Impact Assessment.  Examples of the geographic framework applied to the 
habitats within the Site is summarised in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1:  An approach to valuing ecological receptors. 

Level of value Examples (not exhaustive) 

International An internationally designated site or candidate site (Special Protection Area (SPA), 
potential Special Protection Area (pSAC), Special Area of Conservation (SAC), candidate 
Special Area of Conservation (cSAC), potential Special Area of Conservation (pSAC), 
Ramsar site, Biogenetic Reserve) or an area which Natural England (NE) has determined 
meets the published selection criteria for such designations, irrespective of whether or 
not it has yet been notified. 

A viable area of a habitat type listed in Annex 1 of the Habitats Directive, or smaller 
areas of such habitat that is essential to maintain the viability of that ecological 
resource. 

Any regularly occurring population of an internationally important species, i.e. those 
listed in Annex 1, 2 or 4 of the Habitats Directive. 

                                                      
2
 SSSI IRZs is a GIS tool developed by Natural England to enable a rapid assessment of the potential risk posed by development 

proposals to SSSIs, SACs, SPAs and Ramsar sites. 
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Level of value Examples (not exhaustive) 

National A nationally designated site (SSSI), National Nature Reserve (NNR), Marine Nature 
Reserve or a discrete area which NE has determined meets the published selection 
criteria for national designation irrespective of whether or not it has yet been notified. 

A regularly occurring population of a nationally important species i.e. a priority species 
listed in the UK BAP and/or Schedules 1, 5 (S9 (1, 4a, 4b)) or 8 of the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act, or a UK Red Data Book species. 

County / Regional Non-statutory designated wildlife sites (e.g. Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs), Sites of Nature 
Conservation Interest (SNCIs) and Site of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs)), 
and areas of semi-natural ancient woodland greater than 0.25 ha. 

Viable areas of key habitats identified in local/county BAPs or smaller areas of such 
habitats that are essential to maintain the viability of that ecological resource. 

Any regularly occurring, locally significant population of a species listed as being 
nationally scarce (occurring in 16-100 10 km squares in the UK) or in a relevant 
local/county BAP on account of its rarity or localisation. 

Local Other sites which the designating authority has determined meet the published 
ecological selection criteria for designation at the local level. 

Sites/features that are scarce within the local area or which appreciably enrich the local 
area’s habitat resource. 

Neighbourhood Commonplace and widespread semi-natural habitats e.g. scrub, poor semi-improved 
grassland, coniferous plantation woodland and intensive arable farmland. 

Less than 
neighbourhood / 
Negligible 

Habitats of little or no ecological value e.g. amenity grassland or hard standing. 

4.5 The results are summarised in Table 4.2 and illustrated in Figure 4.1 (excluding linear 
features).  It should be noted that this initial evaluation is based on habitat survey 
information only and will need to be reviewed as the relative value of individual habitats 
change in light of further habitat and protected species information. 

Table 4.2:  Summary of habitat values. 

Level of value Habitat types present within the Site 

International - 

National - 

County / Regional CWS and Ancient Woodland. 

Local Broadleaved semi-natural woodland, broadleaved plantation woodland, 
mixed plantation woodland, standing water (excluding agricultural 
reservoirs) and semi-improved grassland. 

Neighbourhood Arable land, continuous bracken, dense scrub, ephemeral / short 
perennial, marginal vegetation, poor semi-improved grassland, stand 
water (agricultural reservoirs), tall ruderal and tall ruderal / poor SI. 

Less than neighbourhood / 
Negligible 

Amenity grassland, bare ground, buildings, construction site, hard 
standing and improved grassland. 
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Preliminary Development Guidance 

4.6 Key design principles to guide future development will vary according to the scale of 
development proposed, development type and layout, and associated habitat loss 
compensation requirements.  However, a number of broad principles have been set out 
below that can be used to help guide early stages of development planning within the Site. 

• Retain blocks of ancient woodland and the County Wildlife Site located within the Site 
and provide an appropriate no development buffer of at least 15 m3 around these 
priority woodland areas. 

• Development should focus on habitats of low relative ecological value i.e. arable land 
and previously developed land, in order to ensure that impacts on ecology, and 
associated compensation and mitigation requirements, are minimised. 

• Retain and enhance areas of higher value habitat, including woodlands, ponds, and 
semi-improved grassland, and where possible retain the existing field pattern of 
hedgerows, ditches and mature trees. 

• Opportunities for new habitat creation and enhancement (combined with recreational 
provision) should be considered, in particular the feasibility of expanding and joining up 
on-Site and off-Site woodland blocks, the creation of new complimentary wildlife 
habitats (e.g. wetland, grassland and open water), combined with enhanced 
ecologically-driven management. 

• Substantial new development would inevitably result in the loss of open farmland 
species interests, and adequate compensation for habitat loss, in the form of new 
habitat creation, should be considered as part of a development design in order to 
demonstrate in an overall enhancement in biodiversity post-development. 

• Appropriate mitigation and compensation will need to be provided for any protected 
species affected by development. 

Further Survey Requirements 

4.7 The scope of additional survey work would need to be confirmed when details of the scale 
and location of future development are known, but it is likely that a range of additional 
surveys would be required to inform development design and for planning, including: 

• Badgers (sett survey and bait-marking study, November-March). 

• Great crested newt (off-Site ponds within 250m of the Site with no barriers to GCN 
dispersal between, April-May). 

• Bats - tree and building inspections, emergence / return surveys and general bat 
activity surveys (principally May-September). 

• Wintering birds (November-February). 

• Breeding birds (April-June). 

• Hedgerow Regulations survey and notable plant check (May-September). 

• Water vole (mid-April – September). 

                                                      
3
 Based on current NE standing advice https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-

licences. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences
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• Reptile survey depending on land management (April-September). 

• Invertebrate scoping survey (May-September). 
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Sample ID: 2018-1568 Condition on Receipt: Low Sediment Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 1, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Client:    Duncan Painter, 
 Applied Ecology Ltd, 
 St John's Innovation Centre,  

Cowley Road,  
Cambridge,  
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 172 Chester Road 
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Sample ID: 2018-1569 Condition on Receipt: Good Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 2, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1565 Condition on Receipt: Low Sediment Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 3, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1571 Condition on Receipt: Good Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 4, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1570 Condition on Receipt: Low Sediment Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 5, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if 
all of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Sample ID: 2018-1567 Condition on Receipt: Low Sediment Volume: Passed 

Client Identifier: Pond 6, Bury Description: pond water samples in preservative  

Date of Receipt: 25/06/2018 Material Tested: eDNA from pond water samples  

Determinant Result Method Date of Analysis 

Inhibition Control† 2 of 2 Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Degradation Control§ Within Limits Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Great Crested Newt* 0 of 12 (GCN negative) Real Time PCR 27/06/2018 

Negative PCR Control 
(Nuclease Free Water) 

0 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Positive PCR Control (GCN 
DNA 10-4 ng/µL)# 4 of 4 Real Time PCR As above for GCN 

Report Prepared by: Dr Helen Rees Report Issued by: Dr Ben Maddison 

Signed: 
 

Signed: 
 

Position: Director: Biotechnology Position: MD: Biotechnology 

Date of preparation: 29/06/2018 Date of issue: 29/06/2018 

 

eDNA analysis was carried out in accordance with the stipulated methodology found in the Technical Advice Note (WC1067 
Appendix 5 Technical Advice Note) published by DEFRA and adopted by Natural England. 

* If all PCR controls and extraction blanks give the expected results a sample is considered: negative for great crested newt if all 
of the replicates are negative; positive for great crested newt if one or more of the replicates are positive. 

† Recorded as the number of positive replicate reactions at expected Ct value. If the expected Ct value is not achieved, the 
sample is considered inhibited and is diluted as per the technical advice note prior to amplification with great crested newt 
primer and probes. 

§ No degradation is expected within time frame of kit preparation, sample collection and analysis. 

#Additional positive controls (10-1, 10-2, 10-3 ng/µL) are also routinely run, results not shown here. 
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Appendix 1: Interpretation of results 
 

Sample Condition 
 
Upon sample receipt we score your samples according to quality: good, low sediment, medium sediment, high 
sediment, white precipitate, and presence of algae. 
 
There are three reasons as to why sediment should be avoided:  

1. It is possible for DNA to persist within the sediment for longer than it would if it was floating in the water 
which could lead to a false positive result i.e. in this case GCN not recently present but present a long time ago 

2. In some cases sediment can cause inhibition of the PCR analysis used to detect GCN eDNA within samples 
which could lead to an indeterminate result. 

3. In some cases sediment can interfere with the DNA extraction procedure resulting in poor recovery of the 
eDNA which in turn can lead to an indeterminate result. 

 
Algae can make the DNA extraction more difficult to perform so if it can be avoided then this is helpful. 
 
Sometimes samples contain a white precipitate which we have found makes the recovery of eDNA very difficult. This 
precipitate can be present in such high amounts that it interferes with the eDNA extraction process meaning that we 
cannot recover the degradation control (nor most likely the eDNA itself) at sufficient levels for the control to be 
within the acceptable limits for the assay, therefore we have to classify these type of samples as indeterminate. 
 

What do my results mean? 
 
A positive result means that great crested newts are present in the water or have been present in the water in the 
recent past (eDNA degrades over around 7-21 days). 
 
A negative result means that DNA from the great crested newt has not been detected in your sample.  
 
On occasion an inconclusive result will be issued. This occurs where the DNA from the great crested newt has not been 
detected but the controls have indicated that either: the sample has been degraded and/or the eDNA was not fully 
extracted (poor recovery); or the PCR inhibited in some way. This may be due to the water chemistry or may be due 
to the presence of high levels of sediment in samples which can interfere with the DNA extraction process. A re-test 
could be performed but a fresh sample would need to be obtained. We have successfully performed re-tests on 
samples which have had high sediment content on the first collection and low sediment content (through improved 
sample collection) on the re-test. If water chemistry was the cause of the indeterminate then a re-test would most 
likely also return an inconclusive result. 
 
The results will be recorded as indeterminate if the GCN result is negative and the degradation result is recorded as: 

1.  evidence of decay - meaning that the degradation control was outside of accepted limits 
2.  evidence of degradation or residual inhibition - meaning that the degradation control was outside of accepted 

limits but that this could have been due to inhibitors not being removed sufficiently by the dilution of inhibited 
samples (according to the technical advice note)  

 



 

 
© Applied Ecology Ltd, 2018 
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Summary 
Please see representations document and vision document. The case for 
delivering a new settlement at Hall Farm cannot be understated. It would deliver 
up to 3,500 dwellings including for a variety of types and tenures, a range of 
local employment opportunities integrated into the community, expanding on 
the existing success of Fornham Business Court, a mix of retail, business and 
community uses, recreational facilities and a wealth of green infrastructure. 

Comment 
The case for delivering a new settlement at Hall Farm cannot be understated. It 
would deliver up to 3,500 dwellings including for a variety of types and tenures, 
a range of local employment opportunities integrated into the community, 
expanding on the existing success of Fornham Business Court, a mix of retail, 
business and community uses, recreational facilities and a wealth of green 
infrastructure. The aspirations for Hall Farm meet the requirements for 
"sustainable development" set out within the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF), for which there is a presumption in favour both in plan-
making and decision-taking. 

There are numerous strategically advantageous reasons for allocating growth at 
Hall Farm. These include: 

● Strategically well placed within West Suffolk: The site is located within close 
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proximity to West Suffolk’s largest town, Bury St Edmunds which offers a wide 
range of facilities and services as well as employment opportunities. The 
connectivity of Bury St Edmunds to the rest of the region is unparalleled when 
compared with other towns in West Suffolk given the accessibility and 
connectivity of the existing cycling, rail and road network; 

● Unconstrained nature of the site: The site is not subject to any major planning 
or environmental designations, with the exception of small areas of the site 
which include a CWS and Ancient Woodland. However, these constraints would 
not preclude development and can be readily mitigated and enhanced. Hall 
Farm and its immediate surrounding area is not subject to the designations that 
exist in other parts of the district which constrain the development potential of 
these locations; 

● Utilising key infrastructure and sustainable transport: Hall Farm’s location 
benefits from excellent connectivity to the existing transport network, including 
the Cambridge to Ipswich rail corridor, the National Cycle Route, the public 
rights of way network and the A14, A134, A143 and A101. The site is within 
cycling distance of the Bury St Edmunds town centre and the very nature of 
large scale mixed-use development reduces the need to travel through 
improving accessibility to employment and facilities by sustainable modes of 
travel; 

● Delivering housing to meet need in West Suffolk: Hall Farm will go a long way 
to helping West Suffolk meets its housing requirements now and into the future 
by providing approximately 3,500 new dwellings. High quality housing will be 
provided in a range of size, types and tenures to meet the various needs of the 
district; and 

 
● Maximising economic opportunities: Fornham Business Court sits at the heart 
of Hall Farm and is an existing well established and successful employment hub. 
The vision for Hall farm seeks to further grow Fornham Business Court so that it 
becomes a focal point of the new community providing local employment 
opportunities in a high-quality environment, 
boosting economic growth for the district. Hall Farm can also capitalise on the 
opportunities presented by the Cambridge to Norwich Tech Corridor, 
encouraging start-ups, growing businesses and attracting investors to West 



Suffolk. 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2019 recognises the role that 
new settlements can have in contributing to housing supply and bringing a 
greater scope of wider social, environmental, and economic benefits. 

Paragraph 72 states that: “the supply of large numbers of new homes can often 
be best achieved through planning for larger scale development, such as new 
settlements…provided they are well located and designed and supported by the 
necessary infrastructure and facilities.” 

Hall Farm provides an excellent opportunity for a new comprehensively planned 
community supported by existing and planned sustainable transport 
infrastructure. Its scale and critical mass allows for a mixed-use, socially 
inclusive community offering a greater range of homes, employment, health 
and recreational opportunities to be delivered and promotes more 
sustainable travel patterns and ways of living. It also provides greater scope to 
deliver climate change mitigation and adaptation measures alongside 
opportunities for biodiversity net gain. 

The proposals for Hall Farm meet the definition of deliverable as set out within 
the NPPF: 
● Available – the site is under the single ownership of Peterhouse and is 
considered available for development. There are no legal or ownership 
impediments to development; 
● Suitable – the site offers a suitable highly sustainable location for 
development and is not subject to any constraints which would prevent the form 
and scale of development being proposed from coming forward; and 
● Achievable – the proposals are considered to be achievable and economically 
viable. Whilst a detailed viability assessment has not yet been undertaken, the 
technical work to date has not identified any constraints or infrastructure 
requirement which would render the site unviable. Furthermore, it is considered 
that development could come forward within the first five years of the plan 
period as there are no legal or ownership issues or constraints to development 
which would result in a delay to development coming forward within this 
timescale. 

As identified in the NPPF at paragraph 72 “The supply of large numbers of new 
homes can often be best achieved through planning for larger scale 
development, such as new settlements or significant extensions to existing 



villages and towns, provided they are well located and designed, and supported 
by the necessary infrastructure and facilities." 

The clear direction of travel at a national policy level is an acknowledgement 
that a large supply of homes is required to meet England's housing need and 
that large scale development is a way of meeting designed, and supported by 
the necessary infrastructure and facilities." 

Peterhouse supports the Council’s approach to exploring the potential of new 
settlements as an option for growth, which is consistent with the NPPF. 

Hall Farm addresses the high level criteria set out at paragraph 5.46 as follows 

Hall Farm will comprise up to 3,500 dwellings alongside of range of other uses, 
facilities and services to deliver a genuinely mixed-use and sustainable 
settlement. Given the size of the site this quantum of development can easily 
be delivered to ensure that proposals are of a high quality and respond to any 
environmental constraints and the character of the site and 
surrounding area; 

Hall Farm’s location benefits from excellent connectivity to the existing 
transport network, including the Cambridge to Ipswich rail corridor, the National 
Cycle Route, the public rights of way network and the A14, A134, A143 and 
A101; and 

Hall Farm is located within close proximity to West Suffolk’s largest town, Bury 
St Edmunds which offers a wide range of facilities and services as well as 
employment opportunities. The connectivity of Bury St Edmunds to the rest of 
the region is unparalleled when compared with other towns in West Suffolk 
given the accessibility and connectivity of the existing cycling, rail and road 
network; 

Paragraph 5.46 also recognises that this option may result in comparatively low 
levels of growth within the remainder of the district. Whilst this is not 
necessarily a negative consequence, as development should be directed to 
sustainable locations, an appropriate amount of growth in other towns and 
villages could also be delivered as part of a hybrid spatial strategy which 
includes for a new settlement. 
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Current Status 
Accepted (Last changed: 22 Mar 2021) 

Entered By 
Mr John Dudding (Bidwells) 

Submission Method 
Web 

Council Comments 
Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be 
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the 
plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.The 
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the 
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of 
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of 
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure 
and environmental capacity issues. 
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